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Abstract 

This research discusses the problem of teaching and learning speaking fluency to Second Year 

Students of English at Frères Mentouri University. Literature in the field of speaking skills 

reveals that fluency is the hardest skill to be taught and learned. Fluency does not obey pre-

established regulations and even though many activities are designed to develop it, learners 

still meet great difficulties to master it as it requires time and intensive practice. This research 

is developed to identify and experiment the most effective classroom fluency activity that may 

enhance fluency in foreign language learners’ speech. It attempts to check the validity of the 

hypothesis which states that teachers of the oral expression module would improve their 

students speaking fluency if they could identify and practise the most appropriate classroom 

activity among an array of other activities. Two kinds of means of research are adopted: 

teachers’ questionnaire and students’ test. The former is planned out to see what second year 

oral expression teachers suggest to be the most efficient fluency classroom activities. The 

latter is adopted to experiment what teachers suggest as the best two fluency activities to 

identify the most effective one among them. The results of both, the teachers’ questionnaire 

and the students’ test, reveal that ‘free discussion’ is the most effective fluency classroom 

activity which helps learners minimize shyness and maximize participation in the classroom.           
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General Introduction 

1. Statement of the Problem 

When involved in the process of communicating in English, we have to take care of a 

multiple of features like grammar, fluency, intonation and pronunciation. From these 

numerous speaking parts, fluency is of crucial difficulty. As accuracy includes elements like 

phonology and grammar which are mainly based on rules that can be referred to when 

improving it, fluency is less ruled. Logan (1988) and Robinson and Ha (1993) consider 

fluency as “the product of organizing performances so that it is based not on rules which are 

applied more quickly, or on rules which are more efficiently organized, but on contextually 

code exemplars” (Skehan, 1998, P.60). Attributable to the convolution of speaking fluency, a 

great majority of students of English find it difficult to communicate spontaneously and 

naturally in front of others.  

Speaking fluency cannot be enhanced instantaneously and automatically with the first 

attempt to use the target language. Learning how to communicate fluently requires intensive 

practice which is considered as the main obstacle for learners in the Department of English at 

Frères Mentouri University as it requires appropriate conditions such as very small groups of 

students and enough time. Since adding extra hours to this module and decreasing the amount 

of students per group seem to be beyond the possibility of the teachers, searching for new 

ways that fit these conditions to improve fluency is the right solution.   

 2. Aim of the Study 

        This research aims at shedding the light on the concept of speaking fluency and 

determining the appropriate ways that would be of some benefits for the learners who wish to 
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develop it. The common specialized literature admits that acquiring and developing fluency is 

the most difficult step in teaching and learning the speaking skill. Contrastively with grammar 

which is based on specific rules, fluency is free from any type of regulation, and here lies the 

difficulty of its development. Even when many activities are planned out in order to acquire 

and improve fluency, we notice that learners persist in improving it with great difficulty. So, 

the main issue that will be discussed in this research is related to the potential identification of 

the most effective activity that is likely to lead the learners to some significant improvement 

in speaking fluency. 

         The thesis at hand attempts also to explain the learners’ poor fluency in speaking EFL. It 

identifies and measures speaking fluency activities. The result will inevitably reveal the most 

fruitful classroom activity. Thus, the main aim is to improve foreign learners speaking fluency 

by adapting the most effective classroom activity. 

3. Research Questions and Hypothesis 

 On the basis of what has been explained above, the thesis seeks answers to the 

following questions: 

1- Are teachers of Oral Expression in the Department of English giving more 

importance to speaking fluency or accuracy?   

2- Do teachers of oral expression know how to measure efficiently the students’ 

speaking fluency? 

3- What are the most efficient classroom activities that lead to the improvement of the 

learners’ speaking fluency? 
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 Asking these questions leads us to hypothesize that teachers of the oral expression 

module would improve their students speaking fluency if they could identify and practise the 

most appropriate classroom activity among an array of other fluency-based activities. 

 

4. Means of Research 

         In this research, we will adopt a teachers’ questionnaire and a students’ test as means of 

research. The teachers’ questionnaire will be designed for oral expression teachers. It will be 

planned in order to identify the different types of speaking fluency activities put into practice, 

and the ones that are prevailing among the informants in charge of the oral expression subject 

in the department of Letters and English Language. For the test, some speaking fluency 

activities will experimented and the results will reveal what the most appropriate one is for 

developing speaking fluency. Our research will end with an objective evaluation of the 

activities in use, and the selection of the most efficient one.  

 

5. Structure of the Thesis 

         This research is divided into two parts: a theoretical part and a practical one. The 

theoretical part is a review of the literature on the speaking skill, assessment and fluency.  It is 

composed of three main chapters. 

 Chapter one entitled “General Overview of the Speaking Skill” sets a background of the 

speaking skill. It introduces the skill as acquired in first and foreign languages. It sheds light 

on its nature and status through history of language education and pedagogy. It also explores 

the different speaking approaches. Then, it displays some of the problems that face both 

teachers and learners in teaching and learning the skill. In the same chapter, we present some 
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of the classroom activities and games. We attempt also to explore the roles played by teachers 

and learners in the classroom. It brings under light also some of the characteristics and 

strategies to correct learners’ errors. Finally, we present speaking for communication, under 

which, we present the nature of communication, the non verbal communication and 

communicative competence. 

 Chapter two deals with assessment as a crucial element in second and foreign language 

teaching and learning. Assessment is presented as an important ingredient in the development 

of the speaking skill. This chapter starts with a comparison between three main terms: test, 

assessment and evaluation. Then, it illuminates the main principles of speaking assessment. 

After that, it travels around the history of testing the speaking skill. It elucidates reliability 

and validity in speaking assessment. In the same chapter, we introduce some types of oral 

tests. Then, some of the test techniques used in speaking are covered. Finally, the chapter ends 

up with listing the most common grading methods.       

 Chapter three is an attempt to present the concept of speaking fluency seen from 

different angles: its definition, its teaching and learning and scoring. It starts with discussing 

the different definitions of the term fluency. Automaticity is an imperative aspect of speaking 

spontaneously; its definition, attributes and development are the points that are presented in 

the second subtitle of this chapter. It also provides the reader with some strategies to maintain 

fluency in their communication. Afterwards, it introduces some affects that influence fluency. 

The other section brings under light the three main approaches to teach fluency, the 

fundamental set of principles to develop it and the most important classroom fluency 

activities designed to enhance it. A discussion of the problem of evaluating fluency in 

speaking reliably and validly is the last point to be developed in this chapter.   
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        As mentioned earlier, the second part is the practical one. This part of the thesis is based 

on the data provided to confirm the research hypothesis. The teachers’ questionnaire and the 

test are the main research designs of the thesis in addition to the pedagogical implications and 

recommendations.  

 Chapter four presents and analyses the teachers’ questionnaire that is designed to 

identify the main speaking classroom activities. This chapter is developed to verify the main 

classroom activities that teachers think are the most efficient ones so that we can select the 

most effective one for the development of the speaking fluency.    

 The students test is the main chapter of the practical part of the thesis. It is given for the 

sake of examining which of the chosen speaking fluency activities can help foreign language 

learners at Algerian universities better. It evaluates the obtained results to authenticate the 

research hypothesis.   

 In pedagogical implications and recommendation, we try to present the most important 

findings that emerge from this study and provide the reader, especially oral expression 

teachers and researchers, with some suggestions in favour the improvement of fluency in 

speaking. 
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Chapter One: An Overview of the Speaking Skill 

Introduction 

 The initial chapter at hand introduces some of the fundamental issues about the oral 

skill and how it has been approached. We will present a succinct idea about the speaking skill, 

and try to determine the main attributes that characterize it. After that, we will provide a 

review of how children acquire their first language through sketching out, how they achieve 

vocabulary, syntax and phonology.  

 The second point that will be discussed in this chapter relates to the status of the spoken 

language in the history of language teaching research and pedagogy. The main approaches 

that develop speaking the foreign language is another aspect that will be investigated. Then, 

we will shed light on the problems that may face both teachers and learners in Oral 

Expression classes. What are the activities practised in the classroom to enhance this skill? 

What are the roles played by dialogues and games? What are the teachers’ and learners’ roles 

in speaking classroom activities? How to correct learners’ mistakes? These questions and 

some others will be treated in this chapter. 

 The last section that is entitled ‘Speaking for Communication’ investigates the nature of 

verbal and nonverbal communication and seeks to see if the latter is considered as a part of 

the speaking skill. The last point in this section explores the concept of communicative 

competence and its role in the dual process of teaching and learning. 

1.1 First Language Acquisition 

 Generally speaking, People communicate with each other by using words, but they are 

not born with the capacity of speaking. Obviously, newborn babies do not start speaking 

directly when being delivered. After many weeks of doing nothing but crying, they start 
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producing different sounds which are developed, via time, to form isolated words and later 

full utterances as adults do. Accordingly, the baby goes through many stages before being 

able to use the language accurately and spontaneously. From birth to six months, babies 

cannot use speech sounds; at this age, they have just the ability to perceive sounds. Around 

the end of the first year of life, infants start producing vocabulary by using limited words 

which increase on a regular basis. Lenneberg (1966 as cited in Taylor, 1976, P. 197) suggests 

the amount of acquired words from age 1 to 6 by saying that “Children start with few words 

around age one, then increase their vocabulary size to an average of 270 words at age 2; 900 

at age 3; 1,520 at 4; 2,060 at 5; and 2,550 at 6”. However, according to Harley (2010, P. 50), 

the degree of achievement is not the same for all infants because there are discrepancies 

among children. In other words, there is no standard in the amount of producing vocabulary in 

the first language; some children produce words at age 12 months and others at 18 months. 

Hence, from month to month and year to year children acquire more vocabulary.  

 Clark (1973) describes four theories of the development of semantics: the grammatical 

relations hypothesis, the generalization hypothesis, the universal primitive hypothesis and the 

semantic feature hypothesis. 

 The grammatical relations hypothesis is suggested by McNeil (1970) who asserts that 

grammar structures are acquired before the meaning of isolated words. He proposes that the 

child has a kind of sentence dictionary which helps her/him understand the meaning of the 

whole sentence (Clark, 1973, P.67). As the child grows up and appears to use correct 

grammatical utterances, s/he commences understanding meanings of words in isolation 

instead of the whole sentence. At this stage, the understanding of semantics is based on “a 

word- meaning basis rather than on a sentence-meaning one” (Clark, 1973, P.67). In other 

words, the child does not learn the whole meaning of a word at once, s/he first starts by 
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learning some features and adds others, in time, until s/he gets the whole meaning of the 

word.  

 Clark (1973, P. 68), in the same line, talks about the vertical development as another 

possibility of the child’s semantics acquisition which is achieved through the simultaneous 

learning of the form and the full meaning of the learned word. In other words, the child learns 

all the semantic features of the word when s/he acquires the word itself.  

 The Generalization Hypothesis developed by Anglin in 1970 takes as a basis the 

semantic relations between words. Clark (1973) claims that: 

At the earlier stages of acquisition… the young child is only aware of specific, concrete 

relations between words; as the child semantic knowledge increases in age, he comes to 

make generalization over larger and larger (more abstract) categories. These 

generalizations are expressed through the use of superordinate lexical items” (P. 69).  

This hypothesis, then, proposes that the child acquires the words starting from the concrete to 

the abstract ones. 

 The Universal Primitive Hypothesis is suggested and developed by Postal (1966) and 

Bierwisch (1967). Postal proposes the universality of semantic components. He believes that 

all children around the world acquire the same kind of features which explains the meaning of 

a given word, but the only discrepancy resides in how different languages approach the rules 

that combine these features to form the whole meaning of a given word. Postal (1966) and 

Bierwisch (1967) advocate that semantic primitives “are biologically given through the 

structure of human organism” (Clark, 1973, P. 70) which means that they are innate features. 
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The fourth hypothesis which is called the Semantic Features Acquisition suggests that 

children words are not acquired with their full meanings compared with adults’ words (Clark, 

1973, P. 72). Children achieve the meaning of words with some features which are 

progressively developed to get the whole meaning. Until children reach this stage, they make 

a lot of mistakes in the use of these words.  

 One of the most complicated aspects of language is syntax. Each language has its 

specific rules which help use the language correctly. Adults’ talk to children is one of the 

significant factors, if not the only one, to support the growth of syntax. Like the other 

attributes of language, the child goes through many stages before using syntax perfectly. 

 According to Newman and Newman (2009, P. 203), a single-word utterance (takes 

place between 10 and 20 months) is the first stride when the child starts using a full word; the 

child here uses one word in the form of a single or repetitive consonant-vowel combinations 

at a time like in ‘papa’ accompanied by gestures. At this level, the child uses different kinds 

of gestures while speaking to help send the message.   

 After many months of using one word at a time, children start to use two words in one 

utterance such as saying ‘mom, water’ instead of saying ‘mom, give me some water’. This 

kind of utterances is called ‘telegraphic speech’ (Upton, 2011, P. 73) which is quite 

suggestive as it looks like the language used in telegraphs. As it is the way with telegraphs, 

children at this stage do not use many words when they are speaking to others; they rather use 

just the most important ones that are judged to be enough for the message to be transmitted 

although their utterances miss many other components of a sentence.  

 After this stage, the child progressively adds new words which have different functions 

in her/his utterances until s/he can produce simple and complex utterances like adults.  
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1.2 The Process of Speaking 

 Speaking is one of the compounded activities that differentiate human beings from 

animals. It is used by people every day to make relations, to express one’s ideas and feelings, 

to greet, to discuss various topics, to ask for clarifications, etc. 

1.2.1 Stages of Speaking Development    

 When people are observed interacting with each other, it is noticed that they are 

speaking fluently and spontaneously without unnatural hesitations and pauses. How can they 

think and interpret their thoughts into speech directly? To answer this question, we should 

analyze how speaking is processed. Clark and Clark (1977, P. 224) divide the speaking 

procedure into two activities: planning and execution. They propose that before putting ideas 

into words, people first plan their thoughts (what to say) and the structures (how to transmit 

those thoughts). Accordingly, the speaking process starts before the person actually speaks. It 

begins first at the level of the brain which gives signals to the muscles which are activated to 

produce speech sounds. Undoubtedly, there is no clear cut between these two activities. 

 Clark and Clark (1977, P. 224- 225) go on dividing the process of speaking into five 

steps: discourse plans, sentence plans, constituent plans, articulatory program and articulation.  

a- Discourse plans: at the level of the brain, the person who is about to speak should decide 

on what kind of discourse s/he takes on. The identification of the kind of the discourse to be 

adopted is an important aspect since each kind has specific structures and utterances. If one is 

about to tell a story, s/he should select the utterances that fit within this kind of discourse 

which is totally different from describing an event, for instance.  
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b- Sentence plans: the speaker, at this stage, decides on the whole characteristics of the 

sentences on the basis of the discourse that has been chosen at the first stage. The speaker, 

here, needs to choose what should be conveyed in the message and how to convey it. 

c- Constituent plans: at this stage, the speaker selects the words, the phrases and the 

structures of the sentences that fare well with the discourse on the basis of the characteristics 

that have been chosen at the previous stage. 

d- Articulatory programme: at the fourth milestone and at the level of the brain, people start 

to decide on how to articulate sounds. The speakers put those words which have been chosen 

at the previous step in their right articulatory programme to perform them actually at the last 

stage of the process. 

e- Articulation: articulation is the last step in the speaking process. At this stage, people 

execute what they have planned at the four previous milestones with the aid of speech organs 

that help the production of sounds. 

1.2.2 Speech Organs 

 A number of organs contribute in the production of speech, to name but a few: lungs, 

mouth, tongue, etc. According to Huang, Acero and Hon (2001, P. 25), each of these organs 

plays a great role in speech production. 

a- Lungs: they are considered as one of the salient organs that help speech. They are the 

source of the air used while speaking. Breathing in and out are processes needed to produce 

sounds. 

b- Vocal cords: the vocal cords enable variations in the kind of the sounds. The position of 

the vocal folds helps get voiced or voiceless sounds.  
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c- Velum: it is an organ that helps the passage of the air through the nasal cavity when it is 

open. 

d- Hard palate: the hard palate helps the articulation of the consonants with the aid of the 

tongue when the latter is placed against it. 

e- Tongue: it is one of the important organs in speech production apparatus; its various 

positions enable the articulation of both vowels and consonants. If it is placed away from the 

hard palate, it produces vowels, whereas if it is placed close to it, it leads to articulate 

consonants. 

f- Teeth: its role in speech is to help the tongue articulate some consonants.     

g- Lips: the different shapes that the lips may take lead to produce different sounds; it affects 

the quality of vowels and helps the articulation of some consonants that are produced when 

they are firmly closed.   

1.3 The Nature of Speaking 

 Language is divided into two forms, written and spoken. Each of these types has its 

specific characteristics that are different from the other one. Through the history of language 

research, the focus was more on the written form of language; little or no attention was given 

to the spoken one. Ignorance of the spoken language may be attributable to its nature since it 

is not established on regular rules like the written one that consists of well-formed sentences 

to build well-structured paragraphs. 

 The verbal form of language is identified as the less structured one in which simple 

phrases and utterances are used. Brown and Yule (1983) point out that “it seems to be the case 

that rather limited syntax is required for adequate performance in producing the spoken 
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language… simple noun phrases and a very few subordinate declarative structures, together 

with an interrogative structure to ask questions with” (P. 08- 09). Although utterances used by 

speakers do not always follow syntactical rules, they seem to be connected. This natural 

connection is owing to the way how these utterances are produced (Brown and Yule, 1983, P. 

04). Intonation, pitch, rhythm and stress of the speakers’ talk have a great role in the 

coherence of the spoken language. 

 Another significant attribute that characterizes the unwritten form of language is 

repetition. In everyday life speech, language is full of repetitions, sometimes people repeat 

their  words and even phrases two or three times in the same conversation like in saying for 

instance: ‘I’ve said that, believe me I’ve said that’. According to Brown and Yule (1983, P. 

09), speakers do not repeat just their words and utterances but also those of other speakers.  

 When people are speaking, they do not always speak to others. Sometimes they do not 

want to share their ideas and points of view with others, so they speak to themselves. 

Accordingly, two kinds of speech are distinguished: monologue and dialogue (Crystal, 2003, 

P. 294). Monologues are a kind of oral language in which only one person is acting a role. 

Monologist refers to a person who speaks alone in a conversation without being interrupted 

by others. However, dialogue is defined as a kind of interaction between two or more people; 

it is used either to send a message or to discuss a topic. 

 In speaking with each other, two kinds of speech are determined: transaction and 

interaction speech. On the one hand, transaction talk is defined by MacCarthy (1991) as 

“telling somebody something s/he needs to know, to affect the purchase of something, to get 

someone to do something, or many other world-changing things” (P. 136). In other words, 

transaction speech has to do with the transmission of information without waiting for a 
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spoken respond. Sending the message is the mere reason for speaking. On the other hand, 

interactional speech is seen as “the lubrication of the social wheels” (MacCarthy, 1991, 

P.136). Interactional speech, then, helps people establish and maintain social relationships. 

Therefore, as opposed to the first type, communication is the reason for speaking.      

1.4 The History of the Spoken Language 

 Before delving into the history of the spoken language and discussing its status in the 

realm of language research and pedagogy, we need to see first its status in everyday life. 

Speaking is, certainly, the form of language that occurs initially in human societies. Speaking 

is acquired by children at the beginning of their lives; they learn how to call things and how to 

interact with others by using the spoken form of language. It is the language used by people to 

interact and communicate to each other everyday either face to face or in distant interactions.  

         Through the history of language research and pedagogy, the focus was more on teaching 

and learning the written form of language. The Grammar Translation Method, for example, 

based its teaching and learning techniques on writing because for MacCarthy (1998)  

Written language was easy to observe and to codify; and the codifications themselves in 

grammars and dictionaries, being written, took on a life of their own and acquired the 

status of ‘correct’ benchmarks to which any question or dispute about usage could be 

referred to (P. 16).  

In other words, writing is based on specific scripted rules that can be seen and referred to.   

 MacCarthy (1998, P. 16) points out that although the history of language research and 

pedagogy was based on writing, speaking was not totally ignored. Many examples are 

displayed to prove this opinion. The first example is about ‘Vulgaria’, the textbooks in Tudor 

times that were used at grammar schools to teach Latin (MacCarthy, 1998, P. 16). These 
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textbooks were concerned with the spoken language by giving colloquial utterances as 

examples in Latin and their translation in English, such as ‘I was beten this morning (i.e. 

beaten by the scholar master), and Thou stynkest (you stink)’ (White, 1932 as cited in 

MacCarthy, 1998, P. 16). Despite the fact that these expressions were given in written forms, 

they are mostly used in speaking. In the sixteenth century, in Britain, manuals that help 

improve pronunciation and enunciation started to spread. In the seventeenth and the 

eighteenth centuries, researchers sought to get learners pronounce the language well by 

making an affinity between pronunciation and orthography. In other words, they put symbols 

to spoken words to help pronounce them well by referring to these symbols. The last example 

dates back to the nineteenth century. In that period, a kind of manuals that described the 

spoken languages of many communities which had new contacts with Europeans was over 

spread.  

 It was not until the 19th century that speaking came to its current focus although all 

examples that are mentioned above indicate that speaking was not thoroughly ignored in the 

history of language research and pedagogy before the sixties. The 19th century Reform 

Movement made a revolution on the Grammar Translation Methods which limited the 

speaking activities on the translation of first and second languages sentences and texts and 

memorising lists of vocabulary. The Reform Movement argued that these kinds of activities 

did not help foreign language learners improve fluency in speaking (Bygate, 2009, P. 402- 

403). This revolution against foreign language approaches encouraged the growing of other 

approaches that took speaking as their baseline. The Direct Method, the Audiolingual Method 

and the Audio-visual Method were some of the methods which worked on the development of 

the speaking skill. 
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         Most of those new methods were developed to teach the spoken language, but they had 

some problems in dealing with this demanding skill. They based their teaching and learning 

processes on a systematic attention to pronunciation and not on interaction and 

communication. In the 1970s, researchers noticed that foreign language learners faced great 

problems when it comes to use the language appropriately outside the classroom even if they 

produced it accurately. Provided that learning how to speak the foreign language correctly did 

not allow learners to communicate perfectly, reformers like Widdowson suggested that 

learners need to go beyond mastering the language system to be able to use the language for 

real purposes (Larsen-Freeman, 2000, P. 121). A new approach was developed to make 

learners reach their goals of using the foreign language for interactive and communicative 

purposes. This approach is called The Communicative Approach. The essential characteristics 

of this approach are summarized by Richards and Rogers (1986, P. 71) in the following 

points:  

1-  Language is a system for the expression of meaning. 

2-  The primary function of language is for interaction and communication. 

3-  The structure of language reflects its functional and communicative uses. 

4-  The primary units of language are not merely its grammatical and structural features, 

but categories of functional and communicative meaning as exemplified in discourse. 

 In short, the Communicative Approach views language as more than just linguistic 

forms; it consists of meanings and functions.  It makes foreign language learners aware of 

many aspects of speaking like paralinguistic features and how to use the language in real 

contexts.   
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1.5 Speaking for Teaching and Learning  

 It is said that mastering a language means speaking it fluently and accurately. 

Nevertheless, to do so is not an easy task because both learners and teachers need to know the 

goals that should be achieved first in order to select the most appropriate tasks to be 

implemented. To develop the speaking skill, Rivers and Temperly (1979, P. 06) suggest two 

opposite views; the progressive development view and the immediate communication view. 

The former thinks that the “ability to speak the language derives from a systematic study of 

grammar, phonology, and lexicon”. In other words, to speak a language effectively means that 

you have to master grammar rules, memorize lists of vocabulary and pronounce words 

correctly. The latter, which is the immediate communication view, is based on learning 

speaking through speaking and not through mastering features of the language i.e. the 

“speaking skill is developed from the first contact with the language” (Rivers & Temperly, 

1979, P. 06). 

1.5.1 The Speaking Skill Approaches 

 Three main approaches are evolved to teach and learn the speaking skill: the 

Environmentalist Approach, the Innatist Approach and the Interactionist Approach. 

1.5.1.1 The Environmentalist Approach 

 The Environmentalist approach developed before the sixties and it has been applied up 

to its end. It was based on the role that was played by the external environment to learning 

and teaching the speaking skill. Marténez-Flor, Uso-Juan and Soler (2006, P. 140) point out 

that Burns and Joyce (1997) claim that “learning to speak a language, in a similar way to any 

other type of learning, followed a stimulus and their response consisted of imitating and 
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repeating such input”. In other words, the Environmentalist Approach gave more attention to 

the listening skill in learning the speaking one. For this approach, listening to and imitating 

native speakers play a great role in learning how to speak the foreign language correctly both 

in form and meaning since the language used is considered as the perfect modal that should be 

exposed. Furthermore, this mechanical process of repetition leads foreign language students to 

speak the foreign language automatically and fluently. 

 The concepts that were grown within this approach were adopted by the audio-lingual 

method which structured two main activities to teach and learn the spoken language: drills 

and substitution exercises (Marténez-Flor, et al, 2006, P. 140- 141). These two activities are 

based on intensive repetition of native speakers’ conversations and dialogues. 

 Researchers in the domain do not view this approach as the perfect one to enhance 

speaking since according to Marténez-Flor, et al (2006, P. 141), it focuses more on the 

listening skill. They argued that it is used to see how a learner can memorize discourse and 

not how s/he can speak and communicate using the target language. In addition, the 

Environmentalist Approach discarded the role of the internal process in learning the speaking 

skill. 

1.5.1.2 The Innatist Approach 

 When the Environmentalist approach focused only on the external factors to achieve 

speaking and disregarded an important aspect which is the internal process, the Innatist 

approach came to the fore. It was based on Chomsky’s view which suggests that children are 

born with an innate knowledge of the language. The Innatist approach focused on the role that 

is played by the mental and cognitive processes of learning. Hence, learners have internal 
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competence that can lead to produce and understand great quantities of discourse. Therefore, 

“speaking a language was a discontextualized process which just involved the mental 

transformation of such internalized system of rules” (Marténez-Flor, et al, 2006, P. 141- 142). 

 The learner in this approach was given more opportunities to be creative and not just a 

receiver. But it did not take into consideration the main aspect of speaking which is 

communication. In other words, the innatist concept of learning ignored all aspects of 

language in use.  

 According to Marténez-Flor, et.al (2006, P. 142), these concepts of the Innatist 

approach have not been adopted by specific methods except for the audio-lingual method. The 

latter replaced its foundations taken from the Environmentalist approach and embraced those 

taken from the Innatist approach.   

1.5.1.3 The Interactionist Approach 

 The fact that the first two approaches had not been accepted as the main ones to learn 

the spoken language gave birth to new opinions. These new concepts create a new approach 

that took into consideration the nature of the speaking skill that is based on interaction and 

communication between people namely ‘the Interactionist approach’. 

 The Interactionist approach viewed speaking as “interactive, social and contextualized 

communicative event” (Marténez-Flor, et. Al, 2006, P. 144). This approach to language 

teaching and learning suggests that linguistic system is not enough to be learned and should 

not be separated from the context where the discourse takes place. Thus, the Interactionist 

approach gave more attention to both form and meaning. Marténez-Flor, et. al (2006) point 

out that  
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as a result of the emergence of discourse analysis, which described language in use at a 

level above the sentence…, producing spoken language was no longer seen in terms of 

repeating single words or creating oral utterances in isolation, but rather as elaborating a 

piece of discourse (i.e. a text) that carried out a communicative function and was 

affected by the context in which it is produced (P. 143). 

In other words, to learn how to speak, many factors should be taken into consideration more 

than only how to produce words or utterances. These factors are the context, the culture and 

the society, and the context of situation. These factors are so important in the choice of words 

and structures in a discourse.   

1.5.2 Problems in Teaching and Learning the Speaking Skill 

 If we are asked to compare between learning and teaching the four skills, we will notice 

that all of them are difficult to be taught and learned in foreign language classrooms. 

Nevertheless, the speaking skill is still essentially viewed as the most difficult and demanding 

one in both processes.  

  Oral Expression is always thought to be the easiest module to be taught. It is ever 

believed that the role of the oral expression teacher is not more than only a controller or a 

guide and the student is the person who should work hard to reach the objectives of this 

module. Even though learners should work independently to improve their language, teachers 

also need to work hard to find the best techniques and topics to motivate them to participate in 

the classroom. It is said that teaching modules which are based on writing are easier than 

those which are based on speaking and communication; they argue that the oral expression 

module needs more effort from teachers. Rivers (1981) indicates that:  
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The teaching of the speaking skill is more demanding on the teacher than the teaching 

of any other skill. For this reason, many teachers give up to attempt to teach it and 

concentrate on what they call a more ‘intellectual approach’ to language teaching (P. 

160). 

In oral expression classes, teachers need to concentrate on every learner’s word and utterance; 

they have to check the pronunciation of every term, the structure of every utterance and make 

students aware of how to use the foreign language in real contexts.   

 Putting students to work in groups to avoid the problem of large classes and give all 

learners the same opportunities to participate in the classroom creates another problem. 

Learners may take time to work within the subgroups while preparing for their performances 

more than the time provided to their presentations. When working in groups, students prefer 

to interact using their mother tongue which is considered as an obstacle against realizing the 

desired objective by limiting the amount of practice. 

 Motivating learners is a great problem that teachers may face in foreign language oral 

expression sessions. Teachers should create a suitable environment where students can speak 

and participate without apprehension; “learning is enhanced even more when classroom 

management is not just skill in the efficient manipulation resources space, and people, but is 

also centred on creating a supportive environment for teaching” (Benson, 2009, P. 22). To 

create this kind of environment, though, teachers should find the most appropriate and the 

best ways to motivate foreign language students especially those who are less confident and 

shy. However, obtaining this kind of classroom is no easy task since there are differences 

among learners. Each learner has a different character; therefore, the teacher should find how 

to deal with every learner especially with large groups.          
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 The speaking skill is always regarded as the most difficult and challenging one among 

the other foreign language skills. Brown (as cited in Lazaraton, 2001, P, 103) suggests many 

reasons, the first one is that many features related to the speaking skill such as intonation and 

stress among other phonological aspects, speech reduction and idioms need regular and 

intensive practice. The other reason is the concept of interaction. Interaction is one of the most 

important and demanding aspects in the process of learning the speaking skill. To be 

improved, many things should be taken into consideration like listening to and understanding 

the other speaker and thinking about what to say and how to say it while communicating. 

 In addition to Brown, many other researchers in the field discuss the difficulty of 

interaction while learning how to speak. Bygate (2006) indicates that: 

The main difficulty with speech is the problem of impermanence …, speech is 

transitory and impermanent, so talk has to be produced bit by bit, with new meanings 

added in the light of meanings communicated so far, with each utterance being 

expressed while the listener waits. … working aloud allows less time to make sure of 

the meanings and expressions of each bit of talk, and no time at all to check over the 

whole interaction (P. 160). 

As for Douglas (2000), 

The greatest difficulty that learners encounter in attempts to speak is not the multiplicity 

of sounds, words, phrases, and discourse forms that characterize any language, but 

rather the interactive nature of most communication. Conversations are collaborative as 

participants engage in a process of negotiation of meaning. So, for the learner, the 

matter of what to say- a tremendous task to be sure- is often eclipsed by conventions of 
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how to say things, when to speak, and other discourse constraints. For example, among 

many possible grammatical sentences that a learner could produce in response to a 

comment, how does the learner make choice? (P. 269). 

Learning how to speak a foreign language, then, is different from learning how to write it. 

Whilst acquiring the writing skill, the learner has enough time to think about what to write 

and can go backward to revise what has been written. Conversely, in acquiring the speaking 

skill, the student does not have the opportunity to think before speaking because s/he should 

speak on the spot; sometimes learners do not have much information about a particular topic 

and in other cases they have the idea but cannot express themselves immediately.  

  Acquiring how to communicate using a foreign language is certainly not an easy task 

since many qualities act as its prerequisite such as turn taking and structure and vocabulary 

choices should be used in different situations. In a conversation, each speaker has a turn to 

take but what to say and how to deal with interruptions of other learners are all problems that 

may face students and hinder the process of learning how to speak.  

1.5.3 Classroom Speaking Activities   

1.5.3.1 Speaking Activities    

 To enhance speaking, foreign language learners are asked to master two main abilities: 

how to produce the language and how to interact with other people. Therefore, learners are 

expected to acquire the language system such as learning how to use the language 

grammatically and phonologically correctly in addition to how to use the language for 

communicative purposes like in learning how to use the language appropriately in real 
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contexts. For this purpose, two kinds of activities are distinguished: controlled and less 

controlled activities. 

 The controlled activities are those tasks which according to Lindsay and Knight (2006, 

P. 61) “concentrate on getting learners to produce sounds, phrases or grammatical 

structures… controlled activities generally focus on the learners producing language 

accurately”. Nonetheless, Rivers (1981, P. 162-163) pigeonholes this kind of activities as The 

Forging of the Instrument Activity and defines it as an activity that “requires much practice in 

the arbitrary associations of the new language: lexical items, morphological and syntactical 

patterns, sentence types”. Therefore, the fundamental goal of controlled activities is the 

mastery of the mechanical aspects of the language by practising it until it will be a part of 

their speaking abilities and can be used automatically in an easy way.  

 Drilling is considered as the common activity of this kind. By practising it, learners are 

asked to repeat what have been said, “it involves quick choral (i.e. all the class) repetition of 

the teacher’ model (or a recorded model on tape), following by individual randomly 

nominated by the teacher” (Thornbury, 2005, P. 64). So then, drilling is an activity that is 

based on repeating, globally and individually, what the teacher has said or repeating after a 

tape recording. Thornbury (2005, P. 64) summarizes the functions of the drilling activity in 

the following issues: 

- Helps learners to memorize new words and expressions. 

- Allows learners to be aware of issues that they did not pay attention to them. 

- Helps learners to pronounce words and utterances in a correct way, which by its turn 

helps them to speak fluently.          
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Substitution drills, transformation drills and functional-situational drills are examples of 

drilling activity1.  

 The second type of tasks is fluency-based activities in which learners are not dictated 

what to say; they have the opportunity to choose the language (vocabulary and structures) 

they want (Knight & Lindsay, 2006, P. 61). In other words, less controlled activities are those 

which help learners communicate using the foreign language confidently, naturally and 

spontaneously the same way native speakers do. The commonly used activities of this kind 

are the communicative ones which are divided by Littlewood (1981, P. 20) into two types: 

Functional Communicative Activities and Social Communicative Activities.  

 Functional Communicative Activities focus on making learners understand meanings 

in communication. According to Littlewood (1981, P. 3), they help learners improve three 

main abilities: 

-  The ability to understand linguistic structures and vocabulary; 

-  the knowledge of the potential communicative functions of linguistic forms; 

- the ability to relate the linguistic forms to appropriate non-linguistic knowledge, in 

order to interpret the specific functional meaning intended by the speaker. 

Conjoining these three abilities gives birth to one major role of the Functional 

Communicative Activities which is making learners understand the intended meanings of 

words and utterances along with the paralinguistic features and body language.  

                                                           
1For details, see chapter 3  
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 Littlewood (1981) further classifies four main activities of this kind: sharing 

information with restricted cooperation, sharing information with unrestricted cooperation, 

sharing and processing information, and processing information. 

a- Sharing information with restricted cooperation: it is an activity which is presented in 

pairs or in small groups; one learner knows the information which has to be discovered by the 

other member(s). The interaction that is developed among learners is a kind of questionnaire 

in which the knower should not answer except by saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the cues that are 

given by the other learner(s) until the whole information is discovered. Identifying pictures 

and discovering secrets are examples of this type of activities. 

b- Sharing information with unrestricted cooperation: in contrast to sharing information 

with restricted cooperation, this activity gives learners more freedom to interact with each 

other by reducing the cues that restrict their cooperation. Sharing information with 

unrestricted cooperation activities develop the ability to use the language for describing, 

suggesting, asking for clarifications, etc. Communicating patterns and discovering pictures are 

examples of this kind of tasks. 

c- Sharing and processing information: this kind of functional activities is different from 

the first two ones because it does not deal with sharing information but with discussing and 

analyzing information in order to solve a problem. Discussing and analyzing information help 

learners develop their language by using new words and structures that are different from 

those have been prepared. Examples of this type of activities are reconstructing story-

sequence and pooling information to solve a problem. 
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d- Processing information: in processing information activities, communication is 

synonymous to discussing and evaluating problems encountered in everyday life through 

giving arguments and justifications. They help learners achieve the best ways to manage 

interactions by using the foreign language without being restricted to what and how say 

things. 

 Social interaction activities are activities which are not exclusively based on 

understanding functional aspects; they are also based on social ones. Littlewood (1981, P. 43) 

claims that these activities “approximate more closely to the kind of communication situation 

encountered outside the classroom, where language is not only a functional instrument, but 

also a form of social behaviour”. Moreover, this kind of communicative tasks makes learners 

use the foreign language in appropriate real life contexts. Simulations and role-playing are 

considered as the main social interaction activities in which learners are asked to play a role in 

a situation of their imagination. Six types of role-playing are distinguished by Littlewood 

(1981, P. 52- 61): role-playing controlled through cued dialogues, role-playing controlled 

through cues and information, role-playing controlled through situation and goals, role-

playing in the form of debate or discussion, large-scale simulation, and improvisation. 

a- Role-playing controlled through cued dialogues: they are the simplest role-playing 

activities in which cues are given in uncompleted dialogues to be completed and presented. 

b- Role-playing controlled through cues and information: it is a task in which two kinds of 

information are given to two students; the first student is given detailed information and the 

other one is given some information that will help him/her only respond to the first speaker. 

Role-playing controlled through cues and information controls the interaction between 

learners and reduces creativity. 
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c- Role-playing controlled through situation and goals: the control of this type of role-

playing will be through expressions that dictate the objectives that should be reached through 

the communication. It increases learners’ creativity. 

d- Role-playing in the form of debate or discussion: it is a role-play but in the form of 

debate or discussion, it is like discussion and problem-solving activities. In it, learners discuss 

a debatable real or simulated topic by working in groups. 

e- Large-scale simulation activities: these activities are long and complex. They consist of 

interrelated parts which need more than merely one session to be presented. 

f- Improvisation: it is the least controlled activity in role-playing ones. Learners here are 

asked to imagine and present a situation in the way they want without being obliged to 

achieve any specific goal. 

 From the analysis of the activities that are sketched above, it is noticed that the most 

common technique that is used in all of them is ‘dialogue’. Therefore, dialogue is the most 

efficient technique used to improve the speaking skill. Rivers (1981) suggests that: 

dialogue learning helps students to acquire rapidly than recurring phrases which make 

for ease of communication_ greeting; expressions of impatience, dismay, or surprise; 

conventional expressions of agreement and polite disagreement, common forms of 

question and noncommittal answer; expel times and exclamations which give the 

speaker time to search for the correct form to express his meaning (P. 168). 
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Thus, we may say that dialogues have a great role in classroom speaking activities because 

they help students learn how to communicate well in the foreign language by using verbal and 

non-verbal aspects.   

1.5.3.2 Dialogues in Classroom Speaking Activities 

Many speaking classroom activities are based on dialogues. According to Bibrough 

(2007, P. 02), dictionaries define the word ‘dialogue’ as: “the lines used by characters in 

drama or fiction a conversation between two or more people a process of negotiation through 

speech”. In dictionaries, then, dialogues are conversations which consist of many roles that 

are acted by two or more learners to achieve a particular purpose. On the basis of this 

definition, Bibrough (2007) defines it as  

spoken interaction between (typically) two people, and/or the record of that     

interaction. 

• It may be pre-scripted (as in the case of many course book dialogues for example 

or of play scripted etc.), or it may be unscripted (as in the case of improvised 

dialogues and chat 

• It may be real (as in naturally occurring talk) or simulated (as in the form of film 

scripts or of classroom dialogues, written to display some particular language 

point) 

• It may be recorded, either as audio or video or written_ or both. 

• It may be course book-authored, learner-authored, student-authored or other-

authored.   
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• It may be form-focused i.e. designed to display some feature of grammar or lexis, 

or some functional exponent; or meaning-focused, i. e. intended as a vehicle for 

information exchange, or both. 

• It can be transactional -- as when someone is asking for information; or it can be 

interactional -- as when two friends meet and chat about the weather. 

• It may take the form of student-student or student-teacher or student-other (e.g. a 

guest to the class” (P. 02-03). 

 Dialogue activities then are conversations practised in the classroom either among 

learners or between learners and teachers to communicate orally. They are taken from a 

written source or being written by the teacher or by the students themselves. Sometimes the 

concepts of the conversations are taken from our daily life situations. Dialogue activities are 

used either to transmit or to exchange information; they are designed to develop a particular 

issue either in language form or meaning. 

 Over decades, using dialogues in activities that aim at teach and learn communication 

has been one of the prime focuses in the field of teaching and learning the speaking skill. 

Bibrough (2007, P. 03) claims that:  

Towards the end of the sixteenth century, an influx of refugees into Britain meant that 

there was a sudden need for English teachers and teaching materials which could help to 

equip these people with the ability to communicate effectively in English.  

Therefore, in order to make foreign language learners communicate effectively in English, 

researchers in the field thought about the role that dialogue as a model for real-life interaction 

can play. According to Bibrough (2007), Jacques Bellot (1586) was the first teacher who 
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adopted this concept and wrote a book that included dialogues from everyday life to make 

learners communicate effectively by using everyday life language.  

 As dialogues implemented in language teaching classroom activities, they were used as 

a source of language input. At first, it was given in a written form to improve grammar 

structures by repeating them. But by the appearance of the Communicative Approach, a new 

kind of dialogue-based techniques such as recorders was developed and adopted in oral 

expression courses to achieve speaking naturally by listening to native speakers’ 

conversations (Bibrough, 2007, P. 06).  

 The use of the language for real purposes is a new concept which had been arisen 

following the development of the Communicative Approach. Therefore, dialogues have also 

become the core of the communication-based activities yet in a different way. Bibrough 

(2007) states that “Dialogue now took on a new role in the classroom. As it involves both a 

message communicator and a message recipient, dialogue provided the natural format in 

which communicative language use could occur” (P. 06). 

 Accordingly, the Communicative Approach gives an overwhelming different role to 

dialogues in teaching and learning the speaking skill. Dialogue-based tasks are considered as 

the main techniques that provide language teaching with a natural data since they are based on 

interaction between two or more people to exchange information or discuss an opinion. 

Information gap activities and simulations and role-playing are the most known activities that 

are based on dialogues.   
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1.5.3.3 Games in Teaching and Learning the Speaking Skill  

1.5.3.3.1 The Definition of Classroom Games 

 The term game is defined by Wright, Betterridge and Buckby (2006, P. 01) as “an 

activity which is entertaining and engaging, often challenging, and an activity in which the 

learner plays and usually interacts with others”. In other words, games are those activities 

done in the classroom to make foreign language students compete and learn far from the 

serious activities which make them anxious. According to Hafield (1996, P. 4), classroom 

games have three main characteristics: 

- follow some rules, 

- have a goal and  

- funny.  

1.5.3.3.2 The roles of Games in Learning  

Despite the fact that there is a substantial trepidation among foreign language teachers 

in the use of classroom games as serious activities, it has been attested by many researchers 

that classroom games have a great significance in enhancing language skills. Lee (1986, P. 

03) for instance proves that games should not considered as ‘marginal activities’; “games are 

welcome break from the usual routine of the language class, they are motivating and 

challenging...they create a meaningful context for the language use” (Lee, 1995, P. 35). From 

this quotation, we can say that game-based activities have the following advantages: 
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- create a positive and active atmosphere where there is pleasure because making a lot 

of efforts in learning the foreign language increases anxiety. 

- encourage shy students to participate without the fears of committing mistakes. 

- make students have great willingness to practise the language in the classroom. 

- create various contexts where language is useful and meaningful.                                          

1.5.3.3.3 Types of Games 

 Wright et al. (2006, P. 04-06) propose eight kinds of speaking games: 

- Care and share: this kind of game is based on sharing information with other learners. 

- Do: move, mime, draw, obey: it is a game where the response is non-verbal such as 

drawing. 

- Identify: discriminate, guess, speculate: it focuses on the identification of something that 

is difficult to be identified, such as the identification of a hidden picture. 

- Describe: describe is a kind of games in which one learner describes something to another 

learner to be drawn for example. 

- Connect: compare, match, group: learners are asked to use the language to compare or 

group items of information for instance and give comments. 

- Order: it is based on classifying information, objects, pictures, etc. 
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- Remember: remember is a kind of games in which learners are asked to remember 

something to be communicated by others. 

- Create: in this game, learners are asked to imagine a story for instance to be presented. 

1.5.3.4 Teachers’ and Learners’ Roles and Responsibilities in Teaching and Learning 

the Speaking Skill   

 Whenever we hear the terms teaching and learning, we think that teachers and learners 

have different roles to play in the classroom. When we talk about teachers, we think of them 

as the power of the classrooms and the persons who pass on the information to learners. 

Whereas, when we say learners, the first idea that comes to mind is those passive students in 

the classroom whose main task is to receive and absorb the information. But, generally 

speaking, this is not always the case when it comes to language teaching and learning since 

new roles are added.   

 If we are asked to compare between the roles played by both teachers and learners in 

traditional and modern classrooms, one main discrepancy will be found. Traditional 

classrooms have followed teacher-centred instruction i.e. teachers have the most 

responsibilities in the classrooms. Moreover, the teacher is the person who should design the 

course, put the plan of the lesson and do everything in the classroom and learners should 

follow what s/he says and do what s/he wants. In contrast, modern classrooms are based on 

learner-centred instruction. In this kind of classrooms, new responsibilities are added to 

learners. 

 In oral expression sessions, the traditional view might not always be the appropriate 

way to teach how to speak and communicate using the foreign language. In speaking classes, 
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learners should learn how to speak that language by a direct contact with it especially that it 

demands more practice to be improved. So, learners should develop their learning process 

independently from their teacher without passing his/her roles by. 

 When we come across this expression ‘learner-centred instruction’, we may think that 

teachers have little role to play in the process of teaching. But, if we observe the classrooms 

based on this concept, we may notice that teacher’s role is “less dominant but no less 

important” (Littlewood, 1981, P. 19). Moreover, giving learners more responsibilities in 

English language teaching does not exclude the teacher’s role. 

         From the main roles that teachers play in the classroom is classroom management. 

Obviously, this kind of responsibility exists in both kinds of classrooms; those that follow the 

traditional kind of teaching and those that adopt the new concepts. Within this role, many 

others can be named as well: motivator, controller and organizer. 

 Motivating learners is one of the most difficult responsibilities that a foreign language 

teacher should take in oral expression sessions. It is so difficult because the classroom 

includes learners of different personalities. The role of the teacher here is to identify the most 

appropriate ways to treat them and the main kinds of drives that should be used to motivate 

them. Wright (1987, P. 53) suggests many ways to be adopted to motivate learners. The 

following points are the main proposed ones:  

- Adopting a positive attitude towards the learners. 

- Giving pupils meaningful, relevant, and interesting tasks to do. 
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- Involving the learners more actively in the classroom process in activities 

that demand inter-student communication and co-operative efforts on their 

part. 

- Introducing learners to the concept of self-appraisal and self-evaluation 

through reports and discussion.     

 The other role within the teacher’s managerial role is control and discipline. Since the 

teacher is observed as the headmaster who owns the power in the classroom; her/his job is to 

control learners’ discipline. According to Wright (1987, P. 56), the teacher does not control 

only the behaviour and the attitude of the learners but also the ways they take their courses.  

  The organization of groups in the classroom is another role of the teacher. The teacher 

has the right to put learners in groups the way s/he thinks is the appropriate one either for 

him/her or for the nature of the activity. Sometimes, the activity needs the interaction of the 

whole class like in free discussion activities whereas in other activities the work should be 

given individually like in oral reports or in small groups like in role play and simulations.   

 In addition to the roles that are mentioned above, in the oral expression sessions, the 

teacher has other new ones summarized by Harmer (2001, P. 275- 276) in three terms: 

prompter, participant and feedback provider. 

 Sometimes learners face some problems in expressing themselves either in terms of 

words or ideas. Since the teacher is the guide who has more information than learners, her/his 

role is to give them pieces of advice when they get lost. In other cases, the role of the teacher 

changes from the headmaster of the group to a learner. In some kinds of activities, especially 

those which are based on interaction, the teacher likes to take a part in the discussion to be a 
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co-communicator. This role that is totally different from the original role designated to the 

teacher creates a new atmosphere in the classroom which gives a positive drive to learners to 

participate. It plays a great role to make learners feel at ease when participating because they 

think that their teacher, the power of the classroom, shares her/his ideas with them. Although, 

sometimes the teacher takes the role of the learner, it does not militate against his/her role as a 

feedback provider. The teacher is considered also as a monitor who has to check the 

development of learners’ language and corrects their weaknesses and encourages their 

strengths.      

  Recent research in English language teaching gives more attention to the roles that are 

played by learners. It focuses on learner-centred instruction which adds more responsibilities 

and roles to students for the sake of reaching more than just improving their autonomy in the 

classroom and directing the activities. Learners go beyond the practical side of the teaching 

process and opt for the theoretical one where they can help design the course, content and 

activities according to their needs.  

         In order to develop their language, learners should be motivated but in some cases the 

course or the nature of the activity may not help learners get this motivation which may lead 

to less concentration that, in turn, influences the learning process negatively. However, to 

motivate learners, teachers should make them aware of their needs and work on how to 

achieve them. In doing so, new roles should be given to learners (Farrel & Jacobs, 2010, P. 

26- 27). Hedge (2000) summarizes those new roles in four aspects:  

In contributing to course design, learners can research their needs, negotiate 

content, and help to monitor the process of the design. In contributing to activity 

design, learners can explore and experiment. In developing more independent 
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approach, learners can plan, initiate, and organize their own works. And in the 

classroom where participation is high and its nature flexible, learners can question, 

clarify, suggest, and comment (P. 36).   

1.5.3.5 Speaking Correction 

 One of the most salient and difficult roles of teachers in the classroom is correcting 

learners ‘mistakes. The fact that learners are over corrected and interrupted each time may 

deviate the goal of the activity since it distracts the learners’ ideas and breaks the flow of the 

discussion. Less correction, as well, may not help learners acquire speaking the foreign 

language because once not fully corrected; learners cannot benefit from their teacher’s 

feedback and carry on committing the same mistakes believing that what was said is correct. 

In this sense, Harmer (2001, P. 276) contends that “when students are in the middle of a 

speaking activity, over-correction may inhibit them and take the communicativeness out of 

the activity. On the other hand, helpful and gentle correction may get students out of 

difficult”. Clearly correcting learners’ mistakes can be, then, a sword of double edges 

depending on how teachers correct their learners. To make sure that teachers interrupt their 

students and give feedback at the appropriate time, researchers in the field of teaching foreign 

language skills outlined the strategies that correction should go through in order to be 

effective. 

1.5.3.5.1 Definition of Correction 

 Correction is defined by Murphy (1986 as cited in Mishra, 2005) as  

a form of feedback to learners on their use of the language. Essentially it is neutral and 

may describe success or failure: because language in use exploits both form and 
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function, it may be concerned with accuracy or fluency. Giving correction, the teacher 

attempts to help and improve learning; indeed learners are reported to want correction 

and find it useful (P. 61). 

 In other words, learners inevitably commit many different mistakes and errors because they 

do not have enough information about the foreign language. Correction is not always used 

only to correct the mistakes related to language form but also to correct the use of these forms 

in context. Sometimes, learners master the system of the language but make some mistakes in 

using these forms in communication. The quotation talks about an important aspect of 

correction. Murphy maintains that correction does not always succeed because language is not 

merely a mechanical system of rules but also includes how to use these rules appropriately in 

conformity with social and cultural aspects.  

1.5.3.5.2 Characteristics of Error Correction    

 Ellis and Barkuizen (2005, P. 173) discuss three main characteristics of teachers’ error 

correction: 

a- Imprecision: the teacher does not tell the learner that s/he has committed an error but 

keeps repeating the utterance that contains the error to be detected and corrected by the 

student herself/himself. 

b- Inconsistency: in case where the error is committed by a number of students, the teacher 

just corrects some students and leave out others as they have made the same errors. 
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c- Indirectness: the teacher does not always notify the learners of their errors. Sometimes, 

s/he prefers to follow indirect strategies such as ‘recasts’ like in saying ‘what did you say?’ 

and ‘would you repeat, please!’. 

1.5.3.5.3 The Correction Strategies of Speaking Errors 

 After an observation of different teachers’ corrections during practice sessions, Hedge 

(2000, P. 290- 291) makes a list of strategies: 

- The teacher looks grimly and asks directly the learner who has committed the error to clarify 

what s/he has said ‘I beg your pardon!!’ then asks her/his classmates to help her/him ‘would 

you please correct him/her’. 

- The teacher pushes the student to correct herself/himself by repeating the utterance either 

through stressing the mistake or rising her/his intonation up to the committed mistake.  

- The teacher asks the whole class to help the learner who has committed the mistake by 

giving the correct form. 

- The teacher uses gestures like moving her/his hand to show where the error is and gives the 

correct form to be repeated by the student. 

Owing to the problems that may have appeared because of the direct interruption, 

Harmer (1998, P. 131) suggests another strategy. The teacher listens to learners’ discussion 

and takes notes and at the end all the mistakes are either written on the board and discussed 

with the whole class or discussed with the learners who have made them individually. 
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 Self-correction is viewed as the most efficient strategy to improve learning and help 

fulfilling all the goals behind correcting learners’ mistakes and errors (Hendrickson, 1978, P. 

396). Recently, researchers of language pedagogy focus on the role played by self-correction 

in the development of learners’ language. It increases self-confidence and decreases the 

embarrassment felt when learners are corrected. Being corrected in front of their classmates, 

students generally escape from speaking in the classroom in order not to be embarrassed 

which hamper the learning process and stands against the achievement of the course’ 

objectives. However, when they correct themselves, they may become more confident. 

         Gestural correction, peer correction and echoing correction technique are strategies 

designed to develop learners’ self-correction. 

• Gestural Correction 

 In Gestural Correction, learners and the teacher should sit around a round table in order 

to see each other. The teacher should set some gestures together with her/his students to 

indicate a kind of error to urge learners correct themselves.  According to Demers and Bèrubè 

(1995, P. 109), in this strategy, learners focus their attention on errors that are related to the 

message itself, whereas, the teacher focuses her/his attention on the errors that are judged to 

be in both the form and the message. Demers and Bèrubè (1995, P. 109-110) give some 

examples of these gestures, some of which are stated below:  

- A pointed finger towards the student indicates that an error has been made while the 

other hand indicates which type of error has been committed. 

- The hand movement that usually indicates to a car driven to move back indicates to use 

the past tense. 
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- The hand movement that usually indicates to a car driver to move forward indicates to 

use the future tense. 

- The hand gesture used to indicate to speed up is used to tell the student to increase 

speech delivery. 

- By putting a hand to one’s ear, one indicates to the student to speak louder. 

- A circle gesture from left to right tells the student to continue with the idea or to 

complete the sentence. 

• Peer correction   

 In this strategy, learners are those who take the role of correcting each other’s mistakes. 

Correction here takes place without interrupting each other. They can, for example, ask the 

student, who has committed the error, a question about what s/he has said but in a correct 

form without interrupting her/him and without direct correction. In contrast to the first 

strategy in which learners base their correction on the message, peer interaction strategy 

emphasizes both message and form. Demers and Bèrubè (1995, P. 110) say that:  

when a student speaks, the other students relate form to the message. For example, 

when a student makes a common mistake, another student could make him aware of that 

mistake by formulating a question with the same content in its proper form, thereby 

providing the student with more than one teacher. 

• Echoing Correction Technique 

 Echoing correction technique is another strategy of correction. In it, the teacher keeps 

repeating the utterance in which the error is made with stressing or changing the intonation in 
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the part of the error (pawlak, 2012, P. 129) without directly notifying the mistake or even 

which kind of mistake it is. 

1.6 Speaking for Communication 

         Generally, when we say that somebody is speaking, we do not mean that s/he is 

speaking without a purpose. Indeed, we mean that s/he is interacting with somebody else, 

discussing a topic or even asking for something. In everyday life situations, people use speech 

to communicate with each other.   

1.6.1 The Nature of Communication 

 The word communication is defined by many researchers in the field, Rickheit, Strohner 

and Vewerg (2008, P. 21), for instance, refer to communication as the result of “the 

overlapping of message production and reception processes, based on communicative 

intentions and different types of knowledge”. As for Stone, Singletary and Richmond (1999, 

P. 48), it is defined as “a two-way process by which one person stimulates meaning in the 

mind(s) of another person (or persons) through verbal and/ or nonverbal messages”. In the 

same line, Harre and Lamb (1983, P. 104) claim that “Communication is a name for the 

overall system of the relationships people develop between each other and with the 

community and habitat in which they live”. These definitions acknowledge that 

communication is a social process in which two or more people interact with each other: a 

speaker and a listener (s), the speaker transmits information that should be received or 

interpreted by the listener(s) who, in turn, takes the role of the speaker by responding. The 

transmission of information is not always verbal; it can also be nonverbal and still plays a 

salient role in sending a meaningful message like paralinguistic features such as intonation 

and stress, and body language such as gestures and facial expressions. Another important 
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aspect that is understood from the above definitions is the role of the community where the 

communicators live. So, communication is based on shared knowledge. If the speakers are not 

from the same society and they do not share the same culture or at least they do not have 

much information about each other’s culture, their understanding may be affected.  

 The production and reception processes are based on many features which are illustrated 

on the following figure:  

.      

Fig. 1: Production and Reception Processes 

According to Rickheit, Strohner and Vorwerg (2008, P. 20), the diagram summarizes the 

process of communication through five features: 

- Information transmission and feedback 

- Informational medium 

- Referential knowledge 

- Partner knowledge and mindreading 

- Physical and social situation 

As a result, communication is based on many features the salient of which is information 

exchange by two or more people, one sends information and the other(s) receives it and reacts 
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accordingly. This information is not always direct; sometimes the speaker sends indirect 

intentions that should be inferred by the listener. In other words, the listener should 

understand what is beyond others’ speech. This communication takes place in a specific 

setting.  

1.6.2 Nonverbal Communication  

1.6.2.1 Definitions and Roles of Nonverbal Communication    

 Nonverbal communication is defined by a lot of researchers, but the main definitions are 

those of Meharbian which encompass most information in the subject. He (1972, P. 01- 02) 

gives two definitions to this part of communication; an accurate definition and a broader one. 

For the first definition, Meharbian states that “In its narrow and accurate sense, nonverbal 

behaviour refers to actions, as distinct from speech. It thus includes facial expressions, hand 

and arm gestures, postures, and various movements of the body or the leg and feet”. For the 

second definition, he claims that: 

In the broader sense in which the concept has been used traditionally; however, the term 

’nonverbal behaviour’ is a misnomer, for a variety of subtle aspects of speech frequently 

has been included in discussions of nonverbal phenomena. These include paralinguistic 

or verbal phenomena, such as fundamental frequency range and intensity range, speech 

errors or pauses, speech rate, and speech duration (P. 01- 02).   

From both definitions of Mehrabian, we may say that nonverbal communication is a kind of 

skills that is used to help convey meanings in face to face interaction. These skills are not 

always related to body movements and gestures but they are related also to how something is 

said i.e. they have to do with paralinguistic features like intonation and stress. The rising and 
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falling of the voice, for instance, show the emotion state of communicators, whether happy or 

angry. 

1.6.2.2 The Existence of Nonverbal Communication   

 When the communicative competence came to the fore, an important concept has been 

developed, that is language is not the only part of communication. The other part of 

communication is indeed the nonverbal one. Hence, communication, nowadays, is defined as 

the way people interact face to face with each other by using both words and gestures. For the 

existence of nonverbal behaviours in communication, Widdowson (1978) claims that, 

if one thinks of speaking solely as the overt manifestation of the phonological and 

grammatical features of a language by means of a vocal organ, then, of course, it must 

be uniquely associated with the aural medium. But when we speak normally in the 

course of a natural communicative interaction we do not only use our vocal organs. The 

act of speaking involves not only the production of sounds but also the use of gestures, 

the movement of the muscles of the face, and indeed of the whole body. All of these 

non-vocal accompaniments of speaking as a communicative activity are transmitted 

through the visual medium (P. 59). 

 Burgoon and Bacue (2003, P. 180) suggest that nonverbal cues are behaviours that exist 

in everyday life interaction and that they are just like verbal ones since they are controlled by 

social and cultural notions. In other words, nonverbal skills are used according to the context 

and knowledge of who, where, when and to whom one is speaking exactly like the verbal 

language. 
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1.6.2.3 Forms of Nonverbal Behaviours    

 Obviously, when we come across the term ‘nonverbal communication’, we may 

understand that it refers to body movements or what is called body language like gestures and 

postures. Researchers in the field, however, explain that nonverbal language is more than only 

‘kinesics’, in Birdwhistell (1970, P. 97) terms. It includes also: physical appearance, haptic, 

paralanguage, etc. 

a. Physical Appearance 

 Physical appearance is a type of nonverbal communication. It refers to one’s dress, 

shape, hair style, weight, etc. It may influence the way of interaction among people. Physical 

appearance may give some cues that lead people to make a view about speakers and their 

personalities without any form of speaking. This form of nonverbal language helps people 

find ways how to speak with others without using words and exchanging information. 

Physical appearance, according to Tubbs/Moss (as cited in Krueger, 2005, P. 04) does not 

mean just the natural one but even artefacts and accessories which may influence the way of 

communication with each other. 

b. Paralanguage 

 Paralanguage is another form of nonverbal behaviour. In contrast to the first one, which 

has to do with appearance, this one deals with verbal behaviours. It includes pitch, intonation, 

stress, etc. In short, it refers to how to produce sounds. Ting- Toony (as cited in Krueger, 

2005, P. 04) claims that “Through the use of paralanguage we encode a sense of self via 

different nonverbal features”. In other words, paralanguage used in speech to modify the 

meaning of utterance to show the feelings of the speaker.  
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 Poyatos (1993) divides this kind of nonverbal communication into four categories: 

- Primary quality: these are pitch, volume, tempo, etc. 

- Qualifier: it has to do with what affect the voice of the speaker and, of course, the 

perception of the tone. The features that affect the speaker’s voice are physiological 

and biological ones. 

- Differentiator: it refers to the influence of factors like crying and laughing at the 

moment of speaking.  

- Alternates: alternates, also called interjections, are a kind of sounds that convey 

meanings in conversation just like words. Examples of this form are psst, mm, etc.  

c. Kinesics      

 It is also called body language. Kinesics is the well-known form of nonverbal 

communication. It consists of gestures and postures which do not include touching. These 

body movements are not accidental; they convey certain meanings (Krueger, 2005, P. 05). 

These movements are controlled through rules just like the spoken language. According to 

Knapp (1972, P. 94-95), “a kineme is a similar to a phoneme because it consists of a group of 

movements which are not identical, but which may be used interchangeably without affecting 

social meaning”.   

d. Haptics 

 Haptics is the fourth nonverbal form of communication. It has to do with touching. 

Haptics’s movements are interpreted differently from one context to another and from one 

culture to another (Poyatos, 1993, P. 43). The way of greeting each other, for example are 

different from one country to another; some greet each other by shaking hands and others by 

kissing each other.     
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1.6.3 Communicative Competence 

 The prime concept of the communicative approach to language teaching is 

‘communicative competence’ that developed in the 1960’s as a reaction to the classical 

approaches to language teaching that define language as not more than simply a system of 

rules and ignore the teaching of how to communicate in real contexts. From that time until 

now, a lot of scholars from different fields of language research adopt this concept in their 

researches.  

 The prime question that should be asked here is what makes researchers from different 

fields study this concept? According to Wilson and Sabee (2003) researching in 

communicative competence is quite important because 

(a) within any situation, not all things that can be said and done are equally competent; 

(b) success in personal and professional relationships depends, in no small part, on 

communicative competence; and (c) most people display incompetence in at least a few 

situations, and a smaller number are judged incompetent across situations (P. 03). 

Communicative competence is a concept that is needed by everyone in a society every time 

and everywhere. It is considered as one of the most important parts in our social life as 

relations are developed through communication. Therefore, the importance of context and 

society play a salient role in using language in everyday life.  

  Consequently, the perfect speaker for Hymes, is not the ideal person who should master 

the code of her/his language, but s/he is the person who knows how to use the language in real 

life situations in relation to different features. According to Street and Leung (2010), these 

features are put by Hymes in four main questions: 
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1. Whether (and to what degree) something is formally possible; 

2. Whether (and to what degree) something is feasible in virtue of the means of 

implementation available; 

3. Whether (and to what degree) something is appropriate (adequate, happy, successful) in 

relation to a context in which it is used and evaluated; 

4. Whether (and in what degree) something is in fact done, actually performed, and to 

what its doing entails (P. 292). 

  From the analysis of the four main features that should be taken into consideration 

while one takes turn in a communicative event, Peterwagner (2005) points out that “Hymes’s 

notion of competence may be said to be based on the interaction of grammatical, 

sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic and probabilistic systems of thought” (P.11). In short, the 

perfect speaker is the speaker who has the ability to choose the possible forms that are seen to 

be the most suitable to the situation of communication by taking into consideration certain 

factors such as memory and emotional behaviours and to what degree the communication is 

actually occurred.   

Conclusion 

 Speaking is the crucial part of teaching and learning foreign languages. It is always seen 

as the delivery of language via words; however, it is more than simply the uttering of words 

but the key of communication. By knowing the recent methods devoted to approach it, the 

main activities to be used and the fundamental needs of learners, teachers can help them 

engage easily in communications to express themselves well.  

 In this chapter, we have tried to provide a theoretical review which helps oral 

expression teachers find out the right information about the speaking skill and the right ways 
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to teach it. We have looked at some of the grounded issues of speaking; how to be acquired as 

a first language and how to be learned as a foreign language. In this initial chapter, we have 

dealt with how teaching and learning the speaking skill as a foreign language has developed 

through history, how researchers used to regard it and how they are dealing with it as the 

major skill. 
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Chapter Two: Speaking Assessment 

Introduction  

 In the first chapter, we have seen what is speaking and how to teach it. In this chapter, 

we shift the focus from how it is acquired to how it is tested, assessed and evaluated. The 

central aim of this chapter is to simplify how to test and score the speaking skills which are 

commonly believed to be the greatest obstacles that face teachers, especially the novice ones. 

 The present chapter is divided into eight parts; each one deals with one element of 

testing the speaking skill. First, we will start by giving general definitions to the three major 

terms used to describe this process, test, assessment and evaluation, and try, afterwards, to 

shed some light on the main discrepancies between them. The second section entitled 

‘principles of assessment’ sketches the main characteristics of assessment. After that, we will 

see how testing speaking in foreign languages takes place through history, how it is developed 

and what are the main changes that occurred until it has taken the present form. ‘Reliability 

and Validity in Speaking Assessment’ is the fourth part in this chapter.  

 Who will evaluate learners and how are the essential issues used are founding part five. 

The sixth one develops how to test learners in pairs. In the past, assessors tested learners’ 

performances individually in order to gauge their real levels, but recently with the emergence 

of communicative competence, a new direction that is based on the interactive nature of the 

speaking skill is drawn in testing it. Which of these two concepts is the most useful one is the 

central element of this part. In order to test speaking, assessors should choose one central 

technique to use; what the main used techniques are and how to use them are the subjects that 

will be discussed in part seven. The last section in this chapter is about grading methods, we 

will mention four main systems of grading learners’ products.  
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2.1 Test, Assessment and Evaluation 

 In the teaching and learning process, learners are asked to accomplish knowledge. 

During or at the end of the course, the teacher should ensure learners’ achievement of that 

knowledge or verify their proficiency in one or more skills. The teacher makes some tests and 

puts some grades for each learner to check if s/he is good, average or bad achiever. Test, 

assessment and evaluation are three terms used to describe this process. Although these three 

terms are different theoretically, they are referred as synonyms and used interchangeably in 

pedagogy. 

2.1.1 Test 

 Test is defined as “a method of measuring a person’s ability, knowledge or performance 

in a given domain” (Douglas, 2004, P. 03). In other words, a test is a technique used to 

examine learners’ language capacities. Generally, it takes place at the end of the course in 

order to look at the quality of learners’ products and performances. In testing, the examiner 

(the teacher) should have some information about test-takers: who the test-takers are, in which 

year they are and which programme they have taken. According to Douglas, (2004), “These 

information are needed in order to design the right test for them” (P.03). They aid the 

examiner follow the most appropriate method and select the suitable tasks that can be adapted 

with the goals of the syllabus.       

 In assessing the speaking skill, the test examines learners’ abilities for using the target 

language correctly and appropriately. Weir (1990, P. 07) suggests that testing students’ 

communicative abilities takes place by watching learners’ performances through creating 

some real life-like situations to enquire how well they can use the language for real life 

purposes. In some cases, it is used to measure learners’ performances in general, like to what 
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extent they can speak the foreign language. Whereas, in others, it measures a specific aspect, 

like to what extent they communicate fluently. 

 The test is generally followed up by some remarks or grades (Douglas, 2004, P. 03). 

Sometimes, the examiner does not put scores for learners, s/he just comments whether the 

work is good or not and gives some directions to help learners do well in next presentations. 

In other situations, the examiner puts only rubrics for the test-takers presentations. The scores 

describe the levels of learners’ language abilities and the quality of their performances.  

2.1.2 Assessment 

 Angelo (1995) and other researchers in language assessment and evaluation present four 

definitions to the term assessment. It “is the ongoing process of: 

- Establishing clear, measurable expected outcomes of student learning 

- Ensuring that students have sufficient opportunities to achieve those outcomes 

- Systematically gathering, analyzing, and interpreting evidence to determine how well 

student learning matches our expectations 

- Using the resulting information to understand and improve student learning” (Suskie, 

2009, P. 03- 04).     

On the basis of the designations that are mentioned above, we may say that in contrast to test, 

which takes place at the end of the course, assessment is used to evaluate learners’ 

performances progressively during the course; hence, it does not have specific time. It takes 

place each time a learner presents a work. Therefore, assessment is used to check the degree 

of obtaining the intended goals of the course by evaluating learners’ presentations during each 

lesson. Notwithstanding, the quantity of achievement or acquisition is not the only principle 
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of assessment in the classroom. It is used also to judge the way of teaching; sometimes the 

used method is not appropriate to some lessons which do not help learners reach the goals of 

the course. Assessment, in that case, makes the teacher (assessor) aware of the most 

appropriate methods and effective techniques that should be used to consummate certain 

objectives.  

 In short, assessment is used to examine the regular development of learners’ language in 

comparison to the intended goals that are set at the beginning of the course. The role of the 

teacher or the assessor is to analyze the gathered information to detect the reasons behind 

learners’ levels.   

2.1.3 Evaluation 

 Evaluation is a term used in assessment to make judgments on learners’ presentations 

and the curriculum. Suskie (2009, P. 12) recommends that those judgments are used to 

scrutinize: 

      -    Whether students have achieved learning goals established for them 

- The relative strengths and weaknesses of teaching and learning strategies 

- What changes in goals and teaching- learning strategies might be appropriate.  

Hence, evaluation therefore can be considered as a synonym to assessment which may play 

the same role; both of them construct a connection between the intended goals and the actual 

outcomes to find out the degree of accomplishing the programme objectives. In other cases, 

evaluation can be regarded as a continuous process to assessment since it takes the results of 

the systematic observation of assessment to search out solutions to the problems that are 

identified. 
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2.2 Principles of assessment 

 Assessment is the most essential process used in pedagogy to facilitate the increase of 

the quality of teaching and learning. However, it cannot be considered as effective and 

affective if it is not characterized by some principles. Harlen (2010, P. 30- 31) suggests the 

following ten principles for assessment: 

1- Assessment of any kind should ultimately improve learning. 

2- Assessment methods should enable progress in all important learning goals to be 

facilitated and reported.  

3- Assessment procedures should include explicit processes to ensure that information is 

valid and is as reliable as necessary for its purposes. 

4- Assessment should promote public understanding of learning goals relevant to 

students’ current and future lives. 

5- Assessment of learning outcomes should be treated as approximations, subject to 

unavoidable errors. 

6- Assessment should be part of a process of teaching that enables students to understand 

the aims of their learning and how the quality of their achievement will be judged. 

7- Assessment methods should promote the active engagement of students in their 

learning and its assessment. 

8- Assessment should enable and motivate students to show what they can do. 

9- Assessment should combine information of different kinds, including students’ self-

assessment, to inform decisions about students’ learning and achievement. 

10- Assessment methods should meet standards that reflect a broad consensus on quality 

at all levels from classroom practice to national policy.   
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 The major characteristic of assessment is to support learning. Assessment and 

evaluation are not designed only to inform us about students’ levels; they are developed to 

enhance the learning process as well. Assessment should be improved in a way that helps the 

teacher or the assessor get hold of learners’ weaknesses which by its turn assists them in 

finding out their needs and the main methods that may be the best for the realization of 

learning goals and objectives. 

  Validity and reliability are two main features that should subsist in assessment and 

evaluation. Validity is defined by Harlen (2010) as  

how well that is assessed corresponds with the behaviours or learning outcomes that are 

intended to be assessed, and reliability being the consistency or accuracy of the results, 

often measured by the extent to which the assessment gives the same results if repeated 

(P. 36). 

 In other words, it is said that a test is valid if it can give a clear idea about learners’ abilities 

on account of certain criteria. However, it is said to be reliable if it achieves similar results 

each time it is repeated. 

 Reliability is not a feature that confines merely to the test, assessors also should possess 

this characteristic. Assessment still cannot give accurate results to illustrate learners’ levels, 

especially in evaluating the speaking skill. The given scores do not describe the exact level of 

learners because they are characterized as approximations attributable to the errors that may 

be made by assessors. William (2000 as cited in Harlen, 2010, P. 38) proposes three foremost 

reasons for unavoidable errors in assessment: 

- Variation in a pupil’s performance according to the particular items chosen for test; 

- Pupils performing better or worse on different days on the same test; 
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- Marks awarded for the same answer varying from one marker to another.  

Approximations in language assessment and grades are the results of both learners and 

assessors. On one hand, learners do not present their works in the same level in different tests; 

some of them lean towards some kinds of tests more than others since they believe they may 

do well in them other than others. In oral expression, for instance, some learners prefer to be 

tested by using oral reports because it is more restricted than discussion that needs more 

effort. In addition, learners’ problems outside classroom like family ones may influence their 

performances. On the other hand, assessors may not give the same mark for the same learner 

because of many reasons like their disagreement about specific criteria or what can be 

considered as errors and what are not. 

 Assessment may not affect learners’ productions if learners do not understand what 

testing is and what its main goals are. Therefore, learners should take part in the process of 

assessment; they should understand the aims and the objectives of their learning and the 

criteria on which assessment is based. Accordingly, engaging learners in the process of 

assessment (either by assessing themselves or their mates) helps them increase their 

motivation, aids them know their levels and understand their needs. 

2.3 The History of Testing the Spoken Language 

 Testing second language speaking is one of the most complicated tasks of teaching the 

speaking skill. It faced a lot of difficulties and challenges until it got a final form and specific 

criteria on which it is based. The history of language research and pedagogy did not focus 

attention on this step pending after the Second World War (Fulcher, 1997 as cited in Fulcher, 

2003, P. 01). Testing the speaking skill, then was ignored in language research for years. 

Before to the war, testing the oral ability was not done orally; it was done in a written form. 
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Learners in this test were asked to write down the transcription of words in order to check 

whether learners could pronounce the language well or not. Therefore, the focus was more on 

pronunciation. Fultcher (2003, P. 02) claims that researchers argued that testing speaking 

orally can never be reliable since the scores that were given were subjective and highly 

depend on the scorer, her/his level, and the relationship between her/him and the test taker. As 

a consequence, subjectivity has the major effect if the test is done orally but if it is performed 

in a written form, no kind of unreliability or subjectivity takes place. Nevertheless, sometimes 

learners have the ability to write the transcription of words but they cannot pronounce them 

well since they may memorize the transcription of words. Subsequently, this technique of 

testing was not valid and, of course, unreliable.  

 The first test that had been considered as more appropriate in testing the speaking skill 

was the one used in 1930. According to Fulcher (2003, P. 03- 04), it was established in the 

College Board’s English Competence Examination; it was a pre-test used in order to test out 

the students’ abilities to speak the foreign language to attend the aforementioned  school. By 

all means, this test was not provided only for learners who registered in American universities 

but also to immigrants. Likewise, it was created to those who would like to live in America in 

order to verify their level of intelligence since America needed to keep only intelligent people 

(Fultcher, 2003, P.03).  

 In 1930 test, five subtests were taken on: two on reading, one on dictation, one on 

speaking and the last one on writing. As stated by Fulcher (2003, P. 03), in the speaking test, 

learners were asked to prepare ten topics to choose one randomly for discussion. Furthermore, 

he adds the focal and the extra criteria that were taken into account while evaluating this 

exigent skill; the main ones were based on eight aspects: fluency, responsiveness, rapidity, 

articulation, enunciation, command of construction, use of connectives and vocabulary and 
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idioms. In addition to the major ones that have a direct interaction with the language, extra 

metacognitive criteria that have a direct dealing with the factors that might influence learners’ 

performances; like the degree of shyness on learners were added. If a learner is shy, s/he 

might not have self-confidence and, as a result, cannot speak fluently. 

 Contrary to United States, United Kingdom did not regard reliability as a problem that 

may face scoring learners’ speaking proficiency. As reported by Roach (1945 as cited in 

Fulcher, 2003, P. 05), testing speaking was included in the Certificate of Proficiency in 

English. In this test, two kinds of activities were adopted: the first activity was dictation and 

the second one was reading and conversation. Each of the activities lasted half an hour. 

Fulcher (2003, P. 06) claims that the main objectives of this test were “to support the syllabus 

and encourage good teaching and learning”.  

 The Second World War was regarded as the foremost period for the development of 

testing foreign language speaking. In USA, testing speaking in that time had a military focus; 

it was emerged in order to boost the level of the soldiers in order to communicate well in 

foreign languages. The Army Specialized Training Programme (ASTP) was the first language 

instruction programme that focused on communication and culture in teaching speaking; it 

appeared in 1942. Angiolillo (1947 as cited in Fulcher, 2003) points out that the goal of this 

programme was “to impart to the trainee a command of the colloquial spoken form of a 

language and to give a trainee a sound knowledge of the area in which language is used” (P. 

06). That is to say, this syllabus was emerged with the purpose of enabling learners to use the 

language the way it was used by native speakers in their community. According to Fulcher, 

(2003, P. 06), the speaker in the ASTP was rated either as an expert or a competent. An expert 

learner was a learner who can understand and make the most of the language the same way a 

native speaker of the same level can use her/his mother tongue. Whereas, a competent speaker 
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was the one who can appreciate the communication of two adult native speakers and can 

utilize the foreign language well enough to be comprehended by native speakers outside the 

classroom. Consequently, the criteria of assessment had changed from the assessment of the 

language system to the assessment of performance. In order to evaluate ASTP students’ 

speaking skill, three-part tests were developed: picture description, sustained speech and 

directed conversation. Barnwell (1996 as referred to in Fulcher, 2003) describes these tests as 

follows: 

1- Picture description: in this test the learner should describe orally a sequence of 

pictures. 

2- Sustained speech: the test taker was asked to make a short speech about a topic 

without advance preparation. 

3- Directed conversation: in the directed conversation test, the test taker was given 

detailed cues about a topic to be discussed (P. 07- 08). 

 The first and the third tests were based on making learners communicate the intended 

message and they were rated on three-level rating scale. However, the second one focused on 

rating how much the learner can use accurate and fluent language (Fulcher, 2003, P. 08).     

 Like in USA, in UK, during the years of the war, the focus was always military, even 

though there were some differences. In UK, there was a growth of some new ideas about the 

overall design of the test although its structure still did not change than the one used before. 

The University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES) tests were the ones 

used during the war. These tests were used to “assess the learners’ progress and ‘as an 

encouragement to regular study under conditions that were often difficult” (Roach, 1945 as 

cited in Fulcher, 2003, P. 08).  According to Fultcher (2003, P. 08), among the main issues 
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that were changed in the procedure of testing in the UK speaking tests was the tester 

herself/himself. To ensure more reliability, the responsible tried to integrate more than one 

examiner in the testing process.  

 After the Second World War, America noticed that the American Personnel were not 

capable of using foreign languages. Accordingly, Foreign Service Institute (FSI) set up to 

teach foreign languages to assist diplomats and personnel in using these languages well. In 

1952, testing the speaking skill was seen as a necessary task in teaching foreign languages. 

Fulcher, (2003, P. 09) claims that they started to measure speaking by using rating scale; this 

scale consisted of six bands, each one characterized a level. Band six, for instance, was given 

to perfect learners who used the language like native speakers, whereas, band one was given 

to learners whose levels were bad.  Hence, the language used by native speakers was 

considered as the norm of assessment. However, there were some problems in measuring the 

skill since there were no specific criteria and standards that facilitate scoring examinees; 

except for the first and the last levels, the others were not well defined (Fultcher, 2003, P, 09). 

 Many problems faced the application of 1952 test until 1956. Political and bureaucratic 

problems affected the level of the examinees, it was seen that personnel did not reach the 

needed level in the use of the foreign language. Consequently, as reported by Sollenberger 

(1978 as cited in Fultcher, 2003, P. 09), they gave FSI the responsibility to test and measure 

personnel which, by its turn, confronted the same problems that had been encountered before; 

the measurement was influenced by power, officers’ age and their ranks.  

 In 1958, some changes were added at the 1952 test scale. The FSI testing unit set 

criteria to help score learners’ speaking skill. They suggested a list of 5 factors: accent, 

comprehension, fluency, grammar and vocabulary. Each of these features was measured on 
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six-point scale (Adams, 1980 as mentioned in Fultcher, 2003, P. 09). According to Fultcher 

(2003, P. 03), this rating scale, however, faced another problem which was ‘communication’ 

that had not been put in to consideration to measure the speaking skill despite its paramount 

importance.  

 In the 1970’s, the testing system that was developed by the FSI was espoused by 

different universities and states. During that time, FSI was so popular and teachers applied it 

for testing the speaking skill. Barnwell (1987 as referred to in Fultcher, 2003, P. 10) suggests 

three main reasons that made FSI  the most used test: it was regarded as the most valid and 

reliable system in testing speaking, because an oral module cannot be tested in a written form 

as it used to be, which was one of the salient principles of FSI. Furthermore, more than one 

scorer was used to assess it since it was based on inter-raters. The third reason that made it so 

popular was the addition of new principles that follow what was new in language methods. At 

the end of the 1970’s, a great improvement was given to the natural settings in teaching and 

learning the foreign languages. This new perspective in language teaching was taken on and 

used by FSI in language assessment (Fultcher, 2003, P. 10).                    

2.4 Reliability and Validity in Speaking Assessment 

 Assessing and scoring the spoken skills or any other language skill cannot be valuable 

and helpful if it is implemented without following some principles that aid identifying which 

tasks to be used for which levels and how to classify learners. Reliability and validity are two 

important features that should characterize the evaluation of the oral side of language. 

2.4.1 Reliability  

 Reliability is an important characteristic that should be presented in scoring learners’ 

performances. Henning (1987, P. 73) views that “reliability has to do with accuracy of 
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measurement. This accuracy obtained of similar results when measurement repeated on 

different occasions or with different instruments or by different persons”. And defines it also 

as “… a measure of accuracy, consistency, dependability, or fairness of scores resulting from 

administration of a particular examination” (P.74). Therefore, a reliable assessor should be 

reasonable in scoring learners; the grades should reflect the right levels of learners in a way 

that each time the same learners are tested by the same or other raters, the same results should 

be obtained even by using different materials. If a learner has got 14 out of 20 in an oral 

interview, for instance, s/he should get approximately the same score in another performance 

even if the interview is scored from a recorded tape by another examiner. Then, it is said that 

a spoken test is a reliable one if many assessors give approximately the same score for the 

same learner in different situations.  

 In the framework of oral scoring, reliability is complicated to achieve because of many 

reasons. The prime reason is related to the nature of the skill itself which influences the way 

of testing and scoring learners. The communicative and interactive nature of the skill leads to 

be tested and scored in a live interaction or presentation which makes some difficulties in 

scoring it reliably. Learners in an oral test do not use the same language and structures each 

time the assessor asked them to repeat. In addition to this reason that leads to unreliability, 

some of the problems are presented by the assessors or the chosen method and others are 

developed by the students themselves.  

 Subjectivity is one of the main direct problems that may influence reliability especially 

in oral expression tests. Unfortunately, oral expression teachers are not always fair when 

scoring their learners. Sometimes, they assess them without following specific criteria for 

measurement which direct them to put scores randomly. In other situations, they mark some 

learners on some judgements they already have about them without referring to their 
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performances as such. It is generally assumed that teachers do not take into consideration the 

efforts that learners with low levels try to do in order to present good performances. To solve 

this problem that is created by the teachers themselves, many solutions are suggested. Brown 

and Hudson (2002 as cited in Luoma, 2004, P. 179) propose two main solutions. Scoring one 

task at a time is the first suggestion; it is seen as an impractical idea since it takes a long time. 

The second proposition is to rate learners without seeing them; the assessor in this case 

merely listens to their voices without looking at their faces. Likewise, this latter is also 

believed as an inappropriate proposal since the assessor who is the teacher can recognize 

his/her learners’ voices. Instead of these suggestions, Luoma produces another one that is 

viewed as the practical one. She (2004) argues that:  

Practically the only alternative is for the rater to reflect on his or her own rating work 

and consciously attempt to be just and use the criteria consistently. Focusing on the 

concrete features of a performance, identifying strengths and weaknesses, and 

comparing these against the features mentioned in the scoring criteria may be helpful (P. 

179). 

In other words, with the purpose of being reliable, oral expression teachers should be fair and 

with the intention of being so they need to understand well the criteria used and compare them 

with learners’ products carefully.                  

 The chosen method is another greater problem that affects reliability. The method used 

or chosen by the teacher may influence the way learners present their work and their 

performances. Almost all learners cannot present their works in the same level in using 

different methods (Bachman, 1990, P. 113). Some learners can perform well in pair 

interaction but their productions in direct interview, in which the teacher takes the role of the 
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interviewer, is no so fruitful. Nonetheless, in other cases, some learners may do well in a 

direct interview but cannot speak to a machine in semi direct tests. The assessor then should 

be careful in choosing the method and the tasks used in the exam; s/he should not select the 

method that is appropriate just to the syllabus and its objectives but also the main one that is 

preferred by most students or the one that is largely used in the lessons.        

 The other factor that may disturb reliability is testing environment. Bachman (1990, P. 

118) points out that testing environment involves many aspects: “(1) familiarity of the place 

and equipment used in administering the test; (2) the personnel involved in the test; (3) the 

time of testing, and (4) physical conditions”.         

 Familiarity of the place and equipment used in administering the test is important in 

presenting the right level of each learner. If the teacher, for instance, does not use, to a large 

extent, tasks that involve the use of  tapes  like in ‘retelling story from aural stimuli’, learners 

will find it difficult to deal with such material. Therefore, the teacher tries to choose the place 

and the materials that are much used in the classroom during the course in order not to make 

learners confused and then present works which do not reflect their levels.   

 The performances of learners may be influenced by the assessor herself/himself. The 

assessor is not always the teacher; sometimes s/he can be one of the mates if the teacher likes 

to use peer assessment. However, in other cases, the assessor is neither the teacher nor the 

classmate but an exterior whose method is not known. The test takers’ personalities vary in a 

way that some of them cannot accept to be tested and scored by a mate and others feel shy in 

the presence of their teacher or the exterior assessor.   

 Apparently, the best time for oral expression to be tested is early in the morning. Eight 

o’clock is regarded as the best time when learners are fresh and have enough energy to 
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perform well. The problem with oral expression tests is that learners are tested individually 

which makes a great problem especially with large classes; learners may wait their turns until 

late in the afternoon which disturb their performances. In afternoon, learners feel tired and 

cannot concentrate well and may lose motivation caused by waiting their turns the whole day.  

In addition to these problems that reduce learners’ scores which do not reflect their 

actual level, other problems have to do with the temperature, noise, and the way learners sit, 

etc. All these examples and others are involved in physical conditions of the test that may 

influence learners’ performances. 

 All the mentioned factors that impinge on learners’ presentations and then reliability are 

not directly related to learners, they are closely connected with the tester, the way of testing 

and the environment. However, other issues are caused by the students themselves. Illness, 

fatigue and emotional problems such as shyness are examples which demonstrate the 

responsibility of the students themselves; these problems lead them not to introduce their 

ordinary levels which influence scoring. Henning (1987, P. 76) calls these problems 

‘temporary changes’ because they are not present all the time but occasionally. 

2.4.2 Validity 

 Validity is the other salient characteristic that should be taken into consideration in 

designing any test. Researchers in the field start to develop it from thousands of years as long 

as the appearance of language testing. Kelly (1927, P. 14) claims that “The problem of 

validity is that of whether a test really measures what it purports to measure”. This concept 

has been echoed by Lado (1961, P. 310) in saying “Does a test measure what it is supposed to 

measure? If it does, it is valid”. Messik (1989, P. 13) points out that validity is “an integrated 

evaluative judgment of the degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales 
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support the adequacy and appropriateness of inferences and actions based on test scores or 

other modes of assessment”. In other words, validity comprises the extent of matching 

syllabus objectives with test criteria and the techniques used in the test. In an oral test that is 

based on enabling learners use English for communicative purposes using the reading aloud 

technique, for instance, cannot be considered valid since such a technique does not give clear 

ideas about learners’ abilities to communicate in real contexts.  

 For testing the speaking skill, the tasks used should match their nature; the interactive 

aspects should characterize the chosen tasks and techniques. It can be said that a test-based 

speaking is valid in terms of selecting topics from real life situations. Fultcher and Davinson 

(2007, P. 233) aver that “authenticity should be a fundamental criterion for the validity of 

tasks that aim to evaluate how well people can really communicate in a language”. Weir 

(2005, P. 103) similarly declares that “In terms of validity there is a strong case for testing 

spoken language performance directly, in realistic situations, rather than testing hypothetical 

knowledge of what might be said”. In the past, in order to avoid unreliability in assessing the 

spoken skill, pencil-paper tests are the most used techniques. Certainly, this kind of 

techniques is seen reliable, but it is not valid since it can assess the system of the language 

(pronunciation) and not how to use it in real life situations.  

 Validity is affected by many factors. According to Henning (1987, P. 91), one of the 

main problems that may influence validity is the misapplication of tests. Tests are selected 

according to the objectives of the syllabus; tests that are used to measure the spoken ability of 

the first year in which the central aim of the syllabus is to get learners speak accurately, for 

instance, cannot be used for first year Master in which the main purpose is how to get learners 

communicate fluently.    
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2.5 Oral Test Types 

 Researchers in language assessment and evaluation create many methods that may help 

assessors and teachers evaluate their learners’ speech performances. These scholars try to find 

out methods that are valid by which they can assess and score learners objectively and 

reliably. All methods are designed to achieve these goals; some of them are used by the 

assessor or the teacher and others are used by the examinees themselves. 

2.5.1 Teacher Assessment 

 For centuries, the teacher was the only person who has had the right to assess learners’ 

presentations in the classroom. The teacher was viewed as the person who has had the great 

experience of the language and how to assess learners objectively and fairly. At contrast to 

other types of assessment, in oral expression classes, the teacher does not assess learners’ 

performances and mark their works merely on their presentations on the day of the test but 

also s/he can mark the progress of their learning over a period of time. Underhill (1987) 

argues that: 

Instead of being based on a ten-minute test, a teacher assessment will be based on fifty 

or a hundred hours’ exposure to the learner’s language, in a variety of activities and 

situations. In classical testing terms it is therefore based on a bigger and better sample 

of language, in individual human terms, the language has been produced under 

classroom conditions, which should normally mean that the learner was more relaxed 

and confident than in an oral test (27).  

 In this case, the teacher evaluates learners’ presentations far from anxiety and stress that may 

be felt during an oral test, especially, if it is given individually. Therefore, the learner may 

feel at ease since the teacher does not take into consideration only the test. This way of 
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scoring is the preferable one for shy students since it may lead them to work more on their 

level during the course. Doff (1988, P. 266) suggests that in this kind of assessment, the 

continuous assessment, learners should know in advance that some of their works and 

presentations during the course will be marked and will be taken as tests. In doing so, learners 

will take these activities seriously especially those who do not like to participate in the 

classroom and do not make efforts except on the day of the exam simply to succeed.         

2.5.2 Learner-prepared Assessment 

 By the increase of learner-centred instruction and learner independency and autonomy, 

new perspectives on the role that learners play in learning and evaluation emerged. In the 

process of assessment, learners are involved to be assessors; they have started to play new 

roles in which they can evaluate and score their own and their mates’ performances. Self-

assessment and peer assessment are the two methods of this kind of evaluation. 

2.5.2.1 Self-Assessment 

 Self-assessment is a new method that is developed to change learners’ responsibility in 

the classroom to sustain the improvement of their performances in speaking the foreign 

language. It is defined as “the involvement of students in identifying standards and/or criteria 

to apply to their work and making judgments about the extent to which they have met these 

criteria and standards” (Boud, 1991 as cited in Boud, 1995, P. 12). In other words, self-

assessment is a way of evaluating one’s performance on the basis of some measures that are 

set by the teacher with the help of learners in order to check the degree of the accomplishment 

of the objectives that have been decided at the beginning of the course. Furthermore, 

assessing one’s speech helps the learner answer the question ‘how am I doing?’ The 

application of this method, then gets learners recognize their levels by being aware of their 
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own strength points and weaknesses which lead them improve again and again their strengths 

and seek out solutions to work on their weaknesses. Thus, this kind of evaluation can be 

effective since it assists learners classify their levels better than if it is done by the teacher or 

an exterior assessor.  

 Learners do not assess themselves only at the end of the course but also before (Collins 

& O’Brien, 2011, P. 419). Evaluation can take place at the beginning of the course in order to 

check out their capacities in speaking to identify their needs to be acquired: ‘pre-assessment’. 

It can take place during the course in order to check the degree of learning progress to be ‘a 

formative assessment’ or at the end of the course to be ‘a summative assessment’.  

 Self-assessment has great advantages on learners and their learning process. Tudor 

(1996, P. 162) suggests that self-assessment is “central to the active and reflective 

involvement of learners” and Holec (1980, P. 21) claims that it is an essential part in the 

learning process. If a learner can be independent in learning, s/he may be aware of his/her 

capacities of language which improves self-confidence that drives him/her to work out his/her 

weaknesses. Besides, “knowing what to aim for and when they are making progress is central 

to the motivation to continue. So, students need to know the goals of their work and how to go 

about achieving them” (Harlen, 2010, P. 39). Self-assessment, then, helps improve autonomy 

in learning as well as independency on learners.   

 Another advantage of learners assessing themselves is the fact that this latter takes less 

time in evaluation vis-à-vis an exterior assessor (Le blanc & Painchaut, 1985 as cited in 

Ekbatani & Pierson, 2000, P. 49). In oral tests, the assessor may take a long time to evaluate 

one examinee especially if the assessor is not the teacher and does not have much information 

about test takers’ levels or if s/he is about to evaluate all aspects of the spoken language. In 
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some cases, the evaluator needs to record for learners to be reliable in assessment which also 

takes more time. However, the learner may assess herself/himself in a short period of time 

because s/he, already, knows her/his weak points better than an exterior assessor.                            

 Although self-assessment is regarded as one of the most efficient methods in language 

assessment, some researchers and teachers argue that it is not sufficient. They suggest that it 

cannot be reliable if it is used alone. Learners do not have much experience on assessment and 

they do not have great background on how to speak well a foreign language. So, how can they 

assess a skill which they do not master and how can be reliable and objective in assessing 

themselves, especially knowing that nowadays students’ objectives are to get good marks just 

for the sake of succeeding even if these marks do not necessarily reflect their levels. 

Consequently, teachers and examiners will be more reliable in doing so (Dickinson, 1987, P. 

136). Preventing learners from evaluating themselves, however, will decrease their motivation 

and autonomy and keeping it will make a problem in the quality of the learning process. To 

solve this problem, Nunan (1988, P. 16) claims that “in a learner-centred curriculum model 

both teachers and learners need to be involved in evaluation”. Thus, the involvement of the 

teacher in addition to the learner may be the adequate solution to the problem of reliability 

and motivation.  

2.5.2.2 Peer Assessment 

 Peer assessment is another kind of oral evaluation methods in which the student is 

engaged as an assessor. This method gives the opportunity to learners of the same group to 

evaluate each other’s performance. In some cases, confusion about the nature of peer 

assessment appears since it is seen, sometimes, as synonymous to peer monitoring. O’Donnell 

and Topping (1998, P. 259) summarize the difference between these two expressions as: peer 
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assessment leads learners to evaluate each other’s product i.e. learners assess each other’s 

final performance; how well the learner speaks the language and what are the mistakes and 

errors s/he has done. Peer monitoring, on the other hand, assesses the process of learning i. e. 

learners evaluate the way how their mates learn in order to achieve learning goals and 

objectives. 

 The application of such method needs to get learners know the criteria on which 

assessment is based. They should be given some standards and criteria to take into 

consideration while assessing because  

Usually you would not simply say, “What do you think about this presentation” you 

would ask students to give feedback about how well they thought the presentation met 

certain criteria. The best way for the class to become familiar with the criteria is to have 

them available as a guide as they work on their own presentations (Brookhart, 2008, P. 

71). 

 In other words, criteria for assessment should be set at the beginning of the course and should 

be known by all learners in order to take them not as merely guidelines for evaluating others’ 

presentations but also as parameters for the development of their own works. Furthermore, in 

peer evaluation, learners do not simply give their comments on their mates’ works by saying, 

for instance that s/he is speaking in a good or bad way, but, they should justify their 

evaluation within the norms that have already been established.   

 Peer assessment is regarded as one of the recent most salient methods teachers try to 

practise in the classroom. According to Black, Harrison, Marshal and William (2003, P. 50), 

learners seem to accept the criticism of their peers more than their teacher. However, in 

natural settings, people do not allow criticism if it is given by someone who is at the same 
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level and age. Likewise, in the classroom learners seem to do the same but in order not to be 

judged by their peers negatively, they try their best by working more on their weaknesses to 

present their works in a good way, which is the major goal of language assessment methods. 

Therefore, peer evaluation improves a kind of competition among learners which may 

enhance learning.  

2.5.3 Semi-direct Test 

 Semi-direct test is another type of speaking tests that is totally different from the other 

kinds of tests. In it, learner’s speech is not graded directly on the spot when the examinee 

passes the test, but it is recorded on a tape and scored from it (McNamara, 2000, P. 82). The 

nature of the speaking skill leads the rater to encounter some problems in marking learners’ 

presentations. The speaking skill is the amalgam of many different features like 

pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, accent, fluency, ideas, etc. and the assessor should 

concentrate on all these aspects in evaluation. But, sometimes, the evaluator cannot give 

attention to all these attributes at the same time. In oral expression tests, then, the best 

solution that may improve a reliable assessment is to record for learners, especially if the test 

is used to evaluate many speaking characteristics or when a large criteria is used as the basis 

for assessing one of these aspects. Technology, therefore, is used to avoid such problems in an 

oral test. Using tape recording in an oral test may ensure reliability in evaluation since 

examinee’s presentation can be repeated many times to be assessed, analyzed and scored by 

using the same sample of language as many times as needed.  

 Recording learner’s speech is important in oral language tests but foreign language 

learners still face some problems in using such technology in the classroom. The use of tape 

recording in oral tests is not the most preferable choice of all students, an experiment is used 
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to verify how learners prefer to be evaluated in an oral test and it is noticed that learners do 

not lean towards being recorded (McNamara, 2000, P. 82). Accordingly, some learners opt for 

the use of such tools while others do not. The use of such technology to learners who do not 

like it may influence their learning progress and motivation negatively although it is viewed 

as a solution to solve some problems. 

2.6 Testing Speaking in Pairs 

 From many years when the use of speaking instead of pencil-paper test in assessing the 

oral skills emerged, structured interview is largely used. One-to-one interview format was the 

most used task in this kind of tests; the examiner asks some questions and the examinee 

should answer them. The application of this type of testing at schools and at universities took 

a long time before researchers tried to change it. The overspread of this kind of tasks in 

speaking assessment “became standard when oral assessment was first introduced in the 

1950’s, and in the following years the format was not really questioned even though test 

methods were criticised and revised” (Luoma, 2004, P. 35). Moreover, the utilisation of one-

to-one format was not overspread just in the past and before the appearance of communicative 

competence, but even now it is, by large, the only one used at Algerian Universities. 

 It is a well established fact that the most used technique is the most one that does not 

have great problems. One-to-one interview format, however, has many serious problems. It 

controls the forms and the functions that learners may use in their speech while they have 

been interviewed. The examinee in such tasks is asked to answer the examiner questions and 

has to follow the forms of those questions which do not help her/him show her/his 

communicative capacities which influence her/his performance (Luoma, 2004, P. 35). In 
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addition, it is a hard task to apply in the classroom. The examiner, here, should test each 

learner alone which takes long time to administer especially in large classes. 

 Because of the problems that are mentioned earlier, among others, as well as due to the 

new direction that foreign language teaching takes after the appearance of communicative 

competence, new perspectives have appeared in language assessment. Using paired format in 

assessing oral is a new strategy that assessment added in its repertoire of tasks to follow the 

new direction of language teaching.                

 Using this strategy in language assessment changes totally the meaning of oral 

assessment and gives a new path to the old used methods. Instead of assessing one learner at a 

time, more than one learner are tested. At contrast to the traditional strategy where the 

interviewer is the participant who initiates and directs the conversation, in the new strategy, 

the interviewer’s role changes to be an observer. Interviewees are the participants who should 

interact with each other, use the forms and the functions that they view to be the most 

appropriate ones to them and to the chosen topic. 

         Recently, this strategy is considered as the most important one in oral assessment. 

Taylor (2001 as referred to in Fultcher, 2003) lists the main four reasons that make UGLES 

introduces the paired format into the Cambridge examination suite in the 1990’s: 

1- Testing in the United Kingdom has always been closely linked to language pedagogy, 

and communicative language teaching has largely used pairwork in the classroom. The 

introduction of the paired speaking test therefore brings the test into line with classroom 

practice. 

2- Work on the one-to-one interview format… has shown that the interaction in the test 

was asymmetrical because of the unequal power of the two participants… 
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3- In…studies UGLES discovered that in the paired format candidate turns were 

increased, and the assessor was substantially reduced. It is therefore claimed the 

language sample is ‘richer’ than in a traditional interview. 

4- The number of functions observed in paired-format test is said to be much higher than 

in the interview (P. 186- 187). 

 The development of communicative competence adds new objectives and intentions to 

foreign language teaching. To use the language for communicative purposes and speak the 

language fluently as much as accurately are the main goals of modern foreign language 

teaching.  These new aims of language teaching influence the way of assessing learners. 

Therefore, to evaluate learner’s performance and check the degree of using the language for 

communicative purposes, new tasks are adopted, among which paired format interview is 

suggested to be the best strategy to ensure goal attainment.  

 In the traditional format, the two participants (the test-taker and the tester) do not have 

equal levels in the use of language which influences the product of the test-taker. S/He may 

not relieve pressure while answering the interviewer questions because the assessor takes 

her/his language as the norm to evaluate learners in addition to the fears of not understanding 

the interviewer language. Hence, using paired format interview aids learners’ performances to 

be better since learners approximately have equal levels and use the same simple structures of 

the language and vocabulary. The application of this strategy increases learners’ self-

confidence and self-expression which may push them to present their work in a good way. 

Hughes (2003) points out that:    

An advantage of having candidates interacting with each other is that it should elicit 

language that is appropriate to exchange between equals, which may well be called for in 
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the test specifications. It may also elicit better performance, inasmuch as the candidates 

may feel more confident than when dealing with a dominant, seemingly omniscient 

interviewer (P. 121). 

2.7 Speaking Test Techniques 

 To evaluate speaking, assessors have various techniques that can be adopted. The 

techniques are selected on the basis of the objectives of the test; some of them can be used to 

test speaking fluency and others are used to test pronunciation, etc. Among the speaking test 

techniques, we will mention the following:   

2.7.1 Oral Interview  

 Oral interview is one of the oldest techniques used to test speaking after the use of 

pencil-paper-test. It is a structured direct face-to-face interaction between learner and 

interviewer. The tester prepares a list of questions and the learner is asked to answer these 

questions. Learner’s answers and the language used by the learner are analysed by the 

interviewer in order to be scored at the end of the interview. 

 The questions that are used in the interview should be selected carefully since they 

should be differed in complexity. Madsen (1983) claims that:  

Items on the guided interview will vary in difficulty, with easier questions coming early. 

However, after a rather challenging item or two, it is good to insert one or two easy 

questions. This can help relieve tension and allow the student to regain confidence (P. 

165). 

The variation of the questions then helps the interviewee feel more comfortable which leads 

him/her to present a good work.     
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 The initial set of questions is called ‘warm up’ in which the questions should be simple 

and easy. ‘Yes/ no’ and factual questions are the most used kinds of questions in this stage, 

‘Do you live in Setif?’ by means of example. Madsen (1983, P. 163) suggests that the first 

questions should be familiar to the interviewee but at the same time should not be so personal 

like asking about their social class, their age and weight. Asking this kind of questions may 

make learners not feeling at ease especially if the learner has such kind of problems.             

 The other group of questions contains more difficult and demanding ones (Madsen, 

1983, P. 165). In comparison with the first step, in this stage, interviewee should not answer 

by saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’ but by giving full statements, more information and arguments for 

each idea s/he agrees with. This step is considered as the fundamental one in the interview 

since interviewee’s responses, the language used and the way of speaking reflect the right 

level of the learner. The large sample of language in learner’s responses helps the assessor 

detect the weaknesses and the strengths of the learner. 

2.7.2 Question and Answer 

 Question and answer task is a testing task used in assessing the speaking skill. It is an 

interview-like-task in which the assessor asks some questions to the test taker. The difference 

between these two tasks are that question and answer task consists of disconnected questions; 

in addition, the interviewee does not merely respond to the examiner’s questions but also ask 

questions to the interviewer.  

 As it is mentioned above the questions asked are not connected to each other, though, 

they should be selected carefully. Douglas (2004) indicates that: 

  In designing such questions for test takers, it is important to make sure that you know 

why you are asking the question. Are you simply trying to elicit strings of language 
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output to gain a general sense of the test taker’s discourse competence? Are you 

combining discourse and grammatical competence in the same question? Is each 

question just one in a whole set of related questions (P. 60). 

That is to say, the questions asked are not enquired without purpose, each asked question has 

an objective either to analyse the forms the learner used or meanings. 

 Like the interview, the question and answer tasks start by asking simple questions to 

more difficult ones. The initial questions are always about the learner to have an idea about 

him/her. Questions about the learning skill, society and politics are largely used as second 

types of questions. The following questions are examples of question and answer tasks:  

-  How are you? 

- What’s your name? 

- Where do you live? 

- Can you tell me about your family? 

- Why do you choose to learn English? 

- Which module do you prefer? And why? 

- What are your hobbies?  

In this task, not only factual questions are asked but even imaginative ones (Underhill, 

1987, P. 62-63) such as: if you had the opportunity to be in the mind of a person, who would 

be that person? and Why?   
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2.7.3 Oral Report 

 Oral report is one of the most popular tasks used to elicit oral language performance. 

The learner presents a topic individually to the assessor. The report should not be presented 

by reading; it should be prepared in advance in a way that helps the test taker not to read from 

the paper. At the end of the presentation, the tester asks the test taker some questions about 

the presented report in order to check whether s/he has understood what has been presented or 

it has been memorised. The presentation can be recorded in order to be analysed and scored. 

 The topic is considered as one of the most salient aspects in oral presentation. It is 

argued that the chosen topic should have specific characteristics. Underhill (1987) determines 

these qualities by saying that: 

It should not be so specialised that only the speaker himself is interested, nor should it 

be general that it has no apparent purpose other than as a language exercise. Ideally, the 

topic should be chosen by the learner in consultation with his teacher who will help 

match the ability of the learner with the difficulty of a given topic (P. 47). 

In other words, the nature of the chosen topic influences the performance of the test taker and 

the scoring system. The learner should select the topic carefully and intelligibly; s/he should 

not opt a topic that is not familiar in order not to be confused neither while presenting it nor 

when the assessor asking questions about it. In addition, if the topic is so new and different in 

a way that even the assessor does not have much information about it may influence the mark 

of the learner. Therefore, the topic should be chosen by both the learner and the teacher.           
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2.7.4 Reading Aloud 

 Reading aloud is a technique used for many decades in teaching and assessing the 

speaking skill. It is an activity that is presented individually in which a text is given ten or 

fifty minutes before being read loudly. It is essentially used to assess pronunciation. Luoma 

(2004, P. 50) maintains that reading aloud is also used to evaluate comprehension. The way of 

reading a passage, the use of the appropriate rhythm, the right stress used either in uttering a 

single word or a whole sentence and the rise and fall of intonation give impression to the 

listener that the reader understands the passage. Medsen (1983, P. 154) adds that “It can even 

provide a little help in checking fluency”. In short, reading aloud is a testing technique used to 

assess some important oral abilities: pronunciation, phonological features such as intonation 

and stress, comprehension and fluency. 

 The text should be selected cautiously. The length and the nature of the chosen text to 

be read should be appropriate to the level of the students in order not to influence their 

presentations. The examiner should elect a text that motivates the majority of learners. 

Scientific texts, for instance are the best examples of boring texts that most of the students 

dislike because they are full of completely new and complicated words. Heaton (1990, P. 60) 

proposes that the examiner should choose texts that people usually read in everyday life 

settings like letters and instructions. 

 Underhill (1987, P. 76) states the three main advantages of the reading aloud test 

technique. Reading aloud is a completely controlled technique which makes it one of the 

simplest and the easiest tasks to be applied in the test. The text is chosen by the teacher 

(assessor) and criteria are easy to put which get the assessor quick to mark. In addition, all 
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learners read the same or slightly different passages which help the assessor to be more 

reliable in scoring them.  

 Reading aloud has some disadvantages which lead it to be less acceptable to evaluate 

the speaking skill except some aspects of language system like pronunciation and intonation. 

The reading skill is a different skill than the spoken one; the latter is communicative in nature, 

however, the former misses this ability. In addition, this skill is not used in everyday life 

except in quite few occasions like parents reading a story to children (Douglas, 2004, P. 149). 

Furthermore, the reading skill should not be used even inside the classroom neither as an 

activity in oral expression module nor as a module as such since the objective of foreign 

language teaching is oriented to use the language for communicative purposes. As a result, 

Douglas (2004, P. 149) suggests that reading aloud should be accompanied by another task 

which is communicative in nature such as ‘conversation/discussion tasks’.        

2.7.5 Retelling Story from Aural or Written Stimulus 

 Retelling story from aural or written stimulus are two techniques different from the 

other ones. These techniques are used to assess the speaking skill by the aid of other skills; 

listening and reading.  

 In retelling story from aural stimulus, the learner is asked to listen to a story on a tape 

and then tries to retell it, either word by word as it is said in its original version or to 

paraphrase or summarise it.  

 Retelling story from written stimulus technique enquires the learner to read a passage or 

a story then summarize or paraphrase the content. The learner should have enough time to 

read the text at the beginning but s/he is not allowed to read it again during the test. Uderhill 
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(1987, P. 73- 74) suggests designing an activity between reading the text and retelling it to 

help the learner organize her/his ideas for a better presentation.   

 These techniques do not assess only the ability of speaking; Underhill (1987, P. 71) 

claims that the goal behind retelling story from aural stimulus is to assess “the 

comprehension-processing-production sequence of skills”.  

2.7.6 Using Pictures or Picture Story 

 Aside from testing oral expression through reading and listening, using pictures helps 

eliciting language through visual. Learners are given a picture or a sequence of pictures few 

minutes before the test to look at them to describe in the test. Because elicited language is 

based on pictures, assessors should select them carefully. According to Heaton (1990, P. 61), 

the nature of pictures helps understand which aspects of language system need to be assessed. 

Despite that, Douglas (2004, P. 181) adds that in order to be clear about what to assess, 

evaluators may include some directions about which forms to use while describing pictures 

like in saying ‘Tell me the story that these pictures describe. Use the past tense of verbs’. 

2.7.7 Role Play 

 Role play is a largely used activity in oral expression sessions. Like in the classroom, in 

the test learners are given some instructions to be the basis for playing a role. Learners are 

given, for instance information about two personalities, a doctor and a patient who has a 

problem and they are asked to wear these two personalities. The task needs from the learners 

to use the main functions that may be used in real life communication by doctors and patients. 

Instructions, then, give learners the nature of personalities that should be acted but do not 

control which terms and structures they should use (Douglas, 2004, P. 174).  
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 There are two main kinds of instructions; in some cases instructions do not contain 

more details like in the mentioned example. In other cases, however, they are full of details 

like to give more details about the patient (his name, the nature of the illness, etc.) and the 

doctor (his specialist for instance). Many factors control which kind of instructions is likely to 

adopt: learners’ levels, their ages and the degree of their imagination. If the assessor views 

that their learners have the ability to imagine a role to play, it is better to use the first type and 

vice versa.  

 Underhill (1987, P. 53- 54) proposes two main variations for role play: role play 

between learners and using a telephone. 

- Role play between Learners 

 Sometimes, assessors like to give one part of the play to a learner and play themselves 

the other part, a fact which increases anxiety for learners. To avoid such problem, it is 

preferable to give both parts to learners.  

 Learners are given clearly written instructions for each role and learners in pairs try to 

match their roles to be played in the test, ‘a boy and a girl meet at a party’ for instance are the 

personalities that are going to be incarnated.   

- Using a Telephone    

 Adding some instruments in the role play makes the task more vivid and natural. Using 

a telephone is an action largely used in everyday life. In oral language testing, the phone is 

considered as an important instrument that may be used since “It is particularly good for 

eliciting the language of checking, asking for repetition, spelling out names and places, as 

well as eliciting the language of making a telephone call” (Underhill, 1987, P. 54). 
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Furthermore, the use of telephone helps to obtain another kind of communication different 

from face-to-face language. Learners, here, speak in more details since no gesture and facial 

expression are added to aid understanding. 

2.7.8 Discussion/Conversation 

 Discussion/conversation tasks are oral testing tasks which appeared by the development 

of communicative competence in language teaching and assessment. It is an interaction that 

happened between two or more learners discussing a topic. The assessor, in this task, takes the 

role of an observer. This technique does not evaluate just the mechanical features of the 

language but also how to communicate using the foreign language. Douglas (2004) points out 

that “Discussions may be especially appropriate tasks through which to elicit and observe 

such abilities as:  

- Topic nomination, maintenance, and termination; 

- Attention getting, interrupting, floor holding, control; 

- Clarifying, questioning, paraphrasing; 

- Comprehension signals (nodding, “uh-uh,””hum,” etc.); 

- Negotiating meaning; 

- Intonation patterns for pragmatic effect: 

- Kinesics, eye contact, proxemics, body language; and 

- Politeness, formality, and other sociolinguistic factors ( P. 175).      

In other words, discussion tasks are used to assess communicative abilities: grammatical 

ability, discourse ability, pragmatic ability, sociolinguistic ability and strategic ability. In 

short, discussion/conversation tasks go beyond testing the system of the language to testing 

how to use the language in real life situations for specific purposes.  
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 Discussion/conversation tasks are the main tasks in language testing that cannot be 

ignored since they test all language aspects. Thus, in order to keep it in the frame of language 

testing, teachers should try improving self-confidence on less confident learners during the 

course by practising some activities that ought to incorporate this feature in learners’ 

personalities.    

2.8 Oral Grading Methods 

 Assessment alone without grading cannot be effective as learners cannot classify their 

levels without getting marks that reflect their levels. Among grading methods, we will discuss 

the following four ones: 

2.8.1 Rating Scales 

 Rating scales is one of the main scoring methods that are used to grade learners’ 

performances. These scales “consist of an order series of level descriptors which describe the 

requirements of each stage of proficiency. They determine the criteria which are going to be 

focused on” (Colton-Sonnenberg, 2006, P. 05). In other words, rating scales are degrees, each 

one describes a level that is different from the following one; they start from a level of no 

proficiency at all, in which learner’s speech is full of grammatical, phonological, and 

communicative errors. The highest level, however, is described as the level of a native 

speaker in which learners can use the foreign language naturally, speak smoothly, accurately 

and appropriately.  

 The prime objective of rating scales is to help scorers grade learners’ presentations not 

just to check their levels of proficiency but to scrutinize the problems they face on the 

language to seek out the right solutions to increase their levels in an easy way.  
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 Holistic scoring and analytic scoring are two main types of rating scales: 

2.8.1.1 Holistic scoring 

 Holistic scoring is defined as giving 

a single score or rating for an entire product or performance based on an overall 

impression of a student’s work. In essence one combines all the important ingredients of 

a performance or product to arrive at an overall, single judgment of quality (Arter & 

McTighe, 2001, P. 18). 

  In scoring learners’ speaking skill using the holistic grading, the scorer grades many 

aspects, such as, grammar, fluency, pronunciation and appropriateness, at the same time. This 

kind of scale, then, focuses on marking how well students can communicate using the 

language in general without ignoring the aspects of language which are taken as a whole and 

not separately like in analytic scoring. Each level in holistic scoring consists of simply one 

description about the overall level (Douglas, Harris & Carr, 1996, P. 38).  

 Even the holistic scoring method is regarded as the epitome of the practical methods 

that score learners’ products in an easy way; it has some weaknesses that may not facilitate 

the progress of learners’ language. As it is mentioned earlier, grading learners’ performances 

as a whole is based on the overall impression of learners’ presentations which is considered 

less supportive to learners. Learners are not provided with details about their levels in view of 

the fact that they are given marks without remarks and comments about their main 

weaknesses which do not aid them identify the differences between them and the other 

learners who have got the same mark (Arter & McTighe, 2001, P. 21). 
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2.8.1.2 Analytic scoring 

 In contrast to holistic scoring, analytic scoring grades each aspect of learner’s product 

alone and at the end, the scorer will sum this set of grades to have a total score. In an oral test, 

the criteria are based on many features such as pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, fluency 

and ideas; each of these parts is based on certain measures which are rated independently and 

at the end of the process a final mark will be given by summing single marks of all traits. 

 A practical advantage of this method of scoring is that it “provides information on a 

number of dimensions and may be most useful for diagnostic testing and identification of 

student strengths and weaknesses” (Welch, 2006, P. 313). 

 Scoring learners’ performances analytically can be considered as the best way to solve 

some learners’ speaking problems but according to Davies, Brown, Elder, Lumley and 

McNamara (1999, P. 07), it can improve other problems to the scorer. Focusing on specific 

aspects leads the scorer not to focus on how well the examinee can communicate well since 

the grader is focusing on details about the language and forget about the overall 

communication. In addition the problem of time, using this method takes more time since the 

scorer is asked to listen many times to each test taker to rank each dimension separately.  

2.8.2 Additive Marking (Incremental Mark System) 

 In this kind of marking methods, the scorer focuses on some language features which 

are selected on the basis of the test objectives. The assessor starts by zero mark and each time 

s/he adds a mark according to how well the test taker produces those features correctly. 

Underhill (1987, P. 101- 102) lists examples of features that may be useful for an oral test by 

using additive marking: content features (e.g. the mention of particular events, actions or 

attributes, the use of social formulae in situations where they can be considered obligatory and 
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the use of introductory, summarizing and close remarks in a formal presentation), 

grammatical structure and sentence patters, specific vocabulary items, phonological aspects 

(pronunciation, stress and intonation), etc.  

2.8.3 Subtractive Marking 

In comparison with additive marking, subtractive marking starts from a highest mark 

that will be reduced for each error the test taker makes. According to Underhill (1987, P. 

102), the subtracted mark is not the same for all language features; it depends on the 

importance of the dimension on the test. The scorer may remove 1 mark for a major feature 

like sentence structure and ½ for a minor one like content for instance because the main 

objective of the test is how learners speak accurately. 

 Despite the fact that subtractive marking is regarded as an easy grading method, it is not 

always considered so. As stated by Underhill (1987, P. 102), subtractive marking can be 

viewed so except if assessors agree with what are the major mistakes in speaking the language 

and make a list of them. Apparently, this solution is effective if it is used to score the 

language system and not the communicative ability because the language system is based on 

some rules that can be detected whereas communicative abilities are hard to get agreement 

with what believed as an error and what is not. Consequently, Underhill (1987, P. 102) 

suggests that “If the aim of the test is to assess accuracy of speech, subtractive marking alone 

will be sufficient, but for a balanced assessment of overall spoken proficiency, it is desirable 

to combine it with other marking technique”. 

2.8.4 Marking Recorded Oral Tests 

 In some cases, assessors prefer to mark learners’ products from a recorded tape. 

Sometimes, they find it hard to test learners at the same time when the test is done especially 
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if they are asked to test many categories for large groups. By scoring from a tape, scorers may 

not feel confused while marking them because they have the chance to repeat many times the 

same sample of the language used by learners. Therefore, it may reduce losing attention that 

may lead assessors to unreliable scoring. Underhill (1987, P. 93) suggests three main reasons 

to use this method for scoring: 

1- First marking of laboratory tape 

2- Total or partial re-marking as a scoring procedure 

3- Re-marking tapes as rater training procedure  

 One major problem that may be identified in scoring learners from a tape is invalidity of 

scoring communicative abilities by listening to what has been said and ignore the body 

language (gestures and facial expressions) that are considered as part of communication. One 

main solution that is proposed by Underhill (1987, P. 92) is the use of video tapes instead of 

audio tapes.  

Conclusion 

          The learnability of the speaking skill and its components cannot be checked out unless 

if it is tested. Furthermore, in order to improve this skill, assessment is a must to take place 

during or at the end of the course to scrutinize and control its development. Evaluation aids 

teachers to grade the level of the students in order to seek out new ways of teaching or to put 

new objectives to be emphasized.         

 The aim of this chapter is to enhance the speaking skill by drawing attention to what has 

been seen well in language assessment and what is new and more effective. In this chapter, 

we have attempted to give some foundations and principles of assessment. We have tried to 

discuss the most used tasks and methods to assess and grade the speaking skill.    
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Chapter Three: Speaking Fluency 

Introduction 

Communicating in L1 or L2 needs many different aspects and complex strategies to be 

developed. For L1, those elements and strategies are acquired automatically as the child 

grows up. Improving proficiency in another language that is different from the mother tongue, 

however, is not without difficulty. Learners should master many features which cannot be 

enhanced immediately and automatically with the first attempt to use the target language; 

students need to learn the language and practise it intensively.  

The two main abilities that should be boosted are accuracy and fluency. Both of them 

are hard to be acquired since they require enough time and intensive practice. Nevertheless, 

fluency seems to be more demanding in second and foreign language acquisition. In contrast 

to accuracy, which is based on specific rules that might be improved in a limited time, the 

acquisition of fluency is rather harder as it does not obey pre-established regulations. 

This chapter will present the feature of fluency in speaking; it will introduce the 

principle issues about it, how it needs to be taught, learned and assessed. At first, it will 

confer on its different definitions. After that, the relationship between automaticity and 

fluency will be considered starting by its definition, listing its characteristics and discussing 

how to increase it in learners’ speech. The other point that will be discussed is the role of 

communicative strategies to enhance fluency. We will consider the main factors that may 

influence learners’ fluency in using foreign languages. Then, a section, entitled teaching and 

learning, will be devoted to discuss the three approaches adopted in the teaching of fluency, 

the main principles to help its development as well as the major classroom fluency activities. 

The last subtitle that will be presented in this chapter treats how to assess and score fluency. 
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3.1 Definitions of Fluency 

Fluency is a substantial component of speaking proficiency. It is a well established fact 

that it is the richly difficult element to define; is it the amalgamation of all speaking features 

as some researchers characterize it or the quality of mastering and using the mechanical 

system of the language as it is delimited by others? 

Researchers in the field of teaching and learning the speaking skill encountered many 

serious problems to find a fixed definition to the term fluency. Morely and Truscott (2006, P. 

309) view fluency as a complex aspect of the language especially in second and foreign 

languages which leads them not to settle one specific definition to be adopted by all or most 

of language researchers. Each researcher undoubtedly gives a different definition that is based 

on the foundations of the domain s/he belongs to. Pedagogical definition, for instance, is 

different from psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic ones. Moreover, Segalowitz (2013, P. 240) 

adds another problem that does not help them find a standard definition to be implemented by 

all languages around the world. He relates the difficulty of establishing a standard definition 

for fluency to the inability to find the equivalent term of fluency in other languages. He 

illustrates this argument by providing an example from French and Russian which do not have 

terms that include the same or approximately the main components of this term in English. 

This issue, then, gives each language a different definition that comprises more or less 

features in comparison to the other.  

Hammerly (1991, P. 51) provides two main definitions of the term fluency; the first or 

the general one characterizes speaking fluently as the spontaneous speech that includes 

rapidity and correctness. Subsequently, speaking fluently, for the average English speakers, 

means to master the language lexically, grammatically and phonologically. This fact will  help 
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learners use the target language smoothly without thinking since “lexical gaps or difficult 

grammatical constructions can lead to delays or long(er) planning phases in the learners’ 

output which are mirrored in learners’ performances in their productive fluenceness” (Gőtz, 

2013, P.13). Furthermore, if learners master the mechanical system of the language, they will 

not have fears of committing mistakes while speaking, and this leads to improve automaticity. 

Conversely, Hammerly (1991, P. 51) claims that in the field of foreign language learning, 

fluency does not contain correctness but other aspects like speaking confidently. Likewise, 

Lennon (1990) makes a difference between fluency and the other skills of speaking by 

indicating that   

Fluency differs from the other elements of oral proficiency in one important respect. 

Whereas such elements as idiomaticness, appropriateness, lexical range and syntactic 

complexity can all be assigned to linguistic knowledge, fluency is purely a performance 

phenomenon: there is (presumably) no fluency ‘store’ (P. 391). 

The field of foreign language teaching and learning, then, rejects the inclusion of 

accuracy in speaking fluency since it is not based on rules; it is enhanced through practice. It 

argues that concentrating on speaking accurately may increase a kind of obstacles in 

expressing oneself automatically. Learners will pay more attention to the language system 

even if they have it under command and overlook, to some extent, their ideas and how to 

express them fluently. A fact that might break the flow of speech. 

In addition to rapidity and smoothness which are considered as the key features of 

fluency by all language fields, Hammerly adds the concept of self-confidence. Improving self-

confidence while speaking plays a great role in the attainment of fluency in speaking; if 

learners do not give much attention to the mistakes which appear in their speech, it may 
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minimize hesitations which in its turn increase confidence and then fluency. Moreover, 

improving confidence on learners leads them not to feel shy in the classroom and thereby 

raises participation in the classroom that is considered as the first step towards foreign 

language fluency acquisition.  

Gut (2009, P. 78) adds further significant features: facial expressions and gestures. He 

agitates that these skills which are used in everyday communication have a great role in the 

improvement of speaking fluently. These skills allow learners to communicate smoothly since 

they are used to emphasize the message and compensate for missed words.  

Each of the mentioned definitions mainly focuses on one aspect of fluency and ignores 

others. However, other researchers seek out general definitions that cover most or all the 

characteristics of fluency from different domains. Wood (2010) claims that:  

The concept of fluency has likewise developed to include elements of performance 

beyond just accuracy of syntax, lexis, and phonology. Based on a body of work in 

recent decades, discourse coherence and cohesion, conversational pragmatics, 

sensitivity to register and idiom, and communication strategies are all considered 

integral parts of overall proficiency and, by association, fluency (P.10). 

This definition that includes all communicative dimensions: language system, its use in real 

contexts for specific purposes and the use of gestures and facial expressions appropriately are 

echoed by Gut (2009) who advocates a general definition that comprises many essential 

definitions (Lennon 1990 & Crystal 1992) by saying that:  

fluency comprises ease of communication the ability to talk in coherent grammatically 

and semantically correct sentences with appropriate pragmatic skills in each 
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communicative context and to demonstrate a large and varied vocabulary that enables 

variation of language use according to the different situational demands (P. 77). 

 In short, speaking fluently does not totally mean speaking correctly and rapidly. It starts 

at the level of the brain by planning for what to say and transmitting it by using appropriate 

words and structures automatically and smoothly (Segalowitz, 2013, P. 242). Those selected 

words and structures are chosen on the bases of other aspects like the situation and the context 

of the conversation. The extent of confidence that is shown in the speaker’s speech detected 

from the intonation s/he used also takes a great part in fluency.   

3.2 Automaticity 

When we say fluency, we think of speaking automatically. It is said that fluency and 

automaticity cannot be divided since the non-automatic speech of learners means that they are 

not fluent. However, this is not always the case; speaking automatically is not always defined 

as the skillfulness in speaking and the quality of being facile; it is also described as speaking 

in a fast way. Hence, the definition of automaticity and the main ways to boost it in foreign 

language learners’ speech are the main elements that will be developed in this part.     

3.2.1 Definition of Automaticity  

It is common knowledge that this term automaticity is used as a main characteristic of 

many machines and in calling many objects. According to Dekeyser (2001, P. 125), “These 

objects perform their functions without requiring any physical or mental efforts on our part”. 

That is to say, doing things automatically means doing it unconsciously without paying 

attention to the details; how it is done and how it is built. In second language acquisition 

DeKeyser (2007, P. 04) suggests three main definitions of automaticity, the broadest one  

“refers to the whole process of knowledge change from initial presentation of the rule in 
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declarative format to the final stage of fully spontaneous, effortless, fast, and errorless use of 

that rule, often without being aware of it anymore”. Combining these two definitions, one 

may say that in language use, automaticity has, approximately, the same measurements and 

characteristics of the general and the broadest definition. It is the use of the language quickly, 

coherently and without hesitations. In other words, speaking automatically means speaking 

without controlling what we are saying and without paying attention to the rules of the 

language (grammatical and phonological rules), words and utterances which are used while 

speaking with minimum or no faults.  

The relationship between automaticity and fluency is not so clear since each field has a 

different opinion about it. For psychological literature, for instance, these two words are 

synonyms and there is no clear cut between them (Dorney, 2009, P. 286) i.e. when people say 

that someone is speaking fluently, they mean that his/her speech is automatic. However, for 

others automaticity is an important feature and step that causes fluency. Segalowitz (2003) 

argues that:  

to the extent that fluency represents the ability to speak or read quickly, accurately, and 

without undue hesitation, then automatic execution of certain aspects of L2 performance 

such as pronunciation, grammatical processing, and word recognition would, by 

definition, promote fluency (P. 401).  

Ranta and Lyster (2007, P. 148) also suggest that “Fluent performance is the result of practice 

that (1) has been extensive and repetitive (thus building automaticity) and (2) has been 

genuinely communicative in nature (therefore, transfer-appropriate)”. By relating these two 

views, one can say that to consummate fluency in speaking foreign languages, learners should 
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improve automaticity in many features of language first, which cannot be enhanced without 

intensive practice that is based on repetition.   

3.2.2 Characteristics of Automaticity  

The term automaticity is characterized by many qualities: the main important and 

repeated ones are effortless, speed and unconscious i.e. it appears in a fast way, without 

making any effort by the speaker and without paying attention to the used structures and 

words. Dekeyser (2001 as refered to in Kormos, 2006, P. 39) composes a list of its attributes 

collected from psychology between 1974 and 1993. This list includes the following thirteen 

features: 

1- Fast 

2- Parallel 

3- Effortless 

4- Capacity-free 

5- Unintentional 

6- Result of consistent practice 

7- Unconscious  

8- Always based on memory retrieval 

9- Does not benefit from further practice 

10-  Error-free and flexible 

11-  Strong production rule 

12-  No interference from working memory 

13-  No correlation between the mean and standard deviation in performance measures.  
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3.2.3 Kinds of Automaticity 

Two kinds of automaticity of language are suggested by Levis (2006, P. 264). The first 

one is identified at the level of the sound and the word and the second type is recognized at 

the level of the phrase.  

The first type that exists at the level of the sound and the word is seen when speakers 

focus on pronunciation and articulation. Generally, to gain fluency, speakers (non-native 

learners) should not focus their attention on how to pronounce every single sound and word 

correctly in their utterances. When the learner pays attention to this sort of things, s/he may 

fail in speaking automatically. Speaking automatically, as mentioned before, requires 

speaking without thinking and without awareness in a fast way. So, each time the learner 

concentrates on how to articulate and pronounce each sound in a word correctly, s/he may 

hesitate a lot and break the flow of speech and thereby fluency. 

The other form of automaticity developed at the level of the phrase. It is said that 

“Speakers who are not consistently able to put words together in a coherent message, even 

with good-level pronunciation, will also be seen as having pronunciation error, since the 

rhythm and melody of their speech will be impaired” (Levis, 2006, P. 264). That is to say, at 

the level of the phrase, automaticity requires the organization of the message in a good way, 

which means that the learner should put his/her ideas together and express them in a clear 

way. If the learner can pronounce sounds and words correctly and cannot put them in a 

harmony, it may seem that s/he is speaking incorrectly since lack of clarity influences the 

quality of the message i.e. the way how it is sent. 

Therefore, to speak the foreign language automatically, learners should practise it 

intensively until clarity and coherence take place.    
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3.2.4 Automaticity Development 

Capacity theories point out that generally when speaking; people do not pay much 

attention to the rules, words and how to use them (Worthen & Hunt, 2012, P. 395). In other 

words, while learning any new rule either about grammar or pronunciation, learners start 

using it with hesitation because they need to bring out that rule first. Progressively, through 

time and practice, they start using it without doing any effort to remember the original 

statement of the rules that lead them to be spontaneous. In learning tenses, for example, at 

first it seems so difficult to make differences between them and how to be used. But by 

practice, learners start using them properly and unconsciously. If they are asked about the 

rules, they may not remember them.       

In the spite of what have been said, memory significantly plays a crucial role in the 

improvement of automaticity. Logan (1988 as cited in Worthen & Hunt, 2012, P. 395) 

declares that automaticity “is direct retrieval of target information from memory without 

intermediary computational steps”. In other words, learners gradually start speaking a 

language which has been learned before but without thinking and going through steps via 

which they acquire these information. Learners, then, start speaking without paying attention 

to the rules because they are already engraved on their memories.  

Different theories emerged to check the way how automaticity developed; most of them 

come out with one major concept that it cannot be enhanced without practice that is based on 

repetition (Worthen & Hunt, 2012, P. 395). Repetition which is used to improve automaticity 

is different from that which is used to develop language system in which the possibility of 

modifying words and structures occurs. For repetition tasks that are used to enhance 

automaticity, words used in the original version should not be changed. According to Ranta 
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and Lyster (2007, P. 147-148), automaticity cannot be developed except in one way when 

words and meanings are associated. Therefore, words should be used in the same contexts in 

order to keep the same meanings. Each time when any word or structure of the repeated 

utterance is changed, the learner may be confused and focus his/her attention to that change 

and forget about the flow of speech.                        

3.3 Fluency and Communicative Strategies  

When the term ‘communication’ is heard, speech, words and utterances are the key 

words that come at first to our minds since they  likely have a direct link to it. Despite this 

fact, when we communicate, we also use other features that are totally different from words 

and utterances but cannot be ignored in the transmission of the message. Communication then 

does not contain merely those three main features; it is “The process of building and sharing 

meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols, in a variety of contexts” (Chaney 

& Burk, 1998, P. 13).  

When people interact with each other, either by using their mother tongue or a foreign 

language, sometimes, fail to accomplish the discussion. Forgetting words or loosing ideas are 

the focal reasons that may increase the appearance of such problem which may face foreign 

language students more than native speakers. Consequently, it may break the flow of speech 

which decreases fluency in the speakers’ speech and increases lack of comprehension for 

listeners. To solve these problems, speakers seek to find some strategies to keep fluency in 

their communication (Segalowitz, 2010, P. 41 & Macaro, 2003, P. 211). 

It is generally assumed that foreign language teachers and learners do not give these 

strategies enough importance. Teachers still think that oral expression classes are used merely 

to learn how to speak and not how to communicate i.e. foreign language learners should learn 
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only words, how to pronounce and put them together correctly and not how to use the 

language in real life contexts like native speakers.  Learners, on the other hand, argue that 

these strategies exist in their mother tongue and no need to learn elements that are already 

known; they believe that these strategies can add nothing to their learning process since they 

need to learn exactly what is entailed in the language itself.  

Since the new methods of teaching and learning foreign languages are based on 

communication, communicative strategies have taken a great role in teaching and learning the 

speaking skills especially fluency. Adopting these new methods prevents the ignorance of 

taking these strategies in the classrooms and insists on making learners aware of them. 

According to Chamberlin Quinlisk (2008, P. 25), non-verbal aspects play significant functions 

in gaining fluency as they organize the discourse. They help learners know how to open and 

end a conversation or a discussion, how to take turns from one speaker to another and how to 

shift from one topic to another smoothly without breaking the flow of speech.  

Gestures are one of the essential factors of non-verbal communication. They are 

regarded as speech partners in building communication since according to Thompson and 

Massaro (1986), Rogers (1978), Kendon (1986 & 2004) Freedman (1972) and Goldin-

Meadow (2003) as stated in Esposito and Marinaro (2007, P. 46) “gestures resolve speech 

ambiguities and facilitate comprehension in noisy environment… they act as a language when 

verbal communication  is impaired. … and in some contexts not only they are preferred but 

produce more effective results than speech in communicating ideas”. In other words, they 

have the same values of words since they convey approximately the same meanings that may 

differ from one context to another. Furthermore, gestures are used to complete and emphasize 

the meaning of words by conveying the message easily without unnatural hesitations and 

unwanted gaps. Besides, learners can communicate fluently and confidently without the fears 
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of forgetting words or having limited vocabulary. Then, in foreign language classes, learners 

use gestures to substitute for gaps in their speech.  

Paralinguistic is another strategy of communication. This strategy does not involve 

words or gestures. It shows the quality of speech and how the speaker uses the language, 

whether s/he hesitates or not and if s/he is afraid or not. According to (Sen, 2006, P. 59), 

paralinguistic features reflect learners’ personalities, whether the learner is speaking 

confidently or not. Volume, pitch, tone, intonation, modulation and the rate of speech are the 

major features of paralinguistic strategy. The quality of these traits on speakers’ speech is 

from the main measures to evaluate fluency in speech; if the speaker is aware of these aspects 

and uses them carefully and appropriately, this means that s/he is fluent and can be 

understood easily. Therefore, from the quality of the voice, both the teacher and the other 

learners can discover shyness, self-confidence and then fluency.  

‘Filler phrases’ is another important strategy that increases fluency. Despite the fact that 

it is a verbal strategy, learners prefer to keep silent or hesitate than using it. ‘You know’, ‘sort 

of thing’ and ‘kind of like’ are examples of fillers that are used by native speakers to fill gaps 

in their speech to keep smoothness. These fillers are used to decrease the length of pauses that 

appeared in communication. Broadly (2005, P. 59) points out that filler phrases are used to 

gain time until the speaker thinks about what to say or tries to remember the appropriate word 

to not hesitate or keep silent in order not to break the flow of speech. 

Thus, communicative strategies are the best solutions which both native speakers and 

foreign language learners should seek to adopt. Lengthy pauses and gaps can break the flow 

of communication and help loose fluency. Teachers, then, should make their learners aware of 

using them appropriately, when in need.                              
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3.4 Fluency Affects 

Foreign language speaking fluency is affected by many factors. Some of these issues 

appeared from the nature of the classroom activities that are designed to improve this hard 

aspect. This first kind of matters will be discussed in chapter four. The other affects, however, 

are not directly related to the techniques and the materials used in the classroom. They are 

associated with how learners perceive the foreign language and themselves and the nature of 

their relationships with their teacher and mates inside the classroom i.e. the nature of the 

learned language, previous experience in learning, learners’ personalities and the behaviours 

of the teacher and the mates are the main concerns which increase unnatural hesitations and 

desfluency.  

Learning a foreign language is regarded as an extremely complex matter. At university, 

the degree of anxiety and fears from learning a foreign language is more flagrant in the oral 

module than in the written ones. The nature of the oral class is different from the written one, 

in which the learner can write and rub easily without giving others (especially mates) the 

chance to see the mistakes that have been made to protect himself/herself from their laughter. 

In oral expression sessions, on the other hand, learners are not asked just to repeat what has 

been heard from a tape recording; they are required to use a language that is different from 

their mother tongue in many skills, a language that contains “a new system of communication 

with a new sound system and a new set of syntactic rules and lexical items” (Naiman, 

Frohlich, Stern & Todesco, 1996, P. 67). Besides, they should use a different language in 

front of others who are always considered to be obstacles who build walls around their 

creativity and participation in the classroom.  
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The foreign language also contains other characteristics that are different from the 

mechanical system of the language. It involves new culture which is antithetic to their mother 

tongue (Williams & Burden, 1997, P. 115). Learners are asked to forget the culture of their 

language while speaking the foreign language because they should learn how to communicate 

in natural settings by using the culture of that language to boost a native-like language. They 

should know how to apologize, how to request for something, how to interrupt, etc. Thus, 

there can be no doubt that when learners are speaking the foreign language, they may take the 

apprehensions of using all these aspects correctly and appropriately into consideration. So, 

desfluency is emerged for the reason that learners should think before using the new language.          

The other factor that notably influences fluency is learners’ personalities. Ely (1986 as 

cited in Dewaele, 2012, P. 48) “found that learners’ willingness to take risks in using their L2 

was linked significantly to their class participation, which in turn predicted their proficiency”. 

In other words, taking risks that is illustrated through participation is the prime factor that 

pushes learners to use the language perfectly. However, according to Naiman, Frohlich, Stern 

and Todesco (1996, P. 67), foreign language learners differ in how they handle the difficulty 

of the target language. Learners are two kinds: extrovert and introvert.  Generally, active 

learners who think that they are able to speak and use the language appropriately always 

participate in the classroom even if they know that they do not master the main components of 

the language. Furthermore, extrovert learners always seem to be positive and can speak about 

any topic with anyone without taking into consideration the committed mistakes and the 

judgments of others. They accept themselves as they are, aware of their strengths and always 

work hard to detect their language problems and try to solve them by practice. This kind of 

students is confident enough, for that they do not compare themselves with others although 

supposing they are less achiever learners because they know whom they are and what they 
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can do. Ortega (2009, P. 179) suggests that if second language learners were described as 

Self-confident and less anxious, it would be considered as the potential effect to acquire 

fluency in speaking yet under traumatic conditions.  

 On the contrary, “Introversion has the greatest chance of negatively affecting SLA. 

Students that are afraid of embarrassing themselves by speaking incorrectly or by not being 

able to speak at all may try to avoid opportunities that would otherwise aid the learning” 

(Zhang, 2008, P. 58). Thus, these students always keep silent, hate participation and feel shy 

even when they master the language. They do not participate and like to listen more than to 

speak. Classroom observation discloses that when oral expression or even other modules’ 

teachers look at them, they start moving and generally looking at the table, as if they are 

reading, or look at the floor in order not to be asked to participate. Recluse learners habitually 

have low self-esteem; they constantly put themselves down by describing others as better than 

them. The negative opinions they have about themselves manipulate their acquisition process. 

In foreign language learning, low self-esteem prevents learners from taking risks (Rubio & 

Rubio, 2007, P. 07) and according to Lloyd and Sullivan (2003 as cited in James & 

Nightingale, 2005), it is “a factor that is associated with poor educational attainment and non-

participation in education and training” (P. 03). This situation makes them feel as if they are 

strangers who do not belong to that group. Besides, if students underestimate their capacities, 

they, definitely, feel afraid of their teachers and even mates to oblige them to partake in the 

discussion.  

In the development of fluency, teachers, evidently, cannot change learners’ personalities 

from introvert dependent learners to extrovert independent learners especially at the level of 

university. Instead, they need to seek out different strategies to minimize shyness and 

maximize risk-taking and participation in the classroom. The way how teachers treat their 
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students, especially, in oral expression classes, plays a great role on learners’ involvement in 

the classroom since the teacher is not considered just as the source of anxiety, s/he is also 

regarded as the source of motivation. The teacher can encourage them by choosing specific 

techniques which are characterized by interaction and debate, choosing general interesting 

attractive topics that discuss learners’ problems and developing a friendship relation with 

them. Furthermore, teachers should not persist in correcting every mistake and should respect 

their students’ points of view even though they are thoroughly different from theirs. 

Moreover, learners need to feel that they are discussing a topic with a partner and not with a 

superior who is thought to be the source of tension and apprehension. Accordingly, the nature 

of the relationship between the teacher and his/her students is among the prime sources of 

anxiety.  

 Thus, self-esteem is commonly believed to be one of the most important ingredients 

that should be developed. As have been shown, teachers cannot enhance the speaking fluency 

of learners since it needs intensive practice and cannot be achieved unless learners themselves 

decide to participate in the classroom. For that, teachers should improve learners’ self-esteem 

by omitting the obstacles which prevent learners from participating by minimizing shyness. 

According to Rubio and Rubio (2007) 

Learners must be competent and feel competent. Similarly, we cannot lead students to 

expect the road towards language learning to be free of obstacles. Obstacles exist and 

they help us develop our muscles as we overcome them. Once again, effective work 

with self-esteem must be realistic (P. 18). 

Some students are competent and can use the language proficiently, but they are shy and 

less confident. They do not participate in the classroom because they are afraid of committing 
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mistakes. The role of the teacher, here, is to make this kind of learners believe in their 

capability. Oral expression teachers should not be so strict and blame their students for any 

small mistake or for their limited participation. They can do so by praising their students 

especially less confident ones for their participation even if they say only one utterance during 

the whole session, make mistakes or give silly opinions.  

The role of the teacher is not to make those good learners find their capacities that are 

hidden but also to motivate less competent students to participate and follow the right path 

along their journey in  developing  fluency. Teachers should not discourage less competent 

learners who make serious mistakes since this problem is one of the most considerable factors 

that make them feel shy and, by its turn, prevent their participation in the classroom. Besides, 

oral expression teachers should make their students aware of their mistakes but in a way that 

does not make them worried about participation. Learners, then, should understand that 

“failure and inadequacies in communication do not mean that they are bad people. They 

realize that these failures indicate they need to improve their skills” (Kelly & Watson, 1989, 

P. 13). Therefore, without participation, learners will never know neither their weaknesses, 

nor their strengths. In this situation, they will never solve their language problems and keep in 

comparing themselves with others without knowing the best that they have. To sum up, Rubio 

and Rubio (2007, P. 17) proposes that the classroom atmosphere significantly aids learners to 

take risks and participate in the classroom.  

3.5 Teaching and Learning Fluency 

Getting foreign language learners speak fluently drastically is the most challenging task 

that may face foreign language learners and teachers, especially non-native ones. Fluency is 

the only aspect of the speaking skill that involves features which cannot be taught easily, such 
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as: intonation, speech rate, pause length and articulation length. These parts and others are not 

based on specific rules which facilitate the learning process. Guillot (1999, P. 02) points out 

that “Fluency, it seems, cannot be taught; it is largely left to emerge as a by-product of verbal 

involvement”. Therefore, the enhancement of fluency required intensive practice. However, 

practising a language to achieve fluency particularly is a more complicated task than 

practising it to learn other aspects of speaking, which are based on specific rules, like 

grammar, for instance.  

Exhaustive practice is realized by participation and the use of the most appropriate 

activities which can work with the conditions of the classroom. Nevertheless, getting learners 

participate inside the classroom is the most exigent issue in oral expression classrooms since 

one group contains different learners with different characters, shy and extrovert learners. In 

addition, not all speaking fluency activities are effective; some speaking fluency activities can 

be effective if they are applied in small groups for a limited period of time but not with large 

groups for instance.  

3.5.1 Fluency Approaches 

 To develop fluency, many approaches are proposed to reach this goal: the well-beaten 

path approach, the richness approach and the well-ordered system approach. 

3.5.1.1 The Well-beaten Path Approach 

 This approach is based on repetition. According to Nation and Newton (2009, P. 157), 

learners are not allowed to change any small word or structure of the text. The learner who 

follows this approach is asked to repeat an utterance or a text many times until s/he can 

control the way of saying it naturally and spontaneously. This approach aids learners improve 

and master the language system. Besides, it agrees to the concept which says that speaking 
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fluently means speaking correctly. So, this approach regards fluency and accuracy as 

synonymous. 

 The Well-beaten Path Approach is a good one to improve automaticity in speaking. 

However, learners still feel afraid of speaking naturally since it is based on repetition which 

makes them learn by heart. Each time they forget a word, they, either should repeat from the 

beginning or they hesitate. 

3.5.1.2 The Richness Approach 

 The Richness Approach is the second approach used to enhance fluency in speaking. It 

is based on language use (Nation and Newton, 2009, P. 157). At contrast to the first approach 

that is based on repeating the same structures many times, in this approach, learners are asked 

to use the same learned item, word and structure, in different situations and contexts. 

Therefore, this approach does not improve merely automaticity but also how to communicate 

fluently by giving learners the chance to use the foreign language appropriately for specific 

purposes.  

3.5.1.3 The Well-ordered System Approach 

 According to Nation and Newton (2009, P. 157), the Well-ordered System Approach is 

“the aim and result of the previous two approaches…Fluency occurs because the learner is in 

control of the system of the language and can do a variety of efficient, well-connected and 

well-practiced paths to the wanted item”. That is to say, fluency for this approach includes 

more than only accuracy and the language system; it encompasses other features like 

appropriateness and language use. Subsequently, fluency is improved through the practice of 

the foreign language in real life contexts for different purposes without ignoring the role of 

the language system to enhance it.     
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3.5.2 Principles to Increase Fluency   

Fluency needs intensive practice to be improved on foreign language learners’ speech. 

This practice should be characterized by many principles to guide it; researchers in the field 

discuss many regulations to do so. Kellem (2009, P. 09) summarizes these principles into 

seven main guidelines that can help teachers find the main solutions to poor fluency and 

shyness: 

1- Incorporate repetition 

2- Increase speaking time 

3- Prepare before speaking 

4- Use familiar and motivating topics 

5- Ensure appropriate level 

6- Impose time limits 

7- Teach formulaic sequences          

Repetition is one of the main ways to improve fluency. Giving learners the opportunity 

to repeat from an audio tape helps them imitate native speakers and practise the language at 

the same time. Repetition and imitation do not mean to repeat what exactly have been heard; 

learners can change the heard text by adding some words and expressions or omitting others 

but by keeping the main ideas of the passage. By so doing, learners will not feel bored since 

they are not asked only to repeat the same thing (Kellem, 2009, P. 09). One of the famous 

activities of this kind is interview and report. In this activity each time one learner takes the 

role of the interviewer by asking one learner some questions and reporting the answers to 

another one and so on.  
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Limited amount of time allocated to speaking is one of the obstacles which decrease the 

quantity of practice in the classroom and then the quality of speaking the foreign language 

(fluency). Three hours per week, for instance are not enough to develop fluency especially in 

large classrooms where students do not have the same opportunities to participate especially 

shy students who need more specific time and effort. For this kind of students, teachers 

should first develop their self-esteem and motivation to improve their participation in the 

classroom. Since adding extra hours for this module seems to be beyond the realm of 

possibility, searching for new ways to develop learners’ fluency is the right solution. Kellem 

(2009, P. 10) suggests three main ways to solve this problem: 

1- Have students work in pairs or small groups 

2-   Encourage 100% English free-conversation 

3- Promote English use outside the classroom   

The first two suggestions are practical and can be implemented easily in the classroom 

because learners are under the control of the teacher. In addition to that, learners like to work 

in groups especially if they have the chance to choose the members of the groups. 

Nevertheless, the third suggestion is not accepted by all learners because no one can oblige 

them to use the language outside the walls of the classroom. Instead, oral expression teachers 

can work with the administration and open clubs for speaking, in which learners can interact 

with each other and with their teachers by discussing their problems by using English in their 

free-time.   

The choice of topics is an important step to develop participation which increases 

practice. Generally, learners do not like to talk about all kinds of topics like politics, for 

instance and find it boring to speak about science. To motivate them to speak, the topics 
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should be chosen on the basis of their interest with the guide of the teacher. Students seem to 

be interested to speak about their problems, their studies, their family problems or even 

society problems and their expectations. If the chosen topic is not interesting for learners, they 

will not participate which certainly does not help the improvement of fluency and even the 

other aspects of the speaking skill. 

The used activities should not be so complicated because they lead learners to think 

about the difficulties of the activity and forget about the quality of speaking. As stated by Ur 

(1981),  

If a task is too difficult, the group is discouraged before it begins; if too easy, students 

are quickly bored. There has to be a combination of challenge and ensured success: the 

task must be hard enough to demand an effort on the part of the group members, but 

easy enough for it to be clear that success is within their grasp (P. 15). 

Kellem (2009, P. 10) suggests that the activity should be at or below learners’ levels in 

order to provide them the opportunity to feel at ease and not to think a lot while speaking. To 

develop fluency, learners are asked to use the language which they already know. Besides, 

learners are given time to prepare before speaking or even are given articles about the topics 

they will discuss or present in order to help them learn some words which have direct link 

with the topic in order not to think about new words and structures. Nevertheless, at the same 

time they need to be motivated to work hard by giving them tasks which raise challenge.  

In real life circumstances, native speakers use some specific forms and phrases in 

particular situations. These forms which are considered as ‘big words’ (Ellis, 1996, P. 111) 

are called formulaic sequences, pre-fabricated expressions and lexical strings such as idioms, 

phrasal verbs and collocations. According to Wray (2000) and Becker (1975) as cited in Wray 
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(2000, P. 473), formulaic sequences are learned and used as wholes without doing any effort 

to go through the steps of producing an utterance (selecting words and thinking of how to put 

them together).  

 Formulaic sequences are one of the essential features in language and language 

development. Alali and Schmitt (2012, P. 153-154) summarize the reasons behind the 

importance of these forms as reviewed by many researchers like Biber, Johansson, Leech, 

Courad and Finegan, 1999; Sinclair, 1991; Carter, 2004; etc. in the following four issues: 

• Formulaic sequences are widespread in language use. 

• Meanings and functions are often realized by formulaic sequences. 

• Formulaic language has processing advantages. 

• Formulaic language can improve the overall impression of L2 learners’ language 

production.   

All these advantages play an immense part in the improvement of speaking fluency. Wood 

(2002) agrees with that and argues by saying that:   

These prefabricated pieces are to be strung together in a way appropriate to the 

communicative situation. As needed attention and energy in the speech run used to plan 

larger stretches of speech. A great proportion of the most familiar concepts and speech 

acts can be expressed formulaically, and if a speaker can pull these readily from 

memory as wholes, fluency is enhanced (P. 07).         

Therefore, if foreign language learners learn these specific phrases and words which are 

called formulaic sequences and master when, where and how to use them, they will not 

hesitate when they embark on speaking. 
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3.5.3 Speaking Fluency Activities    

As it is the way with speaking activities, speaking fluency classroom activities are 

divided into two main kinds; controlled activities that are based on repetition and uncontrolled 

activities which are based on interaction either between peers or between the teacher and the 

students. 

3.5.3.1 Repetition-based Activities   

As it is mentioned above, the first type of fluency activities is the controlled one. It is 

based on repeating utterances and passages many times. Repetition-based tasks appeared with 

the development of the Audio-lingual Method. In that time, repetition was used to develop 

language structures (Lindsay & knight, 2006, P. 18) i.e. it was primarily used to enhance 

accuracy since fluency was ignored in foreign language teaching and learning.  

Recently, however, repetition is used to develop another feature of the spoken language 

that is apparently different from grammar and pronunciation which is fluency. Even it does 

not seem to be an effective task to develop fluency due to its nature as learners do nothing 

except imitating what others-- the teacher or native speakers from an audio tape -- are saying, 

undeniably, it is not. Purainen-Marsh, Alanen and Finland (2012, P. 2825) claim that 

repetition in language learning is not merely a mechanical imitation of utterances. They 

suggest two main definitions to the term repetition; a narrow and a broad definition. As far as 

the former is concerned, repetition means saying exactly what have been heard, the same 

words and structures. The latter definition differs from the former one in that learners in 

applying this activity are not asked simply to mimic words and structures; they are requested 

to imitate communicative features like language use and non-verbal aspects such as intonation 

and kinesics. Besides, repetition with its new meaning does not improve basically the 
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language system as it was used in the past. It helps also achieve how to communicate using 

the foreign language fluently, which is only attained by reproducing all communicative 

features from verbal to non-verbal ones and how to use them appropriately. 

It is recently said that repetition-based activity aids learners speak fluently although it is 

a controlled task. The most important question that should be asked, however, is how it 

enables learners developing speaking naturally and at the same time limits their ideas and 

words. Duff (2000) answers this question by saying that: 

the benefits of repetition is viewed as a way of providing learners greater access to 

language form--for example, by repeating forms for learners …-- and as a means of 

enabling learners to develop automaticity in the target language as they proceed from 

highly controlled language use to more automatic or spontaneous production of 

internalized forms (P. 109). 

 In other words, when learners repeat an utterance or set of utterances, they acquire two main 

elements, language system and smoothness. At the beginning of the process, the focus is 

shown more on forms and by time it moves to automaticity. At first, learners find it difficult 

to repeat exactly what have been heard by using the same intonation, rhythm and flow of 

speech; learners’ speech starts with lengthy pauses and lot of hesitations. Nevertheless, 

frequent repetition helps them learn by heart and then reiterating the passages easily with 

minimum pauses and hesitations.  

Controlled activities increase self-confidence on learners. Self-confidence is one of the 

salient factors in learning foreign languages and acquiring fluency. Learners’ fears to appear 

stupid in front of their teacher and mates and being the joke of the group by making mistakes 

limit their participation in the classroom. According to Spratt, Pulverness and Williams (2011, 
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P. 50), reproducing what the teacher or native speakers have said motivates learners especially 

shy ones to speak because they will be sure that their speech will be correct without the 

appearance of any mistake.  

One of the most known controlled fluency activities which are based on repetition is 

‘4/3/2 technique’. According to Nation (2003, P. 403), it is a fluency activity in which the 

group is divided into subgroups; each one is divided into speakers and listeners. The speakers 

are asked to speak about a topic in four minutes, and then they should repeat the same speech 

with other listeners, in order not to be a boring activity, but in three minutes. And do the same 

thing with other listeners in two minutes. Nation (2003, P. 403) lists three main characteristics 

which make 4/3/2 technique effective to enhance fluency: 

1- Learners are given more opportunities to use the language in a long period of time; 9 

minutes are given for each learner in the group each time this activity is practiced. 

2- The learner is the only responsible who chooses the topic and the language that will be 

used. Learners are not going to think a lot about the language except in the first two 

steps and focus on how to speak (fluency) in all steps and more in the third one. 

3- The chance of repeating and the challenge of speaking in a limited time help learners 

acquiring fluency.  

 Drills are among the oldest activities that are based on repetition. Spratt (1991, P. 210) 

defines them as “A type of highly controlled oral practice in which the students respond to a 

given cue. The response to a given cue varies according to the type of drill”. Therefore, it is a 

form-based activity that is used at the early stage of learning a foreign language when learners 

do not have much knowledge of the language. However, even this kind of activities is 
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controlled and considered as a mechanical one, it is significant. In order to be meaningful, 

Spratt (1991, P. 10-11) suggests the following characteristics: 

• They should look like real language, containing hesitations, proper social reactions 

such as exclamations, questions, or comments that require a response. They can 

even consider register and nonverbal elements. 

• The response should not be totally predictable; a variety of responses should be 

incorporated. 

• They should involve genuine reactions between or among the speakers. 

• They should be purposeful and based on topics of relevance to students. 

• They should be sufficiently controlled and allow the teacher to observe how well 

learning has taken place. 

• They should allow for sustained language practice.   

Three types of drills are distinguished:  

a- Repetition drills: in this activity, the learner is asked to repeat the same language that has 

been presented (Baker & Westrup, 2003, P. 71) by the teacher or the machine. 

b- Substitution drills: in the application of this type of drills, the learner has the opportunity 

to change some segments of the presented language (Baker & Westrup, 2003, P. 72).  

c- Transformation drills: In this exercise, the learner is inquired to “transform one 

construction into another” (Cornfield, 1966, P.63). In other words, the students can 

change the structure of the presented passage.  
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3.5.3.2 Interaction-based Activities  

In contrast to the first kind of classroom fluency activities that is primarily based on 

input and repetition, interaction-based activities are based on output and communication. 

Literature in the field of teaching the speaking skill admits that this kind of fluency activities 

is more effective than the first one. In it, learners are asked to practise the language with each 

other or with their teacher, they have the opportunity to choose the language (words and 

structures) to express their ideas and feelings without being controlled and limited.  

Interaction-based activities do not simply give each learner a passage to present in front 

of others. Swain and Suzuki (2010, P. 565) point out that “When L2 learners participate in 

communicative interaction, they not only scaffold one another but also engage in 

‘languaging’”. In other words, students should use and practise the language in many 

situations for specific purposes since it is not used only to inform others. It is used to 

negotiate meanings, to apologize, to thank, etc. This kind of classroom fluency activities, in 

which learners attempt to use the language like native speakers in real life situations, helps 

them acquire some specific expressions (formulaic expressions) and communicative strategies 

(like paralinguistic features) to accomplish communication smoothly (VanPatten & Williams, 

2006, P. 207). Foreign language fluency is basically improved through intensive practice but 

not by doing monologues. It is a fact that native speakers do not speak alone for periods of 

time; they interact with each other by using more than words and correct utterances. To be 

fluent, then, learners should speak and interact with each other for long periods of time. 

Therefore, by applying this task, learners should not only learn how to speak fluently, but also 

how to communicate fluently by using all parts of communication and conversations (verbal 

and non-verbal).  
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Interacting with native speakers is another effective form which enhances fluency. 

DeJong (2012, P. 193) describes interaction with native speakers as an important task in 

foreign language acquisition; he argues that it provides learners with more opportunities to 

acquire the real language since native speakers speech is the best model of fluency. One of the 

main concepts that should be put into practice is to invite native speakers to interact with 

foreign language learners from time to time. This kind of interaction does not give students 

only the opportunity to listen to real providers of the language, like in listening to  an audio 

tape; it offers them the chance for interacting with native speakers. Furthermore, they can 

listen and ask questions to see how they respond, how to use the language, how to interrupt, 

how to ask for things, how to compensate for pauses and what make their hesitations seem 

natural.  

In the late 1960’s, some universities started to involve native speakers who were 

students to teach foreign language learners by interacting with them to help the use of the 

language in appropriate and spontaneous way. Through time, this idea changed to take other 

form; they invited immigrants to interact and communicate with learners (Leaver, Ehrman & 

Shekhtman, 2005, P. 30). Therefore, interacting with native speakers plays a significant role 

to enhance speaking fluency. It does not supply simply a genuine example of native speakers’ 

fluency, it helps non-native learners participate and practise the language with experts.  

The best known tasks of this kind of interaction-based activities are information-gap 

activities, role play and simulations and free discussion and debate. The effectiveness of each 

of these activities in the development of fluency depends on many factors such as the number 

of the students per group and the time given to oral expression sessions. 
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Information-gap activities are activities based on question-answer sequences. In this 

kind of activity, learners are given the same pictures or texts with some differences to be 

discovered. They discover these differences by asking each other some questions. 

Information-gap activities are mainly used to enhance grammar and lexis.2 

 Role play and simulations are communicative-based activities. In these activities, 

learners play social roles that are different from their real characters like doctor, patient, 

mother, father, etc. 3 

 Free discussion is another important classroom speaking activity that becomes the most 

effective one in enhancing fluency; according to Harmer (2001, P. 128) “discussion whether, 

spontaneous or planned, has the great advantage of provoking fluent language use”. Learners 

are asked to share ideas with each other, discuss a topic and try to solve some problems like 

social or political ones. This kind of activity helps learners acquire the language in a short 

period of time since it gives all learners the opportunity to discuss and debate any topic 

without being controlled by the teacher. According to Hedge (2000, P. 277), this type of 

activities helps students achieve interpersonal communication strategies such as taking turns, 

introducing topics and shifting from one topic to another. The aim of this activity is to make 

learners communicate by using the target language, express their ideas and feelings 

automatically and naturally.  To reach this objective and build a utilitarian discussion, 

Scriviner (2005, P. 150-151) recommends the following points: 

a-  Frame the discussion well: the discussion should not be started immediately when the 

topic is given. There are many ways to open the discussion such as speaking of a book 

that have been read by all the students or a famous picture.    

                                                           
2 for details see chapter one 
3 For details see chapter one 
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b-  Preparation time: learners need enough time before the discussion to think of the 

topic, to search for vocabulary, etc.  

c-  Don’t interrupt the flow: some of the classroom management techniques like raising 

hands to ask for permission to speak cuts the smoothness of the discussion. Teachers 

should find other techniques to keep it like in noticing students who like to speak and 

ask them questions for instance. 

d-  Specific problems are more productive than general issues: choosing specific topics 

rather than general ones seems more interesting and realistic.  

e-  Role cards: giving role cards helps the learners in the organization of the discussion.  

f-  Buzz groups:  instead of starting the discussion with the whole group, it is better, for 

the increasing of students’ confidence and finding ideas, if the teacher gives the 

students the opportunity to discuss the topic in small groups first.   

g-  Break the rules: teachers can exceed all the issues that are mentioned above due to the 

nature of the topic, the students, etc. 

In addition to these two types of fluency activities, repetition-based activities and 

interaction-based activities, Mocalister and Nation (2010, P. 93) add other activities by stating 

that “Speaking fluency activities can involve repeated speaking where learners deliver the 

same talk several times to different listeners, speaking on very familiar topics, reading 

familiar materials aloud, and speaking about what has already been spoken or written about 

before”. That is to say, there are other activities which are based on other skills; listening, 

reading and writing. In these kinds of activities learners are not going to discuss topics 

without reference; they are asked to discuss what has been heard from a tape recording, what 

has been written on handouts or they are going to read some passages or texts aloud.  
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3.6 Measures in Second Language Fluency 

Fluency is a problematical and complex side of speaking in teaching and learning 

especially for non-native learners. It is also among the most difficult features in getting the 

main characteristics that can define and measure it.  

For a long time and until now, researchers in the field of teaching and learning the 

speaking skills do not find a standardized set of criteria to measure second and foreign 

language fluency reliably. Segalowitz (2010, P. 39 - 41) suggests some of the reasons which 

make fluency the most intricate aspect of speaking and what lead fluency studies not to come 

out with one standard set of measures. However, he argues that the identification of these 

problems is not enough and that even if they solve them, fluency is still considered as one of 

the features which cannot be measured consistently.  

The main reason which is listed by Segalowitz is individual differences. Researchers 

will never solve this problem because learners’ abilities and characters are not the same; each 

one has a different character. These divergences do not appear only from the differences of 

learning capacities and abilities of each learner. They differ in other factors like the way how 

they learn and how they perceive learning a foreign language. Ellis (2008, P. 644) agrees on 

this concept and lists factors that influence individual differences in the following points: 

1- Language aptitude  

2- Motivation 

3- Language learning strategies 

4- Cognitive and affective factors        

The development of learners’ fluency depends on these issues that vary in their degrees from 

one learner to another. Some learners, for instance, do not have enough confidence in 
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themselves to speak easily in front of their teacher or the assessor even if they master the 

language and can speak spontaneously when they are speaking alone or with a close friend. 

Consequently, the scores that the assessor gives to this kind of learners do not reflect their real 

abilities. Besides, some tasks or topics which are designed to evaluation are not interesting for 

some of students which prevent them from presenting their real capacities.  Therefore, no 

specific criteria can be put to measure learners in the same way reliably with the specific 

features which characterize each one.  

The other reason that is discussed by Segalowitz is the size of the samples used in the 

studies. The sizes of the samples used in speaking fluency researches were small and cannot 

make a basis for generalizing the results that were obtained from all or even most foreign 

language learners. The size of the group used in the experiments may not contain all kinds of 

learners especially with the differences which exist between them.  

Four main approaches are developed and worked on the criteria that measure fluency in 

second and foreign language speech. Each of these approaches focuses on mainly one aspect. 

Kormos (2006) presents three approaches by saying that:  

The first trend of research is concerned with the temporal aspects of speech 

production…[speech rate, articulation rate, pause length and length of run], the second 

combines the investigation of these variables with the study of interactive features such 

as turn-taking mechanisms…, and the third approach explores the phonological aspects 

of fluency in second language speech (P. 163). 

According to Kormos (2006, P. 163), the most important result that most of these researches 

come out with is that temporal features which are speech rate, mean length of runs and 

phonation-time ratio are the vital criteria to measure fluency.  
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The results of these studies seem to measure fluency as an abstract aspect for someone 

who is speaking alone (doing monologue) and not interacting with others in real situations. A 

fluent person or learner on the basis of the results of these studies is someone who can speak 

spontaneously under time pressure. So, they consider temporal variables as the main measures 

of fluency and forget that fluency includes other aspects since learning how to speak using the 

foreign language fluently means also how to communicate fluently by using other aspects. 

Therefore, they ignore communication and aspects which may improve fluency in 

communication like speaking appropriately and using gestures. Riggenbach (1991) is the only 

researcher who based her studies on the temporal features but in context since fluency, in her 

stance, is context-based (Kormos, 2006, P. 164). She, then, analyzed interactions between two 

or more learners and not long monologues as it is done by others in order to distinguish the 

components of fluency in communication. Concerning the results, Kormos (2006, P. 164) 

claims that Riggenbach finds other kinds of features that are different from temporal aspects 

like topic imitation, back channels, substantive comments, latching, and overlapping. Thus, to 

measure fluency, temporal features are essential but there are other features which have the 

same if not more degree of importance. 

All features of fluency are imperative to measure learners ‘speech by taking into 

consideration that some of them are more important than others according to the principles of 

the new methods of teaching and learning second and foreign language skills. Lehtonen (1978 

as referred to in Levis, 2006, P. 266) suggests that in order to be fluent, we should know  

how to hesitate, how to be silent, how to be self-correct, how to interrupt and how to 

complete ones’ expressions, and how to do this fluently, in a way that is expected by the 

linguist community and that represents normal, acceptable and relaxed linguistic 

behavior. 
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 In other words, to be fluent, learners ‘speech should seem natural; learners should hesitate, 

pause and speak appropriately when necessary. 

Richards and Schmidt (2010, P. 223) propose the following aspects as the core 

characteristics of fluency which include the most important criteria that should be taken into 

consideration while measuring fluency: 

a. the ability to produce …spoken language with ease 

b. the ability to speak with good but not necessarily perfect command of intonation, 

vocabulary and grammar 

c. the ability to communicate effectively 

d. the ability to produce continuous speech without causing comprehension difficulties or 

a breakdown of communication.  

Therefore, Richards and Schmidt point out that fluency can appear in learners’ speech even if 

they do not have enough vocabulary and do not learn and master all grammar rules.        

Conclusion 

 Speaking fluently is the ultimate goal of foreign language learners. It is considered to be 

the most challenging skill in foreign language acquisition since it is the fundamental 

indication of proficiency. Learning how to speak fluently and assess it is so difficult not only 

for learners but also for teachers, especially for non-native ones. Fluency is a hard aspect in 

foreign language teaching/learning process because it does not have specific criteria and rules 

to define, learn and assess it. However, it is not impossible to acquire fluency due to the fact 

that researchers have already built many different activities and strategies that are devoted to 

improve it.    
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Chapter Four: Teachers’ Questionnaire 

Introduction 

 The previous three chapters attempted to review the literature of the present research 

project. We have depicted what researchers and scholars said about both speaking and fluency 

as to teaching, improving and assessing them. In this chapter, we intend to measure, through a 

questionnaire, how teachers of the speaking skill perceive the subject they ensure. 

 This questionnaire has not been used merely to investigate informants’ ways of teaching 

fluency. Rather, it helps this study with some information about how they teach this 

demanding aspect of speaking in specific conditions like the short time prearranged to teach 

oral expression. It has been, then mainly designed to elicit teachers’ reflection on the way how 

fluency is taught at our universities.       

 The questionnaire has been distributed to teachers in charge of second year oral 

expression module in the Department of English in different Algerian universities namely: 

Constantine, Setif, Oum El Bouaghi, Guelma, Jijel, Annaba and Skikda. It is to be noted that 

the syllabus designed for the English Bachelor Degree is the same at all universities. 

 The questionnaire has been handed out to 67 teachers, but only 32 returned it. Since the 

questionnaire is somehow long and contains many open ended questions, teachers have taken 

time to answer it.  

 Subsequently, the informants’ answers will be analyzed and interpreted before leading 

to the findings and their discussion.   
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4.1 Description of the Questionnaire 

For the sake of suitability, the questionnaire has been divided into sections, each 

comprising questions treating the same subtheme.  

 The teachers’ questionnaire, divided into four sections, comprises 23 open-ended and 

closed questions. 

Section One (questions 1-2) 

 This section is structured to obtain general information about teachers’ qualifications 

and their experience in teaching the Oral Expression module. 

Section Two (questions 3-6) 

 The second section is based on collecting information about teachers’ stance on 

teaching/learning Oral Expression: the difficulties that both teachers and learners face and the 

activities they perform in classrooms. 

Section Three (questions 7-22) 

 It focuses on teachers’ views about speaking fluency, their suggestions about the 

reasons behind poor fluency and how it can be improved and assessed. This section also 

includes information about the activities teachers apply to improve smoothness and spontaneity 

in speaking. Ultimately, the informants are invited to measure the correlation between speaking 

fluently and listening to native speakers and fluency and self-confidence.  

Section Four (question 23)  

 The last section consists of only one question about extra suggestions teachers may add 

to help the improvement of speaking fluency in Oral Expression classroom. 
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4.2 Analysis of the Questionnaire 

Section One: Background Information 

Q1. What is your degree? 

Options N° of 

teachers 

% 

Bachelor Degree 5 15,62 

Master Degree 8 25 

Magister Degree 12 37,50 

PhD Holder 7 21,87 

Total 32 100 
 

 

Fig. 2: Informants’ Degrees 

 Among the thirty two teachers (32) questioned, 37, 50% hold a Magister degree, 25% of 

them hold Master degree and are Doctorate candidates whereas more than 21, 50% are PHD 

holders. Only 15, 62% of informants are Bachelor Degree holders. These percentages display 

that most of the respondents are in a position to understand and achieve a research project; 

and this may contribute greatly to increase the reliability of their answers.  

Q2. How long have you been teaching Oral Expression to second year students? 

       Years N° of 

Teachers 

      % 

        1-3    19  59,37 

       8-15     5  15,62 

      20-27     5  15,62 

       NA     3    9,37 

      Total     32    100 
 

 

Fig. 3: Informants’ Experience in Teaching the Speaking Skill 

from 1 to
3 years

from 8 to
15 years

from 20
to 27
years

NA

59.37

15.62 15.62 9.37

%
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 The informants’ experience in teaching Oral Expression ranges from 1 to 27 years. 

According to the results stated above, more than 50% have taught oral expression to second 

year students for less than 4 years. 10 teachers (31.24 %) have taught speaking between 8 to 

27 years and only 3 teachers have not answered this question. Even though most of our 

informants do not have much experience in teaching the module in question, one should not 

deduce that they are not capable of providing us with effective and revealing answers.  

Section Two: Teaching Speaking 

Q3. When teaching speaking, do you focus mostly on: 

 The speaking skill consists of different aspects; pronunciation, grammar and fluency 

that are said to be the most prevailing ones. Depending on whether one adopts a traditional or 

a modern approach to teaching it, the focus will be on one of these aspects. Before the advent 

of Hymes’ communicative competence, the mechanical aspects of the language system i.e. 

accuracy and pronunciation were the most focused ones. Nowadays, however, the focus is 

more on how to make learners communicate fluently, easily and smoothly. 

 Speaking a foreign language using the pre-mentioned three features perfectly is a 

challenging issue, not merly for learners but for teachers as well. Besides, most teachers do 

not focus on these three aspects simultaneously; they treat one per each level. In the advanced 

one, the prime objective of teaching the speaking skill differs from one year to another. The 

objective of the first year, for instance is to make learners speak the foreign language 

correctly whereas in the second and third years the goal changes to make them communicate 

spontaneously. 
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Options N° of 

Teachers 

        %      

Accuracy      13/32  40,62/100 

Pronunciation      20/32  62,50/100  

 Fluency      23/32  71,87/100 

  

Fig. 4: The Most Focused Speaking Aspect  

 According to the results stated above, 23 teachers (more than 71%) have stated that 

fluency is the greatest aspect that is focused on. The second emphasized aspect is 

pronunciation (more than 62%) and the least one is accuracy, 40, 50%. This is a clear 

indication that oral expression teachers pay attention to all language features, but they give 

more priority to fluency. It highlights also the use of the new methods and approaches that are 

based essentially on communicative competence rather than on grammar. 

Q4.Which, in your stance, of the three aspects below, is the most difficult to teach: 

Fig. 5: The Most Difficult Speaking Aspect to Teach  

 The speaking skill is the most important skill that should be emphasized when teaching 

and learning foreign languages. To say that somebody is proficient in speaking a given 

language means that s/he can communicate well. At the same time, teaching this skill is one 

of the most difficult and challenging tasks that teachers may face in comparison with other 

skills such as writing. The degree of difficulty in teaching the speaking skill is rather relative 

40.62
62.5 71.87

       Options N° of         

Teachers 

          % 

       Fluency     20   62,5 

   Pronunciation      2    6,25 

      Accuracy     10   31,25 

        Total      32      100 
 

 

62.5

6.25
31.25

%
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to the features to be acquired. If teachers are to pursue proficiency, the task’s difficulty 

increases and it decreases if they are looking for accuracy. As opposed to grammar and 

pronunciation that are based on rules, fluency seems to be more difficult because it is not 

based on specific rules. However, the teachers’ views of the most difficult aspect may differ 

from one teacher to another according to their experiences in teaching oral expression that 

help find the appropriate ways to deal with each feature in addition to the differences of their 

objectives. 

The results point out that more than half of the sample has viewed fluency as the most 

difficult feature in teaching the speaking skill (62,50%). 37,50% of the respondents have 

suggested the two other aspects to be hard to teach. More than 31% have suggested that 

getting learners use grammatically correct utterances is the most difficult and only two 

teachers have seen pronunciation to be so. The results stated in figure 5 highlight the fact that 

fluency is the hardest aspect in teaching the speaking skill. Thus, the difference between 

fluency and the other aspects of speaking that are based on rules makes fluency the most 

difficult aspect to teach.       

Q.5 How would you justify your choice of the most difficult aspect? 

 Two teachers out of 32 have not justified their choice of the most difficult aspect to 

teach. 

 The arguments of those teachers who face problems in teaching fluency can be 

summarized in the following three main issues: 

- In contrast with grammar and pronunciation obeying specific rules, which facilitate 

their acquisition, fluency is based on other factors that have to do with learners’ 
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cognitive capacities and personality. Less confident learners, for instance, always 

face problems in speaking easily in front of their teacher and mates. 

- Fluency is defined as the overall high proficiency level of language, smoothness and 

ease in speaking. To develop it, learners should have background knowledge of and 

about the studied language. Speaking a foreign language fluently does not mean just 

to speak it spontaneously and naturally. To be fluent means also that what you say 

makes sense (accurate), rhythmic (correct use of segments and suprasegments) and 

appropriate (language in use). Therefore, teaching fluency requires more effort since 

it includes all language aspects. The teacher, then, should make learners aware of 

what is fluency and choose the tasks that are seen to be the most effective ones to 

enhance fluency and all those aspects that are mentioned above. 

- The other problem that faces oral expression teachers is the difficulty to help learners 

surpass bad habits acquired a long time ago. Foreign language university learners 

keep focusing on how to speak the language grammatically, semantically and 

phonologically as they used to do in the middle and secondary schools. The majority 

of learners are not interested in achieving fluency which is problematic for many 

teachers. How to redirect their thinking to what is new in the domain of teaching and 

learning foreign languages (how to communicate fluently) also represents a challenge 

for teachers. 

 As mentioned in the previous question, more than 31% of teachers have argued that the 

most problematic skill in teaching speaking is accuracy. They believe that: 

- Accuracy requires the mastery of different language characteristics: grammar, 

vocabulary and pronunciation. To speak correctly, learners do not have to make any 
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grammar or pronunciation mistake. Generally speaking, in correctness-based 

curriculum, students may feel anxious and less confident in using the language since 

they cannot speak unless making sure that what they will say is correct. The good 

teachers should lead their students to speak correctly without being destructed by 

how to speak correctly. Yet, this argument suggests that fluency is the most difficult 

aspect to teach because speaking confidently is an aspect of fluency that is indeed 

hard to be boosted. 

- The influence of the mother tongue on learners’ language (grammar and 

pronunciation) is another problem that may face teachers. Certainly, this problem 

may decrease the quality of accuracy but it can be solved through limited practice. 

- Despite the fact that accuracy is based on rules, it needs more practice to make a 

relation between those learned rules and their use in natural settings. Language rules 

is an easy task for teachers to transmit to learners but putting them into practice is a 

quite complex and hard task to be implemented.     

 As mentioned earlier, only two teachers have seen pronunciation as the most difficult 

skill in teaching speaking since no one but native teachers can judge the correct pronunciation 

of words. In addition, pronunciation includes many difficult components to be acquired, such 

as stress, intonation and rhythm. 

 Even though all spoken features such as grammar and pronunciation are hard to teach, 

fluency remains the hardest one. The rule-based features facilitate the teaching process 

through finding ways to make the language accessible for students via raising their awareness 

of those rules which a little practice would be sufficient enough to be improved easily. How to 

apply this when it comes to fluency? Fluency is free from any kind of regulations which needs 
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more effort from both teachers and students. Teachers then should find the best ways and the 

most effective fluency classroom tasks to help learners develop it. 

Q6. Do your students show difficulties in? 

Fig. 6: Students’ Difficulties 

  As mentioned earlier teachers face great difficulties in teaching this skill especially if 

the course is based on fluency which is considered as the hardest aspect in learning the 

speaking skill. Do students face the same difficulties like teachers when teaching this 

character? The objective of question 6 then is to identify which of the speaking features that 

are stated above is demanding more than others for second year university students.  

 As noticed in the figure above, informants have suggested that students exhibit 

difficulties in all spoken aspects: fluency being the highest value with approximately 72%, 

grammar for about 60% and pronunciation with more than 55%. These results indicate that 

there is a big problem in the kind of activities teachers are using to improve each of these 

aspects.  

 The literature has often cited difficulties in learning how to speak a foreign language 

fluently. Generally speaking, learning how to speak fluently needs intensive practice which is 

considered as the main obstacle for learners since the fear of saying wrong utterances limits 

their participation in the classroom. So, learners need to be confident enough to participate 

     Options N° of 

teachers 

          % 

    Fluency  23/32 71,87/100 

  Grammar    19/32 59,37/100 

Pronunciation     18/32 56,25/100 

 

 

71.87
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with their teacher and classmates and should be aware that boosting fluency for some seconds 

speaking in two sessions per week is not enough at all to make any real progress. Therefore, 

they need to know that the more they speak, the quicker fluency enhances. 

Section Three: Speaking Fluency Activities and Assessment 

Q7. Do you think that the main reason behind poor speaking fluency is: 

                             Options N° of 

teachers 

                     % 

Teachers do not use the most efficient 

speaking fluency activities 

      11                    34,37 

Teachers focus more on activities that 

improve accuracy 

      17                    53,12 

                 Both of them       04                     12,5 

                               Total       32                      100 

 

Fig. 7: The Main Reason of Poor Speaking Fluency 

 The two previous questions are aimed to get which of the spoken aspects are the most 

problematic one either to be taught or learned. The results point out that fluency is the most 

demanding aspect for both teachers and learners. This question seeks to unveil teachers’ 

suggestions about the reasons behind poor fluency in learners’ speech. 
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 The results on figure 7 reveal that respondents have agreed that the first reason of 

getting learners not to be fluent in foreign languages is that teachers do not focus on fluency-

based tasks. 53, 12% of them have seen that usually teachers focus more on those activities 

devoted to enhance accuracy, grammar and pronunciation. 34, 37% of the informants have 

stated that the main reason behind this problem is the use of fluency activities that are less 

efficient. Only 12, 5% of the respondents have suggested both reasons to be what may 

improve poor fluency in foreign language learners’ speech. Unequivocally, this is a clear 

indication that even when teaching fluency, teachers do not search for the main activities to 

develop it. So, they either use structured activities which primarily improve accuracy or use 

fluency tasks which need more time before their effectiveness starts to bear fruit. 

Q8. What are the activities you mostly use when teaching speaking? 

Activities Number of teachers % Total 

Drills 4 12,5 32 

Oral Report 18 56,25 32 

Information Gap    Activities 6 18,75 32 

Role Play and Simulations 14 43,75 32 

Free Discussion 29 90,62 32 

 

 

Fig. 8: The Most Used Speaking Activities  

 In the realm of second and foreign language acquisition, various activities are 

designed to teach/learn various skills. Each of these activities is used to improve one or more 
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features of the skill. In oral expression classes, two types of tasks are developed: controlled 

and less controlled tasks. Controlled tasks are those which are designed to improve accuracy 

(grammar and pronunciation) such as drills and oral report, whereas less controlled tasks are 

activities which are based on communication and mainly used to enhance fluency like 

information gap activities, role play and simulations and free discussion. Although this 

distinction is made to facilitate the choice of the most appropriate tasks that go with the goals 

of the course, both of them can be used to develop all speaking skills. If the objective is to get 

learners speak accurately, the teacher uses the first kind of the tasks and uses the second one 

to boost fluency. But both types indeed are set to accomplish both objectives with difference 

in priority. Baker and Westrup (2003) point out that:  

In a language lesson, students need to spend time on becoming more accurate. But 

they also need to practice to use the language fluently. The amount of time spent on 

each skill will be different in each learning situation… an activity which starts with 

emphasis on accuracy will often give students the chance to practice speaking fluently 

later in the lesson (P. 7-8).   

Therefore, both kinds of activities can be used to improve both skills of speaking. 

 From figure 8, we notice that approximately 100% of the informants use free discussion 

in teaching speaking. As mentioned earlier, this activity is used to develop communication 

and then fluency. More than 56% of the teachers use oral reports. Even this activity is mainly 

used to improve pronunciation; it is the simplest activity to be administered because learners 

are asked to choose the topic that will be reported and prepare it at home which helps in 

gaining time.  
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 Only four teachers use drills to improve oral skills. The main reason behind this small 

percentage (12, 5%) is the change of the objectives of teaching foreign languages methods 

from form-based to fluency-based. Although drilling is a fluency-based activity, it cannot be 

considered as one of the most effective ones. By applying it, learners need more time to 

develop fluency especially that they are limited by time and are supposed to develop other 

features of speaking. 18, 75% of teachers use information gap activities. They may not use 

this activity tremendously in the classroom because it takes time and requires materials. 

Q9.Do you think that the speaking activities you are practising are sufficient to improve 

fluency? 

Fig.9: Sufficiency of the Speaking Activities in Improving Fluency    

 The results reported in figure 9 yield that teachers are not satisfied about the activities 

that are used in oral expression classes i.e. they are not sufficient to improve fluency. 37, 5% 

have asserted that the activities that are used are useful since they improve fluency. These 

results suggest that teachers are still not sure about the most efficient activities that should be 

applied under the current existing conditions. They indicate also that teachers may use them 

with focusing more on the form rather than on fluency.   

Q.10 If no, please explain why? 

   Options N° of 

teachers 

     % 

       Yes        12     37,5 

        No        20     62,5 

      Total        32     100 
  

Yes No

37.5
62.5

%
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 Those informants who have stated that oral expression activities which are used are not 

enough to enhance fluency have surmised the following reasons: 

- Although being an effective fluency activity, the focus of both teachers and learners 

is always on the language system. Teachers are still correcting learners’ 

pronunciation and grammar errors which makes them usually think before speaking 

about how to use the language correctly and not fluently. 

- The problem of time; in order to acquire fluency, learners need to practise the 

language and interact with each other. But having only three hours per week divided 

between two skills, listening and speaking does not give the opportunity to all 

learners in the group to participate. So, learners need more time to practise and 

communicate if they want to reach a minimum standard.       

- Teaching fluency requires some ideal context such as very small groups of students. 

Informants are not satisfied about the activities that are usually used in oral 

classrooms since groups at our universities are crowded. This is another problem that 

narrows learners’ opportunities to participate.  

- Speaking tasks alone are not enough to enhance fluency; they should be 

complemented by other skills. They have suggested adding new tasks like listening 

and reading.  

Section Four: Speaking Fluency Activities 

Q11. How could you improve speaking fluency? 

 The prime aim of this question is to find out the main strategies and ways to develop 

this challenging and demanding feature of speaking. Books of second and foreign language 

acquisition talk a lot about how to develop new strategies that help learners speak fluently. 
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However, teachers may have experiences which may help us know which of these strategies 

are the best in the prevailing conditions of our universities. 

 Almost all informants (more than 96%) have answered this question and have expressed 

their stance regarding how to enhance speaking fluency. Only one informant has not answered 

this question.  

 The main suggestion around which there is a common consent is the choice of specific 

tasks that are likely to improve fluency. They have proposed that not all fluency tasks are 

effective to enhance it. In fact, all fluency-based activities are effective but they do not have 

the same rate of efficiency with all conditions. In spaces similar to Algerian Universities, 

where time constraints and large groups prevail, some activities may not reach the prime 

objective related to developing speaking fluency.  

 Developing fluency in speaking requires enough time for practice; three hours per week 

are not enough, especially if the group is a large one. Overcrowded classes sheltering more 

than 50 learners yield inevitably to disastrous results for both the teacher and the learners. 

Three hours per week is a poor time allowance to make all learners practise the language; and 

if they have the opportunity to speak in classroom, they will be devoted few seconds to utter 

few words. This does not contribute, in any case, to improve this skill in question. The 

substantially remedial solution in such a situation is to implement proven efficient fluency 

activities. 

 Informants have suggested communicative-based activities to be the most inspiring and 

resourceful tasks to improve speaking fluency in foreign languages classes. They have seen 

that these activities improve self-confidence. With their first attempt to use the foreign 

language in classroom, learners feel anxious of doing mistakes in front of their teacher and 
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mates. However, when applying discussion and simulation tasks, in the medium run, learners’ 

anxiety decreases and their participation increases. When students start to be confident, they 

start to practise more and more the language in the classroom which is regarded to be among 

the first steps towards improving fluency. 

 Another group of teachers (11) stressed the role of listening to enhance fluency. 

English is not our mother tongue; it differs in many aspects. Indeed, a language can never be 

acquired without being heard from its native speakers. Learning the language system, how to 

use tenses and how to pronounce words in the right way, is not a sine qua non of acquiring 

native-like English. Therefore, mastering the language system without seeing how it is used 

by real deliverers or by listening to their speech in authentic situations will never help learners 

improve fluency. Listening to native speakers informs about how exactly the language is to be 

used; it gives a specific idea about English as linear system, how words are to be pronounced, 

how to connect speech, how to use intonation and how to speak smoothly by using these and 

other language features. Furthermore, by adding a visual aid to listening, other aspects of 

communication like gestures and facial expressions contribute greatly to the improvement of 

fluency. 

 Some teachers have viewed encouraging learners to practise the language outside the 

classroom as an effective way for acquiring fluency. They have recommended that if learners 

seek to use the language outside the walls of classroom, fluency, definitely, will be mastered 

over shorter time than expected.  By doing so, the lack of time devoted to practise speaking in 

classroom will be compensated.  

In reality, however, learners do not expand their use of English outside classroom 

settings for many reasons. In contrast to French, English is not spread among Algerian people 
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and this means that its use is very limited. The second reason is that students’ use of English 

in classrooms is fuelled by the teacher’s insistence during some group-work activities. Once 

outside, the students are out the teacher’s reach who may excite their motivation for the 

language use. 

Q12.What are some of the speaking fluency activities you know? 

 Many activities are designed to enhance speaking fluency; some of them are adapted for 

individual completion (like drills); whereas others are adapted for pair and group completion 

(such as role play and simulations) and others are adapted for whole class (free discussion and 

debate). The fundamental aim of this question is to list what kind of activities teachers usually 

practise. 

 93, 75% of teachers have suggested some activities they know to enhance fluency in 

speaking, and only 6, 25% have not answered this question. These results indicate that almost 

all respondents use speaking fluency activities in their classrooms.  

 Informants have listed 12 speaking fluency activities; each of them has mentioned more 

than two activities: 

- Free discussion and debates 

- Role play and simulations 

- Problem-solving activities 

- Information gap activities 

- Jigsaw tasks 

- Questions/answers 

- conversations 
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- Oral reports 

- Story telling 

- Drills 

- Audio and video tapes followed by discussion 

- Reading aloud 

 From the list, we may notice that most of the suggested activities are based on 

communication. Even those activities based on listening ended with discussions, which is the 

core of fluency where the focus is more on the message and how to interact with each other. 

Peer interaction is the salient characteristic of this kind of activities that increases practice 

among learners which is regarded as the integral strategy in recent approaches and methods 

based on learner-centred instruction. Interaction between peers is not conveyed only for the 

sake of improving how to send a message but also how to make foreign learners communicate 

using that language easily and naturally. 

 Giving learners the opportunity to interact in the classroom with partners who 

approximately have the same academic level increases their self-confidence. It also gives 

them chance to improve their language by taking turns in discussions and conversations. In 

this context, Chaudron (1988) points out:  

the import of this concept is that in various conversational on other task-related 

interaction, the ‘vertical discourse’ -- the sequence of turns taken with conversant-- aids 

learners in gradually incorporating portions of sentences, lexical items, reproducing 

sounds, etc. in meaningful ways rather than in mechanical repetition or lengthy 

monologues (P. 10). 
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In other words, using interaction and taking turns is an effective way to learn to communicate 

successfully in the foreign language. In the course of time, learners will acquire fluency. 

 Oral reports, storytelling, drills and reading aloud also are considered as fluency-based 

activities. Although these tasks are used to improve fluency, they may take a long time to 

produce expected results. In addition, they are not based on communication. In these 

activities, learners either learn what they are going to say by heart (the first three activities) or 

read from handouts (the fourth one), which favours ‘hesitating while speaking’. 

Q13. What do you think are the most efficient ones to improve fluency in speaking? 

 The objective behind this question is to find out what are the activities informants have 

suggested, among the activities already listed in the previous question, as the most effective 

ones to improve fluency.  

 A significant majority (81, 25%) of the respondents has answered this question while 

18, 75% of them have not. 

 Informants have suggested six activities from the above list to be the most effective 

speaking fluency activities. They will be classified, respectively, in the following table and 

diagram: 
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Options Number of teachers % Total 

Free Discussion 14 53,84/100 26 

Role Play 13 50/100 26 

Listening to Native    

Speakers 

7 26,92/100 26 

Oral Reports 3 11,53/100 26 

Story Telling 1 3,84/100 26 

Structured Tasks 1 3,84/100 26 
 

 

Fig. 10: Efficient Activities to Enhance Fluency 

 From the above figure, we may observe how informants have suggested that the first 

two effective speaking activities are those which are based on communication, interaction and 

conversations (free discussion and role play). In these activities, the involvement of learners is 

clearly observable. Among the 26 informants who have answered this question, about 54% 

consider free discussion as the main task which promotes the improvement of fluency in 

speaking. This high percentage is followed by 50% for role play to be the second most 

effective task. 

 Generally, it is said that free discussion is the most effective communicative task to 

improve speaking fluency. In practising this activity in the classroom, learners feel that they 

are not pre-occupied by what to say since they are free to express their ideas on the spot 

without waiting for turns. In addition, they can interrupt each other to argue for their ideas. 

The main rule to be obeyed in such activities is to use English.  

53.84 50
26.92 11.53 3.84 3.84

%
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 Role play, which ranks second, is frequently practised in oral expression classes at 

Algerian universities. It is also a communicative-based task. As to free discussion in which 

learners are supposed to express freely their points of view, role play is based on specific roles 

to be performed. So, the learners will not be really at ease in performing even if their roles are 

chosen by themselves. Learners, here, cannot switch from one topic to another because they 

are asked to perform specific roles.  

 Listening to native speakers has taken the third position in teachers’ opinions about the 

most effective fluency activities. There is a significant difference in the percentage between 

this task and the first two activities (the difference is more than 23%). Listening is considered 

as a good task to improve fluency. But using it alone without practising the language in real 

contexts is not sufficient. Listening to native speakers gives learners an authentic sample of 

how the language can be used by its real providers. Learning language rules without referring 

to how native speakers use them does not help learners speak that specific language neither 

fluently nor accurately.  

        Oral reports, storytelling and structured tasks have, respectively, taken the last three 

positions in the list of the most effective classroom speaking fluency activities (about 12%,        

3, 84%, and 3, 84%). These three activities are seen to improve fluency, but they require a 

long period of time in order to be achieved successfully. Fluency has to do with how speakers 

use the language in real contexts for communicative purposes. Like drills, oral reports, 

storytelling and structured tasks, however, are used to boost language system more than 

fluency, which means that they may not help learners communicate fluently. 

Q14. Why? 
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 Teachers in the previous question have proposed free discussion and role play as the 

two most effective activities to improve speaking fluency for foreign language learners. The 

prime aim behind this question is to identify the main reasons that lead to select these two 

activities and not others given the fact that many other activities can be taken as effective ones 

likewise.  

 Informants have suggested communicative-based tasks for the following reasons: 

- Communicative-based tasks play an important role in obtaining the main objectives 

of second and foreign language teaching and learning methods. Recently, the goals of 

approaches and methods are changed from form-based to message-based and from 

teacher-centred instruction to learner-centred instruction. These new perspectives of 

language teaching and learning change the way how foreign languages are 

approached. Scholars argue that learners will acquire the foreign language by 

practising the language and using it in real contexts. Furthermore, by the involvement 

of learners in the teaching/learning process, learners will be responsible for their 

acquisition since they may know their weaknesses which help find solutions. 

- This kind of activity increases self-confidence which is considered among the prime 

steps to acquire fluency in foreign languages. If learners have enough confidence in 

themselves and their capacities, they will take risks voluntarily i.e. learners may try to 

speak freely even if they know that their speech is full of mistakes. Discussions, 

debates and conversations or interaction tasks give learners the opportunity to speak 

in classroom to best increase their self-confidence. Moreover, learners of the same 

group, more or less, have the same level and probably commit the same kind of 
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mistakes and errors; that is why they do not take heed of their mistakes while 

speaking in front of others. Therefore, practice improves self-confidence. 

- Learners enjoy such kind of activities more than others. They like to have free 

discussions despite the fact that they do not participate in role plays because it is 

entertaining to embody different personalities other than theirs.  In both activities, 

learners are given topics which are familiar to them; they discuss real-life problems 

faced in their families or their society and incarnate roles of people with whom they 

may have relations. These activities can help learners feel at ease, and this may be 

considered as a drive that motivates them to speak and express themselves. 

Q. 15.Do you think that listening to native speakers may help enhance speaking fluency? 

 In the classroom, the teacher is the person who is seen as the expert; the person who has 

enough knowledge about the language and can use it easily and perfectly. However, it is 

worth mentioning that a teacher is not always a native speaker of the target language; hence, 

s/he is not the absolute model to be imitated though, of course, s/he remains a good reference 

in that s/he knows a lot about that language.  

 The objective of this question is to ensure that listening to native speakers is a strategy 

that should be used as a complementary one to the spoken activities supposed to enhance 

speaking fluency.  
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Options Number of 

teachers 

% 

     Yes        30   93,75 

     No        02    6,25 

   Total        32    100 
  

Fig. 11: Efficacy of Listening to Native Speakers in Enhancing Speaking Fluency 

 The results reported in figure 11 reveal that the majority of teachers agree on the role 

that listening to native speakers and the use of laboratory tasks can play in the acquisition of 

fluency. This suggests that listening cannot be distinguished from the speaking skill and its 

role in the development of any speaking aspects especially fluency cannot be ignored.  

Q16. Justify your answer? 

 We notice that a bit more than 9% of informants have not answered this question and 

most of them (90, 62%) have argued their opinions.  Their justifications are summarized in 

the following: 

- Listening to native speakers provides learners with a reliable source of the language. 

It is the perfect model for pronunciation, authentic language and appropriate flow of 

speech that can be given to non-native speakers. In a foreign country where the 

learned language is not overspread and people do not use it outside the walls of 

language classrooms, listening to how experts (native speakers) use it in reality is a 

need. Most students think that to be fluent in English is the sum of learning perfectly 

the set of grammar and pronunciation rules which are given in isolation out of 

context; they always try to apply the rules that they have been taught without paying 

attention to how native speakers use them for communicative purposes. Given this 

yes no

93.75

6.25

%
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opportunity, they will notice that their discourse is not linear; it is full of hesitations, 

repetitions, pauses etc., and they will certainly use some specific strategies to hide 

those aspects that may cut the smoothness of speech. 

- Listening to native speakers is considered as a training activity. Exposed to native 

speakers, students will be acquainted with a language that is totally different from 

their mother tongue. Listening to how they use intonation, pitch, stress, how they 

hesitate, when to make pauses and other parts may help them understand how they 

use the language naturally.  

 Informants who disagreed on the use of listening to enhance speaking fluency have seen 

that listening is a skill that is different from speaking which cannot improve any aspect of 

speaking. It can improve nothing except listening itself. It may help learners enhance 

comprehension and not production which cannot be acquired but through practice. To 

understand what native speakers say does not mean that learners can do the same thing and 

speak alike. Comprehension and production are two important aspects of communication 

which cannot be separated, but learners cannot acquire fluency in speaking only through 

comprehending. 

 On the basis of what has been said above, we may assume that listening to native 

speakers is a key step in the acquisition of fluency. When learners attempt to learn a language 

that is different from their own, they need to have a clear idea about how its real providers use 

it. However, listening to natives is not enough to acquire and boost fluency; indeed, one 

should also practise the language. So far, listening to native speakers can be effective and if it 

is put as a first step in order to train and adapt learners’ ears to the foreign language. Learners 

unconsciously start to understand how native speakers use the language and what strategies 
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turn to account in order to communicate fluently. Therefore, the process of acquisition starts 

with listening and ends with practising. 

Q17. Paralinguistic features, gestures and fillers are strategies used to facilitate 

communication. Do you think that these strategies may help improve fluency in 

speaking? 

 The aim behind this question is to check if our teachers adopt innovative methods in the 

double process of teaching and learning. Recently, the approaches to teaching and learning the 

speaking skill shifted from correction to communication. In other words, they changed from 

form-based to message-based where the focus is more on how to convey the message 

smoothly and easily. Many other strategies are used in addition to words in everyday 

communications like fillers, gestures and paralinguistic features. 

 These nonverbal features can be as important as word choice. In everyday life, native 

speakers interact by using both types of communication; verbal and nonverbal without giving 

importance to one type more than the other. So, communication is not limited to vocabulary; 

it is as Poyatos (1993, P. 01) points out “a triple structure language-paralanguage-kinesics”. 

When we communicate, we do not use merely our speech organs that express words, we also 

use other parts of our body that help convey messages. Therefore, foreign language learners 

should be aware of how native speakers use gestures and facial expressions to fill for pauses 

and how they use the right intonation to send the right message.  

 The main objective of using these strategies in communication is to compensate for 

forgotten words. Learners are not native speakers; sometimes they forget words and in other 

times, they do not know them at all. In order not to keep silent and break the flow of speech 

by making long pauses, using some gestures or fillers like for instance in saying ‘mm’, or ‘a 
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sort of thing’, etc. can be effective strategies to maintain fluency in speech. Paralinguistic 

features such as intonation, stress and interjections are also important ones in achieving 

fluency. These attributes have to do with the quality of fluency in speech; they help listeners 

understand the right meaning of the utterances. Furthermore, they may understand the degree 

of confidence that speakers have. If the status of these strategies is high, learner can speak 

easily and confidently.        

Options Number of 

teachers 

% 

    Yes         28     87,50 

    No         04     12,50 

  Total         32      100 
 

 

Fig. 12: Role of Paralinguistic Strategies in the Development of Fluency     

 From the above table and diagram, it is clear that most of the teachers agree on the role 

that paralinguistic features, gestures and fillers play in facilitating fluency except 4 of them 

(12,50%). This large percentage of agreement (87, 5%) indicates that our teachers do not 

focus simply on how to make learners speak the language but also on how to communicate 

fluently. 

Q. 18. Do you think that speaking fluency activities may help improve these strategies? 

 Paralinguistic features, gestures and fillers are strategies used in everyday life 

communication to complete and emphasize messages. In learning second or foreign 

languages, learners should be aware of such strategies because they are considered as a part of 

communication. Therefore, in order to be competent and proficient in the use of the foreign 

language, learners should master these strategies appropriately.   

yes no

87.5

12.5

%
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 These strategies are seen to be used in activities which are based on natural settings, 

situations, contexts and everyday life topics. In negotiations, learners use gestures, facial 

expression, and intonation to convince each other. In question 13, informants have suggested 

communicative-based activities to be the most efficient ones to improve fluency. 

Consequently, these strategies are often recommended in classroom. 

   Options Number of 

teachers 

        % 

      Yes        28      87,5 

      No        03      9,37 

      NA        01      3,12 

    Total        32       100 
  

Fig. 13: Informants’ Opinions about the Improvement of those features by the Use of 

Fluency Activities     

 The table and the diagram above bespeak that classroom fluency activities help the 

improvement of these strategies. 3 informants have disagreed with this opinion and one 

cannot find an answer. 

Q19. It is said that self-confident learners speak more fluently than those who are less 

confident. Do you agree or disagree? 

 The first attempt to learn a foreign language usually seems to be hard for most learners. 

Generally, they feel anxious, but these feelings differ in the course of time from student to 

another. This case is mainly with the learner’s degree of confidence. Confident learners, 

indeed, speak the foreign language without paying attention to the mistakes come out in their 

speech. Therefore, they speak naturally without hesitations and long pauses. However, less 

confident learners are always afraid of appearing ridiculous in front of others. 

yes no NA

87.5

9.37 3.12

%
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 The aim of this question measures whether informants agree on the role confidence can 

play to increase fluency. If they argue that self-confidence is one of the fundamental 

characteristics that improve ease and smoothness in speaking the foreign language, it means 

that teachers should look for some solutions to help learners develop it.  

Fig. 14: Correlation between Speaking Fluently and Self-confidence 

 The results in figure 14 betoken that the majority of the respondents (90, 62%) agree 

with the correlation between speaking fluency and self-confidence. This highlights the fact 

that personality influences the learning process. It is also a clear interpretation of the role of 

self confidence in the improvement of fluency.  

Q.20. If you agree with this opinion, do you think that speaking fluency activities help 

learners improve confidence in order to speak fluently? 

Fig. 15: role of speaking fluency activities in the improvement of self-confidence 

    Options N° of 

teachers 

       % 

     Agree          29     90,62 

   Disagree          03      9,37 

     Total          32      100 
 

 

Options N° of 

teachers 

% 

Yes 27 93,10 

No 01 3,44 

NA 01 3,44 

Total 29 100 
 

 

agree disagree

90.62

9.37

%

yes no NA

93.1

3.44 3.44

%
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 The main objective of question 20 is to check what are the predominant possibilities to 

increase learners’ confidence on themselves. Three informants did not agree on the correlation 

between fluency and self-confidence. Among the 29 advocates, one has stated that speaking 

fluency activities cannot improve self-confidence i.e. there are other solutions to increase it. 

And as can be noticed in figure 15, the majority of teachers have highlighted the role of 

speaking fluency activities in the development of learners’ personalities which can be 

remarked in the development of self-confidence. These results suggest that if the teacher 

emphasizes while teaching fluency on making learners self-confident, fluency will be 

improved unconsciously. They denote also that the most effective speaking fluency activities 

are the most effective ones to improve confidence. 

Q21. Fluency is the aspect of speaking that is free from any type of regulation. So, 

according to what criteria should teachers measure it? 

 Assessment is the last step that should end the process of learning. It is not an easy 

task for teachers especially if the assessed skill is hard to be evaluated and scored. Assessment 

is considered hard when it comes to fluency than other speaking features. Contrastively to 

grammar and phonology, it is free from any kind of rules. The quality of smoothness cannot 

be the same for all teachers; a learner who seems fluent for one teacher may not be so for 

others.  

 Many criteria are put to help assessors to score learners’ fluency in a reliable way, such 

as speech rate, number and length of pauses, false starts and repetitions, ability to speak 

coherently and so on. Assessors do not take all these characteristics into account while 

evaluating students since it is difficult to measure all of them at the same time. The aim of this 

question, then, is to identify which of these criteria are the most used ones at our universities. 
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Options Number of 

teachers 

% 

Speech rate 14/32 43,75/100% 

Number and length of pauses 14/32 43,75/100% 

False starts and repetition 08/32 25/100% 

The ability to speak coherently 26/32 81,25/100% 
 

 

Fig. 16: Criteria for Measuring Fluency                                                   

 The ability to speak coherently is the aspect that the majority of teachers have proposed 

to be the essential criterion to evaluate speaking fluency; more than 81% of informants have 

stated it. Speech rate and number and length of pauses are the second criteria that teachers 

have suggested to assess fluency (43, 75%). False starts and repetitions have ranked last 

(25%).  

Q22. Please, add any suggestions you see relevant to the aim of the questionnaire? 

 More than 40% of teachers have not responded to this question. Probably, this is 

because they believe that what they have said is already enough. More than 56% have 

answered this question and suggested the following points:    

- In using ‘free discussions’ and ‘role play and simulations’, teachers should choose 

interesting topics, mainly those topics from everyday life. Learners cannot be 

motivated and do not participate if the topic is not interesting or if the roles given are 

speech rate number and
length of pauses

false starts and
repetition

the ability to
speak

coherently

43.75 43.75
25

81.25%
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not the characters that learners like. Teachers, then, should ask learners about their 

interesting topics in order not to be bored. 

- The other effective issue to increase learners’ participation and then fluency is 

teacher’s attitudes. The way of treating learners promotes the improvement of 

confidence and feeling at ease in the classroom. When learners like the teacher and 

her/his behaviour in the classroom, they feel motivated and do their best to 

accomplish the objectives of the course.       

- Adding more hours and reducing the number of learners per classroom are points that 

most of respondents have insisted on through the whole questionnaire. They have 

argued that the most effective task cannot improve speaking fluency if they are not 

given enough time and by minimizing the number of learners in the group.   

4.3 Discussion of the Results 

 The teachers’ questionnaire was intended to check whether Second Year university 

teachers focus when teaching oral expression on fluency and, on the basis of their experience, 

what are the most effective classroom activities to enhance it. Generally, the responses were 

very informative and educational.  

Quite a number of teachers have described fluency as the feature that is largely 

emphasised in teaching speaking. However, it is still considered as the most problematic 

aspect in learners’ speech. In their answers, informants have illustrated the specific conditions 

that prevent students from boosting this demanding attribute of speaking even though it is the 

most emphasised one. Some of them have aimed attention at the problem of the selection of 

the most appropriate classroom tasks. Other group of teachers have centralized the problems 

of large groups and the time allocated to this module at our universities.   
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The overarching questions were how can they improve fluency in speaking? And what 

are the main classroom activities to improve it? 

 Informants have proposed many ways to improve fluency in speaking. Some of these 

seem to be practical and effective whereas others are effective but cannot be practised in our 

classes. The choice of the best and appropriate classroom tasks and the role that can be played 

by listening are convenient suggestions that can be implemented in oral expression module. 

Conversely, adding extra hours for this module, decreasing the number of students per group 

and persuading students to use English out classroom seem to be beyond the realm of 

possibility.  

Based on the literature and teachers responses, free discussion and role play are the 

best communicative-based tasks that used to increase fluency. Nevertheless, it is quite 

obvious that, in their comments, teachers are not satisfied with the results of the application of 

these activities. Teachers use these two activities in teaching Second Year Students, but the 

latter still show the same problem, disfluency. The teachers’ main arguments to this challenge 

are that the insistence of both teachers and learners in accuracy in the use of such kind of 

fluency-based activities.            

Conclusion 

 The prime reason of making this questionnaire and hand it to many teachers from 

different universities in Algeria is to identify the main problems and suggest solutions to 

enhance one of the most problematic aspects of speaking namely fluency. Usually, foreign 

language learners complete their B.A studies (License) and are still afraid of using the 

language in front of others even though they used to be good in grammar and phonetics. 
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 Teachers, especially less experienced ones, need to find appropriate techniques to 

develop this rigid feature in the specific classrooms prevailing conditions. These techniques 

should also motivate learners who seem to lose interest and motivation because of the use of 

structured tasks that are primarily used to develop accuracy. Respondents’ answers provide 

many remedial issues that might be implemented by Oral Expression teachers. 

 The main solution that has been suggested is to come up with the most efficient 

techniques. Free discussions and role play are among the main techniques that are considered 

the effective tasks to enhance fluency in speaking. Informants have proposed other strategies 

such as completing these activities by other skills like listening for instance. They have 

recommended allotting more hours to oral expression module and reducing the number of 

learners in groups. 
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Chapter Five: Students’ Test 

 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we dealt with the analysis of the teachers’ questionnaire with 

the scope of measuring their stance toward fluency in speaking and toward the identification 

of the most appropriate method of teaching it at our universities. From the analysis and 

interpretation of their answers, dictated essentially by their experience in teaching English as 

a foreign language, two main tasks are suggested as the most effective classroom fluency 

activities; ‘free discussion’ and ‘role play’. These two tasks were adopted in our experiment to 

find out which one is the most efficient to help foreign language learners at Algerian 

universities speak fluently.  

 In the present chapter, we plan to evaluate the degree of effectiveness that ‘free 

discussion’ and ‘role play’ show in learners’ fluency. To start with, the population and the 

sample selected for the experiment will be introduced, and the reason which motivated this 

choice will be stated. Then, we will figure out the procedure as used during the pre-test phase. 

The scores and their analysis will follow in the subsequent section, itself followed by the post-

test scores and their discussion. Next, we will discuss the difference between the two groups’ 

post-test results; and ultimately, we will end up with a general discussion of the main results 

of this experiment.   

5.1 Data Collection 

5.1.1 The Population 

The target population of this research is second year LMD students at Frères Mentouri 

University. We have chosen this population for many reasons. Obviously, foreign languages’ 
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freshmen come from middle and secondary schools with different unrelated rules of the 

foreign language that are, generally, used out of context. Furthermore, in middle and 

secondary schools, the focus in learning / teaching the foreign language is more on the written 

form of the language with little if no attention is given to the oral one even though language 

skills are equally distributed in the curriculum. For that reason, first year foreign language 

university students need to be introduced to grammar rules already acquired in their 

intermediate level adopting a new technique in which we use these same rules in contexts. 

Besides, they need to practise the rules they have learned through communication in oral 

expression module. Therefore, the first year is considered as the best phase to apply the 

learned rules which are given theoretically at the intermediate level. This year is called the 

early stage and according to Rivers (1971, P. 195) “must be largely taken up with the 

thorough drilling of language forms and sequences”.  

Thus, since learning is a continuous process; it starts from middle and secondary 

schools to university where learners should possess a good command of both written and oral 

skills. At each level and along years, students should learn and acquire one or more aspects of 

the speaking skill. The first year, in oral expression classes, is considered as the first step of 

practising the speaking skill in which learning the language system (grammar and 

pronunciation) takes the lion’s share. The second year, however, should, certainly, be used to 

teach and learn how to communicate and interact smoothly and spontaneously. 

These are the most important reasons behind choosing second-year students as the 

target population of our research. Second-year students should learn how to use the language 

fluently without long pauses and unnatural hesitations and breakdowns since they already 

have knowledge about the language from middle and secondary schools reinforced in the first 
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year. Accordingly, foreign language learners need to learn how to use the learned rules for 

communicative purposes in specific contexts. 

5.1.2 The Sample  

Since we cannot work with the whole population, we have selected a sample from a 

large population that consists of 14 groups of 40 to 50 students. Second-year EFL learners at 

Frères Mentouri University during the academic year 2012/2013, then, are 818 students. From 

this large population, we have chosen randomly 40 students divided into two different groups. 

In comparison with the large population, our sample is so small due to two main 

problems. The first problem is an administrative one; students are not divided equally in 

homogeneous groups where the number of students per group ranges from 20 up to 60 

students. One of our groups comprises about 30 students whereas the other one consists of 54 

students. Because we should work on homogeneous groups and because we did not have 

other solutions, we were obliged to minimize the number of the largest group to keep the 

same number of students in both studied groups. The second problem is learners’ absences; 

some learners were always absent, while others did not attend all the treatment sessions which 

lead us not to take their performances into consideration for the reliability and validity of our 

research. Therefore, we were interested only in those who were never or rarely absent during 

the treatment phase of our experiment as the fact that being frequently absent influences 

learners’ amount of practice in the classroom while, each minute spent in practise is important 

in the development of fluency. So, to get reliable results and see the real effects of the 

techniques used in our test on learners’ fluency, we were obliged to work with this small 

sample. 
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5.1.3 The Pre-test 

The pre-test took place at the beginning of the first semester, on the 15th October 2012 

for the first group and on the 17th October 2012 for the second group. 

Concerning the test, we chose group discussion because it is certainly the type of 

technique that includes all communicative aspects which are verbal such as language (words 

and structures) and non-verbal like paralinguistic features (intonation) and gestures and facial 

expressions. So, it was achieved in pair work and small groups of 3 or 4 members, not 

individually because the main aim of this research is to make learners communicate fluently 

and not simply speak fluently. To communicate fluently means to use more than accuracy 

(vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar). If the test was done individually, learners would 

memorize their presentations and would not use all communicative aspects that help the flow 

of communication. Learners were given the opportunity to choose the topics of their interest 

and the members of the groups in order not to feel controlled and limited.    

Before the presentation and after they chose the topics and structured the groups, the 

students were given enough time to think about the dialogues that would be presented during 

the sessions and not outside the classrooms in order not to learn by heart what had been 

written. Memorizing the conversations does not provide us with the right information about 

learners’ levels since their speech will not be natural. Besides they will hesitate a lot and 

forget words which are the main characteristics of desfluency. 

The topics that were chosen by the students are as follow: 
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Group Topics 

 

 

 

 

                        Group one 

- Working 

- Summer holidays 

- Friendship 

- Material girls 

- Facebook 

- Music 

- Why do you like oral expression? 

 

 

 

 Group two 

- Anger management 

- Choosing a career 

- Illegal immigration 

- Adolescents’ behaviours 

- Happiness 

- Money 

Table 1: Chosen Topics  

5.1.4 Remedial Session 

The competitors practised the language during two sessions per week for about 15 

weeks (from 18th October 2012 to 20th March 2013) presenting the same topics by using 

different techniques. The first group was taught through ‘role play’ and the second group was 

submitted to ‘free discussions’. Both groups then used interaction-based activities; the former 

was always divided into subgroups in which each learner incarnated a role to play according 

to the nature of the topic. However, in the latter, learners were asked to discuss each topic 

with the whole class. 
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Each topic was treated in two sessions. The group that followed role play was given a 

situation to perform. During the first session, the members prepared the roles to be presented 

insisting on the use of English while discussing within the subgroup in order to perform it in 

the second session that is called performance session. Concerning the second group that chose 

free discussion, most of the time, learners were given handouts which helped them gather 

information about the topic to be discussed. The reason behind is to prevent students from 

spending time thinking about the ideas and the structures that can be used especially that 

volubility, certainly, means speaking without thinking. We always asked both groups not to 

learn by rote in order to speak and use naturally all aspects of communication especially 

intonation, overlaps, pauses and body language.  

The following table represents the programme that was followed by both groups during 

14 weeks and a half and their objectives: 

Units Topics Objectives Dates 

Beliefs Superstition - Arguing 

- Agreeing and 

disagreeing 

- Asking for information 

18th – 10 – 2012 

22nd – 10 – 2012 

18th – 10 – 2012 

31st – 10 – 2012 

Witchcraft - Arguing 

- Agreeing and 

disagreeing 

- Asking for information 

- Vocabulary referring to 

witchcraft 

5th – 11 – 2012 

8th – 11 – 2012 

7th – 11 – 2012 

8th – 11 – 2012 

Horoscope - Arguing 12th – 11 – 2012 
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- Agreeing and 

disagreeing 

- Asking for information 

- Vocabulary referring to 

horoscope 

19th – 11 - 2012 

14th – 11 – 2012 

21st – 11 - 2012 

Family Generation gap - ‘They used to. .’ 

- Disagreeing 

- Arguing 

- Describing a situation 

22nd – 11 – 2012 

26th – 11 – 2012 

22nd – 11 – 2012 

29th – 11 – 2012 

Jealousy among 

Siblings 

- Describing real life 

situations 

- Expressing different 

points of view 

- The present tense 

3rd – 11 – 2012 

6th – 11 – 2012 

5th – 11 – 2012 

6th – 12 - 2012 

Society Homelessness - Describing a situation 

- The use of the present 

and past forms 

- Introducing someone 

- Making suggestions 

- Stating possibilities 

- Giving and asking for 

reasons 

10th – 12 – 2012 

13th – 12 – 2012 

12th – 12 – 2012 

13th – 12 – 2012 

Woman 

emancipation 

- Agreeing and 

disagreeing 

- Expressing likes, 

dislikes and preferences 

- Defending one’s 

opinions 

17th – 12 – 2012 

20th – 12 – 2012 

19th – 12 – 2012 

20th – 12 - 2012 
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Schools Violence in schools - All language elements 

- Interrupting 

- Expressing agreement 

and disagreement 

- Giving and asking for 

reasons 

7th – 01 – 2013 

10th – 0 1 – 2013 

9th – 01 – 2013 

10th – 01 – 2013 

 

Discrimination in 

schools 

- Expressing different 

points of view 

- Expressing agreement 

and disagreement 

- Giving and asking for 

reasons 

14th – 01 – 2013 

17th – 01 – 2013 

 

 

16th – 02 – 2013 

17th – 02 - 2013 

Science Gender gaps on the 

brain 

- Passive 

- Giving opinions and 

defending them 

- Expressing agreement 

and disagreement 

4th – 02 – 2013 

11th – 02 – 2013 

6th – 02 – 2013 

13th – 02 2013 

Big questions facing 

modern medical 

science 

- Hypothetical situation 

in the present 

- Hypothetical situation 

in the past 

- Future forms 

- Giving opinions 

14th – 02 – 2013 

18th – 02 - 2013 

14th – 02 – 2013 

20th – 02 - 2013 

Various topics Job interview - Asking all kinds of  21st – 02 – 2013 
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questions 

- Stating one’s intentions 

- Giving information 

about oneself 

25th – 02 – 2013 

21st – 02 – 2013 

27th – 02 – 2013 

Happiness - Describing one’s 

feelings 

- Adjectives that express 

happiness and sadness 

28th – 02 – 2013 

4th – 03 – 2013 

28th – 02 – 2013 

6th – 03 – 2013 

How to know that 

somebody is telling a 

lie 

- The present tense 

- Gestures 

- Giving opinions 

 

7th – 03 – 2013 

11th- 03 – 2013 

18th – 03 – 2013 

7th – 03 - 2013- 

11th – 03 – 2013 

20th – 03 - 2013 

Table 2: Prescribed Programme 

5.1.5 The Post-test 

The post-test took place in the 21st March 2013 for both groups. Concerning the test, 

learners were asked to organize themselves in the same groups and discuss the same topics as 

it was the way in the pre-test. The most striking observation was the difference in learners’ 

presentations during the pre-test and in the post-test. At the very beginning of the experiment, 

they seemed anxious and hesitated a lot; however, during the post-test, they were relaxed and 

can speak with easiness. 
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To grade learners’ performances in both the pre-test and the post-test, we have adopted 

the analytic scoring. The latter is defined as a scoring method in which learners’ presentations 

is evaluated and scored on the basis of many criteria rather than on one overall impression 

about the presentation i.e. holistic scoring. We have chosen this method because it seems 

more reliable than the impression one; it scores many aspects of the same skill and gives each 

one its real value. Furthermore, it is the only method that can inform us on the specific area in 

which learners have a poor level and thereby give us a clear idea about the main points that 

should be taken into consideration to improve fluency in foreign language learners’ speech.  

Four main criteria were selected to score fluency: 

- Speech rate 

- Number and length of pauses 

- Ability to speak coherently 

- Movements, gestures and facial expressions  

We opted for these four criteria to measure fluency since they encompass most of the 

features that are used to communicate in a natural and spontaneous way. Speech rate is one of 

the non-verbal elements that help speakers send and modify messages. Its variation from fast 

to slow emphasizes the most important parts of the message and shows their emotions 

whether they are happy or sad for instance. This criterion is important if we are to find out 

whether or not learners can adapt their speech rate appropriately to send the appropriate 

message. The number and length of pauses is one of the main components of the temporal 

variables in speech which are considered as the main aspects of fluency in speaking. It 

measures the degree of unnatural hesitations that may appear in learners’ speech. In other 

words, it helps us identify whether the student is speaking confidently and find out the reasons 
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behind learners ‘unnatural hesitations; is it because they are afraid or because they do not 

have enough background knowledge about the language per se (they do not have enough 

vocabulary and do not know how to use grammar rules in real contexts). 

The ability to speak coherently is another crucial aspect which includes other important 

fluency features; it includes the appropriate selection of words and structures and the logic 

organization of ideas to build a unified discourse. It measures then the students’ ability to use 

logically the mechanical system of the language (grammar and vocabulary) while 

communicating. 

The last chosen measure is the use of kinesics and facial expressions. These are aspects of 

non-verbal communication which have not been given their real values in teaching and 

learning communication. This measure is selected since real communication needs more than 

language; we use gestures and facial expression also to convey the message. 

5.2 Results and Analysis of the Pre-test (group 1) 

5.2.1 Scores of the Pre-test (group 1) 
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Subjects Scores Subjects Scores 

           S 1 

           S 2 

           S 3 

           S 4 

           S 5 

           S 6 

           S 7 

           S 8 

           S 9 

           S 10 

           16 

           08 

           04 

           04 

           06 

           07 

           07 

           07 

           07 

           07 

          S 11 

          S 12 

          S 13 

          S 14 

          S 15 

          S 16 

          S 17 

          S 18 

          S 19 

          S 20 

           07 

           07 

           09 

           10 

           10 

           11 

           14 

           15 

           09 

           08 

Table 3: Scores of the Pre-test (group 1) 

According to the results displayed above, we notice that the highest mark in the pre-test 

for the first group is 16/20; only one learner has got it. The lowest mark is 4/20; only two 

learners have got it. 7 students have got 7/20. The various levels of learners’ language are 

clear indications that the sample of our experiment is selected randomly.  
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             Scores Scores below the Average Scores above the Average 

 Number of Students                       14                      06 

                  %                       70                      30 
 

 

Fig. 17: Scores below and above the Average in the Pre-test 

As can be noticed in the above figure, 70% of students (14 students) have got marks 

below the average and only 30% (6 learners) have got marks above 10. So, the level of the 

majority of the first group is below the average; these results reflect the idea that foreign 

language competitors under investigation ace great difficulties in speaking fluently. 

5.2.2 Results and Analysis of the Criteria (group 1) 

As mentioned before in this chapter, we chose analytic scoring as the method for 

scoring learners’ performances. Indeed, many criteria are put to assess fluency, but we 

selected some of them which are seen as the crucial ones for our research. The following 

figures contain the rate of scores for each criterion. 
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Speech rate 

Options     

Excellent 

        Good    Average         Poor       Not 

acceptable 

Number of Students                          00            03            06           09          02 

          %           00            15            30          45          10 
 

 

Fig. 18: Grading Speech Rate in the Pre-test 

As shown in the above table and diagram, more than half of the learners of the first 

group (55%) show difficulties in speech rate. 45% of them have poor speech rate and 10% 

have an unacceptable one. The remaining percentages are 30% and 15% for average and good 

levels respectively.  

Speech rate varies from one situation to another according to the context of speech. In 

some situations like public speaking and speeches, the speaker should convince his/her 

audience; therefore, s/he needs to use low speech rate. In other situations such as being in a 

hurry or limited by time as in presentations, speakers should speak faster. In normal everyday 

conversations, however, the speech rate is rather moderate.  

The fact that students talk too slow and hesitate a lot can be a sign of lack of confidence 

or shyness that probably leads the second speaker/listener to lose interest. Therefore, a failure 

in communication would be a thereof fatal result. In sharp contrast, speaking too fast causes 

the other part in communication, be it a speaker or listener, to miscomprehend the message 
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being said or to capture and follow the flow of speech. Indeed, students, deliberately, speak in 

a high rate thinking that doing so will make them sound native speakers. As a matter of fact, 

what gives the impression that native speakers are speaking too fast is their use of the 

different aspects of connected speech (assimilation, linking, elision, etc). Actually, students 

can use those aspects of connected speech while adopting either a low or a high speech rate. 

Based on what was said, the aspects of connected speech are the features responsible for 

moderating the rate of speech which was observed to be absent in our students’ performances 

due to the lack of enough practice. 

Number and length of pauses  

Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students 00 03 02 12 03 

% 00 15 10 60 15 
 

 

Fig.19: Grading Number and Length of Pauses in the Pre-test 

As can be remarked in figure 19, 60% of learners are poor concerning this criterion 

and 15% show unacceptable results. In other words, most of them pause frequently and 

unnaturally. These results indicate that learners hesitate a lot in speaking the foreign language, 

and this is probably caused by the lack of finding appropriate and specific vocabulary, and 

lack of using some strategies to solve this problem such as paraphrasing and filler words. It is 

also caused by the lack of practice. Lack of practice makes foreign language learners afraid of 
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speaking in front of the teacher and classmates in the classroom which decreases self-

confidence and increases unnatural hesitations through long pauses.  

Ability to Speak Coherently 

    Criteria      Excellent      Good      Average     Poor         Not 

acceptable 

  Number of students            01            02            03         11           03 

            %            05            10            15         55           15 
 

 

Fig. 20: Grading the Ability to Speak Coherently in the Pre-test 

As shown above, most of learners (70%) do not have the ability to present their ideas 

clearly, lucidly and logically. Just one learner is excellent and two others are good. This is a 

clear proof that foreign language learners do not know how to organize their speech or how to 

store relevant information.  

In order to speak coherently, learners need to improve two skills; the ability to organize 

thoughts logically and the ability to present them using physical marks. Moreover, learners 

need enough vocabulary to express their views and grammatical structures to present them 

coherently. To such a degree, learners either do not have enough vocabulary to express their 

ideas, do not know how to put grammar rules in real contexts or have problems in 

remembering, developing, connecting and putting their thoughts in a logic way. 
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Movements, Gestures and Facial expressions  

      Criteria     Excellent        Good    Average    Poor          Not 

acceptable 

   Number of students            00           00            02         07           11 

          %            00           00            10         35           55 
 

 

Fig. 21: First Group Learners’ Using of Kinesics in the Pre-test 

According to the results stated in the above table and diagram, 55% and 35% of learners 

do not use gestures and facial expressions in an acceptable and a good way respectively, to 

help express and emphasize their ideas.  

The reason behind such a poor performance differs from those responsible for the 

aforementioned criteria which are based on either the lack of practice, the lack of knowledge 

or the personality of learners. Despite the fact that learners are familiar with such strategies as 

they are used likewise while communicating in their mother tongue, they show an 

unacceptable to poor performance due to two main reasons. First, the new approaches of 

teaching the speaking skill consider the usefulness of kinesics, yet do not give practical 

techniques to raise learners’ awareness about how to make such features a part of their 

communication in classrooms (Gregersen, 2007, P. 51). Put differently, communicative 

Language Teaching Approach focuses on the use of the target language in real context by 

emphasizing the significant role of both verbal and nonverbal aspects in learning foreign 

languages.  However, no lines have been drawn to teach students how to use kinesics as a part 

of non-verbal features while speaking. Second, learners still tend to think that communication 
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is merely restricted to structuring the foreign language correctly; therefore, they allot no 

importance to other factors like gestures and facial expressions as they believe that this latter 

have nothing to add to foreign language communication.  

5.3 Results and Analysis of the Pre-test (Group 2) 

5.3.1 Scores of the Pre-test (group 2) 

   Subjects      Scores      Subjects     Scores 

S 1 

S 2 

S 3 

S 4 

S 5 

S 6 

S 7 

S 8 

S 9 

S 10 

14 

06 

04 

15 

05 

11 

16 

05 

08 

10 

S 11 

S 12 

S 13 

S 14 

S 15 

S 16 

S 17 

S 18 

S 19 

S 20 

11 

09 

04 

06 

06 

08 

08 

11 

06 

12 

Table 4: Scores of the Pre-test 

Similar to the first group, the results of the second group reported in the above table 

reveal that the marks obtained range from 4 to 16. More specifically, two learners have got 4 

and only one has got 16. The other marks dangle between 5 and 15. 
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             Scores Scores below the Average Scores above the Average 

Number of Students                        12                      08 

                  %                        60                      40 
 

 

Fig. 22: Rate of Scores below and above the Average in the Pre-test 

According to the preceding figure, 60% of the competitors in the second group are not 

good at fluency; a good proportion of them have got marks below the average. These results 

also point to the problems which second year foreign language learners face in speaking 

English fluently. 

5.3.2 Results and Analysis of Criteria (group 2) 

Speech rate 

Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Not   

acceptable 

Number of     students 00 03 04 08 05 

% 00 15 20 40 25 
 

 

Fig. 23: Level of Second Group Learners’ Speech Rate in the Pre-test 
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The results provided here demonstrate the poorness of learners’ speech rate. 40% of 

learners, as it is seen in figure 23, show a poor speech rate while 25% of them show 

unacceptable speech rate performance. No learner (0%) is excellent in speech rate and only 

three learners (15%) have proved to be good. 20% of the competitors exhibit an average 

speech rate.  

According to (Goh & Burns, 2012, P. 40), the degree of automatization that leads to the 

natural flow of speech requires a constant practice which, in time, makes the instant need for 

extra effort and attention devoted to learn how to use the language proficiently seem to be 

vain. However, since the students under investigation lack practising the language in the 

classroom due to many factors such as lack of self-confidence, their rate of speech appears to 

be affected.  

Students’ input is another factor behind unnatural speech rate. In some cases, second 

foreign language learners possess a poor luggage and, thereby, will be perplexed when trying 

desperately to find a word that best fit within the topic in question. In other cases, the fact that 

students take a considerable amount of time to select the appropriate word from their large 

store of vocabulary, their speech rate becomes slower than how it should be.  
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Number and Length of Pauses 

      Criteria      Excellent   Good    Average     Poor        Not 

acceptable 

   Number of students            00         02            05            09           04 

            %            00         10            25            45           20 
 

 

Fig. 24: Learners’ Number and Length of Pauses in the Pre-test 

According to figure 24, results disclose that, like the preceding criterion, learners show 

great difficulties in using short and appropriate pauses in their speech. 45% of learners are 

poor in using English without lengthy and unnatural pauses which break the flow of speech 

and result in a boring communication. 20% of them are not acceptable at all since they do not 

use words as much as they use pauses where they should not until the listener loses interest 

and concentration. Only 35% of competitors have an average to good level in using pauses 

appropriately when needed without keeping silent for a while, and trying to fill in the gaps by 

using specific strategies like gestures and phrase fillers to keep the flow of communication. 

Thus, the reasons of this serious problem can be put as the lack of using both kinesics and 

word fillers, and/or as the lack of participation which is related to either students’ shyness, 

lack of confidence and limited vocabulary or teachers’ bad choice of activities that do not 

motivate students to participate. 
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Ability to Speak Coherently 

Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students 01 02 05 06 06 

% 05 10 25 30 30 
 

 

Fig. 25: Learners’ Ability to Speak Coherently in the Pre-test 

The diagram and table above indicate that while one learner (5%) exhibits an excellent 

level in speaking coherently i.e. speaking confidently without unnatural hesitations and using 

long pauses, the majority of the students (60%) that is equally distributed between poor and 

not acceptable levels are not good at using the language coherently. This considerable 

percentage highlights the fact that learners do not speak naturally and smoothly. The reason 

behind might be due to learners’ state of confusion as well as to their considerable limited 

vocabulary. Besides, students often struggle with the use of some devices that are generally 

used to connect ideas logically.  
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Movements, Gestures and Facial Expressions  

Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students 00 01 04 08 07 

% 00 05 20 40 35 
 

 

Fig.26: Learners’ Use of Kinesics in the Pre-test 

The main noticeable mark that is observed from the percentages stated above is that 

almost all learners do not use gestures, movements and facial expressions appropriately when 

communicating in the foreign language. 40% of the participants are poor when it comes to fill 

in the long gaps whereas 35% of them do not use those strategies at all to compensate for their 

pauses.  When in need, students in fact should make use of kinesics as a facilitating strategy to 

express and transmit their thoughts since being a foreign language learner elicits a lack of how 

to process the language to be learnt. The use of kinesics might be a great help as well to 

overcome unnatural hesitations and long pauses engendered by students’ shyness while 

speaking in front of their teacher and classmates.  
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5.4 Results and Analysis of the post-test (group 1) 

5.4.1 Scores of the Post-test (group 1) 

     Subjects        Scores     Subjects    Scores 

S 1 

S 2 

S 3 

S 4 

S 5 

S 6 

S 7 

S 8 

S 9 

S 10 

16 

10 

12 

05 

08 

07 

09 

10 

09 

10 

S 11 

S 12 

S 13 

S 14 

S 15 

S 16 

S 17 

S 18 

S 19 

S 20 

08 

09 

10 

12 

13 

13 

15 

15 

09 

09 

Table 5: Scores of the First Group in the Post-test 

The highest mark as displayed in the above table is 16 and obtained only by one learner. 

15, 13 and 12 are the marks above the average. The lowest mark, however, is 5 which has 

been scored by one student. 
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             Scores Scores below the average Scores above the average 

Number of Students                        09                      11 

                 %                        45                      55 
 

 

Fig. 27: Scores below and above the Average of the First Group in the Post-test 

The results in the above table and diagram reveal that more than half of the learners 

(55%) of the first group have got marks above the average. 45% (9 out of 20) have got marks 

below 10. The difference between them is insignificant. This is a clear interpretation of the 

average level of our competitors’ fluency in speaking. 

5.4.2 Results and Analysis of Criteria (group 1) 

Speech Rate  

    Criteria    Excellent        Good     Average        Poor        Not 

acceptable 

Number of students           00          03           09           07           01 

            %           00          15           45           35           05 
 

 

Fig. 28: Learners’ Speech Rate Level in the Post-test  

The results indicate that the highest percentages of speech rate are 45% and 35% for the 

average and poor levels respectively. 3 learners (15%) have good speech rate and only one 
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student (5%) has an unacceptable level. These results prove that ‘the role play activity’ used 

as the treatment is not the most appropriate task to boost speech rate. 

Number and length of pauses 

     Criteria     Excellent        Good    Average         Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students           01          03          07          09          00 

           %           05          15         35          45          00 
 

 

Fig. 29: Learners’ Number and Length of Pauses in the Post-test 

Noticed above, 45% of learners in this group are poor in pausing naturally and 

appropriately i.e. they use frequent lengthy pauses in one utterance and thereby break the 

natural flow of speech. 7 learners (35%), however, exhibit an average level which means that 

the number and the length of pauses appearing in their speech is within the acceptable norms. 

15% of participants are good and 5% are judged to be excellent. It means that learners 

belonging to the first group have an average level concerning using pauses naturally. 
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Ability to Speak Coherently 

     Criteria  Excellent        Good      Average         Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students           00           05           06           08           01 

           %           00           25          30           40           05 
 

 

Fig. 30: Learners’ Ability to Speak Coherently in the Post-test  

According to the results stated above, 45% of learners do not have the ability to speak 

coherently, (40%: poor and 5%: not acceptable). 30% of learners have an average ability in 

speaking coherently and 25% have a high ability in processing words and organizing ideas. 

In comparison to the pre-test, remarkable development has been achieved, from 10% for 

good level in the pre-test to 25% in the post-test and from 15% for the average level to 30%. 

In the pre-test, one of the learners was excellent but s/he was no longer in the post-test. This 

downgrading does not necessarily mean a decrease in his/her actual level; it rather seems to be 

the result of effects, like stress or personal problems, which are generally said to prevent 

concentration. 
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Movements, Gestures and Facial Expressions  

     Criteria     Excellent        Good    Average         Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students           00          00           06          12          02 

           %           00          00          30          60          10 
 

 

Fig. 31: Use of Kinesics in the Post-test 

The results in figure 31 reveal that most of the students fail to use gestures and facial 

expressions naturally and when needed. 30% of the participants have an average level while 

no student is excellent or even good. Vis-à-vis the pre-test, learners’ ability to use body 

language naturally and expressively was worse than the post-test. A slight improvement is 

thus noticed although the general level of this criterion is still under the average.    
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5.5 Results of the Post-test (group 2) 

5.5.1 Scores of the Post-test (group 2) 

      Subjects         Scores       Subjects         Scores 

S 1 

S 2 

S 3 

S 4 

S 5 

S 6 

S 7 

S 8 

S 9 

S 10 

15 

08 

05 

15 

12 

15 

16 

11 

11 

14 

S 11 

S 12 

S 13 

S 14 

S 15 

S 16 

S 17 

S 18 

S 19 

S 20 

15 

15 

08 

11 

10 

11 

10 

10 

13 

12 

Table 6: Scores of the Second Group in the Post-test 

Marks of the post-test of the second group are approximately similar to those of the first 

group; they range between 5 and 16. The marks above the average are between 16 and 11 

whereas the marks under the average are either 5 (one student) or 8 (two students). 
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               Scores Scores below the average Scores above the average 

 Number of students                       03                      17 

                  %                       15                      85 
 

 

Fig. 32: Scores below and above the Average of the Second Group in the Post-test 

The results in figure 32 show that 85% of participants i.e. 17 learners have got marks 

above the average and 3 students (15%) have not reached the average. This is a clear 

indication that the majority of learners in the second group communicate fluently, naturally 

and smoothly admitting that ‘the free discussion activity’ is the most suitable one to enhance 

fluency in speaking.  

5.5.2 Results and Analysis of the Criteria 

Speech rate 

    Criteria     Excellent        Good      Average      Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students           00          08          09           02         01 

           %           00          40          45          10         05 
 

 

Fig. 33: Learners’ Speech Rate Level in the Post-test  
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The results point out that the majority of learners’ speech rate of the second group is 

between average (45%) and good (40%). Only three learners (15%) have poor and not 

acceptable levels in speech rate. These results mean that learners speak naturally without 

making long pauses between syllables and words as a response to the activity being used. 

Since students were given more time to practise the language without being limited by a given 

situation to be performed, they got used, over time, to each other including their teacher and 

can thereby overcome their earlier shyness. Consequently, it seems that the more our students 

under investigation were accustomed to the classroom environment, the better they interacted 

and participated without taking heed of their potential errors. As a matter of fact, committing 

errors can be an opportunity for students to learn as they will be corrected either by the 

teacher or their classmates in the feedback phase at the end of the discussion. Therefore, if 

students’ mind is not preoccupied with how to produce the language correctly and searching 

for the suitable word to be employed, they will definitely thrive and focus on the ideas and 

how to speak spontaneously, fluently and naturally.  

Number and length of pauses 

     Criteria    Excellent        Good      Average      Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students          00          08            07          05          00 

         %          00          40            35          25          00 
 

 

Fig. 34: Learners’ Number and Length of Pauses in the Post-test  
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As shown in the figure 34, the highest percentage in this measure is 40% that goes to 

good level i.e. 8 learners use pauses naturally and appropriately. In other words, they do not 

use lengthy pauses frequently except when in need. 35% have acceptable pauses in their 

speech and 25% exhibit a poor level. No one shows neither an excellent nor an unacceptable 

level. These results indicate that most of the learners (75%) use the foreign language naturally 

which may mean that they have enough vocabulary and confidence in themselves and that 

they use communicative strategies to compensate for their pauses. 

Ability to Speak Coherently 

     Criteria     Excellent    Good      Average         Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students            00         08           08           03          01 

          %            00         40          40           15          05 
 

 

Fig. 35: Learners’ Ability to Speak Coherently in the Post-test  

The results of this criterion suggest that most of second group learners can speak 

coherently; 80% of the competitors divided between good and average levels equally except 

for four learners (20%): three of them (15%) display a poor level and one (5%) demonstrates 

an unacceptable level. Vis-à-vis the pre-test, learners show great developments in regard to 

this criterion. These good results highlight the fact that practice is the core to improve 

coherency in communication and that ‘free discussion’ is the task which helps foreign 

language learners increase it more than other activities. By giving learners more opportunities 
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to practise the language, they can develop the two main skills of coherency, the ability to 

organize ideas and the ability to present them by using appropriate vocabulary and structures. 

Movements, Gestures and Facial Expressions  

     Criteria     Excellent         Good      Average     Poor Not 

acceptable 

Number of students           00           01           05         13           01 

        %           00          05           25         65           05 
 

 

Fig. 36: learners’ use of kinesics in the post-test 

Like the first group, the striking observation is that most learners are poor in using 

kinesics in comparison to their natural use. Vis-à-vis the pre-test, there is an improvement in 

our competitors’ performance: the value of average level slightly increased to 25% instead of 

the earlier 20% and considerably decreased to 40% instead of 65% concerning the poor level 

and to 5% instead of 35% when it comes to the “not acceptable” level. We believe that the 

credit always goes to the effectiveness of the chosen task namely ‘free discussion’ since it 

gives learners the opportunity to communicate naturally by using both verbal and non-verbal 

parameters. 
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5.6 Analysis of the Differences 

         Scores Scores Below the Average Scores Above the Average 

  First Group                     70                     30 

 Second Group                     60                     40 
 

 

Fig. 37: Rates of Marks below and above the Average of both Groups in the Pre-test 

The results of the pre-test in both groups reveal that foreign language learners at Frères 

Mentouri University do not speak fluently. Many reasons are stated for the development of 

this persistent problem like focusing on accuracy by both teachers and learners. However, the 

prime problem that should be taken into consideration is the lack of the practical use of 

efficient classroom activities that can be effective for the limited time devoted to one of the 

main modules in the department of English, oral expression. Since this main condition 

(limited time) that exists at all the Algerian universities that took part in the present study 

cannot be changed; we need to find other solutions like searching for the most effective 

fluency classroom activity that can be fruitful under the prevailing conditions. 
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       Scores Scores below the Average Scores above the Average 

   First Group                     45                    55 

  Second Group                     15                    85 

 

Fig. 38: Rates of Marks below and above the Average of both Groups in the Post-test 

The results reported in the above figure reveal that learners’ fluency improved in the 

second group more than the first group. The difference between scores below and above the 

average in the second group is 70%, whereas the difference in the first group is only 10%. 

These results point out the fact that ‘free discussion’ is the best technique used to enhance 

foreign language learners’ fluency in speaking during a limited period of time. 

Speech rate 

     Options    Excellent         Good      Average         Poor         Not 

acceptable 

First Group             0            15             45            35            5 

Second Group             0            40             45            10            5 
 

 

Fig. 39: Differences of Speech Rate Percentages between both Groups 
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In comparison with the first group, the second one is seen to be better. 40% of the 

learners in the second group have good level and 5% show unacceptable speech rate level. In 

contradistinction, 15% of competitors in the first group show a good level and 35% have a 

rather poor level. Both groups have a similar percentage (45%) regarding the average level. 

Vis-à-vis the pre-test, we find that the group that incorporated ‘free discussion’ in their 

treatment shows a noticeable improvement of speech rate more than the first one which 

adopted ’role play’. Thus, this is a clear indication that ‘free discussion’ is the best technique 

used to enhance speech rate, one of the most important speaking fluency aspects.  

Number and length of pauses 

     Options Excellent Good      Average          Poor           Not 

acceptable 

 First Group             5            15            35           45              0 

 Second Group             0            40            35           25              0 
 

 

Fig. 40: Differences of the Number and Length of Pauses Rates between both Groups in 

the Post-test 

In contrast with the first group in which the highest percentage (45%) goes to the poor 

level in this criterion, the second group’ highest rate (40%) is devoted to good level although 

the only excellent student belongs to the first group. Similar to the first criterion, even though 

both groups show improvement in comparison with the pre-test, the development of the 
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second group seems to be more plausible. Yet, ‘free discussion’ is better than ‘role-play’ in 

the improvement of the use of natural pauses in communication.   

Ability to Speak Coherently 

     Options   Excellent        Good      Average         Poor         Not 

acceptable 

   First Group            0            25            30            40             5 

 Second Group            0            40            40            15             5 
 

 

Fig. 41: Ability to Speak Coherently  

As noticed in figure 41, 40% of learners in the second group are good at organizing 

their ideas logically and using appropriate vocabulary and structures and 40% of them are 

rather average. However, 25% of competitors are good in the first group and 40% of them do 

not possess this ability. These results point out that free discussion can play an important role 

to improve fluency.   
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Movement, Gestures and Facial Expressions  

       Options   Excellent         Good       Average         Poor         Not 

acceptable 

     First Group            0             0           30           60          10 

 Second Group           0             5           25           65           5 
 

 

Fig. 42: Use of Kinesics Rates 

The results in figure 42 reveal that the percentages of both groups in the post-test are 

approximately the same with the five options (not exceeding 5%). Although the results are 

below the average, they indicate that learners in both groups start using this kind of strategies 

when communicating in the foreign language. Moreover, both tasks play a great role in 

improving this strategy of communication.  

5.7 General Discussion of the Results 
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            Scores                         First Group 

                         (Role Play) 

                 Second Group 

                 (Free Discussion) 

 Scores below the           

Average 

45 % 15 % 

Scores above the 

Average  

55 % 85 % 
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Speech Rate 00% 15% 45% 35% 05% 00% 40% 45% 10% 05% 

Number and Length 

of Pauses 

05% 15% 35% 45% 00% 00% 40% 35% 25% 00% 

Ability to Speak 

coherently 

00% 25% 30% 40% 05% 00% 40% 40% 15% 05% 

Movements, 

Gestures and Facial 

Expressions 

00%     00% 30% 60% 10% 00% 05% 25% 65% 05% 

Table 7: Differences between the two Groups after the Post-test  

It is often claimed that communicative-based activities are the best ones to enhance 

fluency and the other parts of the speaking skill such as grammar and pronunciation. On the 

basis of the students’ test results, however, ‘free discussion’ is suggested to be the most 

effective fluency communicative classroom activity in comparison with other tasks which 

have the same nature and share similar objectives with ‘role play’. Indeed, we have observed 

many differences between these two tasks when being implemented in the syllabus of the two 

groups for 15 weeks. 
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As noticed in Table 7, the second group which adopted ‘free discussion’ shows a 

noticeable improvement more than the other one. Learners of the second group were given 

more time to practise the language since the amount of speech given for each learner was not 

limited. Each learner had the opportunity to express his/her ideas whenever s/he wanted; s/he 

can interrupt others if s/he felt that the other person’s opinion was not good or against her/his 

beliefs. This kind of activities helps learners speak naturally and spontaneously like in 

everyday life. Moreover, even when learners were given handouts to read for the purpose of 

preparation, their discussion was seemingly natural because they can switch from one topic to 

another smoothly. 

Contrastively, participants in the first group were given a limited time to speak; they 

were asked to play specific roles in subgroups which should be performed in no more than 15 

minutes. In order to present these performances, they needed time for preparation; for that 

they were allotted about one session (one hour and a half) to prepare the roles. They were 

given time to understand the topic and discuss it with the teacher and the members of the 

subgroup. In the second session, learners presented the dialogues. Although this session was 

set to the presentations, learners did not have much time to practise the language naturally 

since they did not have the opportunity to interrupt each other except within the subgroup 

while performing their roles. Learners of the first group were not completely free since they 

were guided by the dialogues they wrote in the first session (the preparation session) and the 

turns they take. As a way of illustration, Ellis (2008, P.790) states that: 

Classroom researchers frequently highlight the differences between turn-taking in 

natural and classroom settings. McHoul (1978), for instance, showed that in the latter 

there is a strict allocation of turns in order to cope with potential transition and 

distribution problems and that who speaks to whom at what time is firmly controlled. 
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As a result there is less turn-by-turn negotiation and competition, and individual student 

initiatives are discouraged. 

Hence, these conditions made the speech of first group students sound unnatural and not 

spontaneous even if they did not learn by heart the conversations they wrote. 

Conclusion 

 Being proficient in speaking foreign languages means to use that language fluently 

naturally and confidently. Although fluency in speaking is the most demanding task which 

needs effective activities and specific conditions, it is not impossible to be attained. This 

chapter examines which of the speaking fluency activities that have been proposed by 

teachers (free discussion and role play) is the most effective one to be acquired in a limited 

time. To ascertain which of these activities is the most effective one, we experimented these 

two tasks with two different groups. 

 From the results discussed in this chapter, the huge difference between the two groups 

indicates that ‘free discussion’ is the best fluency classroom task that can develop all speaking 

fluency aspects. The competitors of the second group seem to become proficient enough at the 

post-test and they pay increasing attention to the content of their speech and more effort is 

made to select appropriate paralinguistic features to fill in for their pauses to decrease 

unnatural hesitations. Thus, in comparison to ‘role play’ that indeed can develop fluency 

through long time and intensive practice, ‘free discussion’ can achieve the same result in a 

relatively shorter period of time. 

 Hence, if fluency in speaking means pausing less often, organizing ideas logically, and 

using paralinguistic characteristics appropriately, ‘free discussion’ is really the activity which 

enhances it by giving more opportunities for learners to practise the language. This entails 
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first that fluency development is a long and complex process in which large amount of 

practice should be involved and second that ‘free discussion’, the task based on intensive 

practice, is the appropriate activity that should be applied to improve fluency rapidly in a 

short period of time. 
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Chapter 6: Pedagogical Implications and Recommendations 

Introduction 

This chapter entitled ‘Pedagogical Implications and Recommendations’ is the outcome 

of the research. It presents the foremost findings that are arrived by this thesis. After 

summarising the results of the research, some suggestions will be proposed.   

6.1 Pedagogical Implications 

As already stated throughout this research, its fundamental concern is the achievement 

of speaking fluency in foreign language courses and the identification of the most effective 

classroom activity is likely to give better chances to second year university students of 

English to practise the language. Oral expression teachers should take into consideration 

many factors that may influence their learners’ performances such as the amount of time 

devoted to this module as well as the drives that may motivate learners and satisfy their needs. 

6.1.1 Speaking fluency and its Development 

Present study indicates that speaking fluency does not necessarily mean only speaking 

spontaneously in such a way where the speaker should use the language correctly without 

stopping, pausing and hesitating. Hartmann and Stork (1976) state that:  

A person is said to be a fluent speaker of a language when he can use its structures 

accurately whilst concentrating on content rather than form, using the units and patterns 

automatically at normal conversational speed when they are needed (p. 86). 

Richards, Platt, and Weber (1985, p. 108) go further and add other features that might "give 

speech the qualities of being natural and normal, including native-like use of pausing, rhythm, 
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intonation, stress, rate of speaking, and use of interjections and interruptions". Accordingly, 

speaking fluently means using both verbal and non-verbal skills naturally in real contexts by 

giving attention to the message more than to the form, without ignoring the importance of 

accuracy (grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation). It stands to reason that people do not 

communicate in a mono-tone fashion; they speak through using words and structures, raise 

and fall their intonation and speed up or slow down their speech rate (they can use normal 

speech rate, slower-than-normal or faster-than-normal). This is automatically accompanied by 

body language.  

Literature in the field of the speaking skill admits that many activities, such as drills, 

free discussion, role play are used to develop fluency that is regarded as one of the most 

problematic attributes of speaking. The results obtained from the teachers’ questionnaire and 

the students’ test; however, suggest that if all fluency activities, which are planned out for 

decades, are effective, they are not efficient with all conditions like the differences existing 

between learners (their levels, abilities and personalities) and the limited time given to this 

module.  

Free discussion is the activity which is largely found as the best task to improve the 

speaking skill and fluency with most prevailing conditions like the limited time provided to 

oral expression and all kinds of learners, whether shy or confident. This research proves that 

the use of free discussion does not improve merely the excellent and confident learners 

practice in the classroom. It helps teachers minimize other features that block students’ 

participation and result in disfluency like shyness and fear.  
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6.1.2 The Role of the Teacher in the Free Discussion Activity 

Despite the fact that learning how to speak confidently is a natural result of a direct 

contact with the language i.e. learning speaking by speaking, foreign language learners, to 

some extent, need to be guided by the teacher provided that they do not have other 

opportunities to practise their language beyond the classroom settings. Teachers then have 

more roles in the classroom, but the major and the difficult one is motivating learners. The 

teacher is the person who can improve learners’ desire to learn a language effectively, and 

break down all sorts of tension and barriers to participate. 

Undoubtedly, motivating foreign language learners is not an easy task especially if the 

learner is less confident. Two strategies that can be applied by teachers to increase their 

positive desire of learning are suggested by burden (2000): ‘bringing the lesson’ to the student 

and ‘bringing the student to the lesson’. The former “can be done by providing opportunities 

for students to learn and by enhancing the interest value of the learning for students” (burden, 

2000, P. 21) while the latter “can be done by requiring students to think about and use the 

material and by supporting their effort to do so” (burden, 2000, P. 23). To apply the first 

strategy in fluency-based classroom, teachers choose topics of their students’ interest. The 

majority of learners like to discuss topics that have a direct relation to their issues. 

Giving learners this opportunity is another feature that enhances motivation. 

Discussing issues of this nature helps them practise the language the way they like. Ushioda 

(2011) suggests that learners can improve their learning process through ‘speaking 

themselves’ by specifying: 

By enabling students to ‘speak themselves’ in the target language, with their 

preferred transportable identities, as they negotiate, struggle, participate, share ideas 
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and experiences and evaluate these, classroom practices that promote autonomy are 

likely to contribute to socializing and consolidating adaptive values, identities and 

motivational trajectories in term of how students relate to the target language and 

use it to develop and express themselves. Such classroom practices contrast sharply 

with those that seek to regulate students’ language learning and language use 

behaviours in a controlled way (P. 22). 

In order to increase the degree of participation and interest in the classroom among 

learners, the latter should not feel obliged to say what the teacher wants them to say. They 

need to give their viewpoints even if they are against the teacher’s thoughts. In addition to 

that, they should not be limited by one topic a time; they can switch from the original topic to 

others which may have relation to the original. In so doing, learners are given the chance to 

organize their lessons by themselves. In this way, it can be said that learners are brought to the 

lesson.   

We often speak of motivating learners in the classroom by providing contexts that 

drive them to participate. The nature of the teacher’s role in the classroom is one of the things 

that may create this environment. However, teachers still consider themselves as the power in 

the classroom i.e. they still have a control over the students and the way they are learning. 

Teachers need to change this kind of attitude which prevents learners from being motivated 

and creative. This old concept fades away with the appearance of the communicative 

language teaching. This can be reached if the teacher seeks to aid his/her students by 

spreading a positive environment which can be achieved by being a co-communicator instead 

of being the boss, “This way the teacher steps out of her/his didactic role to be a ‘human 

among humans’ (Littlewood, 1981, P. 94). This positive atmosphere helps learners interact 

independently which develops their motivation.  
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Over correction is another feature that teachers who focus their instruction on fluency 

should not use. Teachers should not correct every slight mistake unless if it may break the 

overall meaning of the point s/he is discussing. Over correction and interruption reduce 

learners’ interest and thereby participation in the classroom given the fact that one of the 

conditions for fluency development is the focus on message and communication rather than 

correctness.  

6.1.3 The Role of Free Discussion in Learners’ Motivation and Learning 

The literature has often cited difficulties in motivating learners to participate in the 

classroom. However, free discussion is the most active task which can be applied to increase 

the amount of practice in the classroom. It minimizes learners’ fears of speaking in front of 

the teacher. Free discussion is one of the best activities in which cooperative learning can take 

place. In it, the teacher is not seen as the source of authority, the person who can oblige 

learners to speak about some specific topics. Its application gives the teacher another role, a 

co-communicator, which is different from being a guide. This new role that the teacher may 

take helps learners feel at ease as if they are speaking with a friend who shares her/his ideas 

and opinions with them. 

Free discussion promotes a social environment in the classroom. Interacting with each 

other gives learners the opportunity to use the language naturally. Like in everyday life 

communication, learners in the classroom have the opportunity to move from one topic to 

another smoothly in order not to get bored. Switching from one topic to another increases 

learners’ participation since in each moment of the session, they have new ideas and opinions 

to share and discuss with each other. This kind of environment helps learners not to think a lot 

about the language that should be used or about the level of each other, but they think more 
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about their viewpoints and how to prove them. Moreover, the use of free discussion gives 

learners more time to practise the language. Learners can speak and interrupt each other in 

any time they want to and not given turns to speak in a limited time.  

By implementing this technique in foreign language classrooms, learners will speak 

automatically without giving reasons which prevent them from participation since they do not 

feel obliged. Free discussion pushes learners to speak in front of their teacher and classmates 

to defend their opinions especially if the chosen topics discuss their problems or are topics of 

their interest. Even if at the beginning of their course, free discussion seems not to be 

acceptable from learners’ part, because it is the task which is going to break down the walls 

that are built around them in order not to make others laugh at them. This idea may change by 

time as each time the learner tries to speak, even by uttering few words which are put in 

unstructured utterances, s/he feels that s/he can speak and express herself/himself. This step, 

which the learner takes alone without being totally obliged, drives her/him to participate in 

each session. Therefore, this task does not change learners’ personalities to be active and 

talkative, but it changes their beliefs about themselves. 

6.2 Recommendations 

The latest approaches towards teaching/learning foreign languages are based on face-to-

face interaction to boost fluency. The latter is considered as the most difficult element to be 

taught and learned in all language skills since it requires great efforts from both teachers and 

learners. This demanding feature needs a special activity that provides students with more 

opportunities to practise the language beyond the word level and classroom context as well as 

providing a specific environment to motivate learners to participate in the classroom. 
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It is always observed that oral expression sessions, especially at our universities for the 

prevailing specific conditions, are not enough to improve proficiency in speaking. Learners 

always need extracurricular in order to speak the foreign language naturally and even 

accurately. However, this idea can be changed by searching for new solutions like selecting 

the most effective classroom activities which can help all kinds of learners improve the 

amount of practice in the classroom to become increasingly independent and confident. Oral 

expression teachers then need to take into consideration their actual case and their students’ 

needs, they should select the task that accommodate the class time constrains and the size of 

the group. 

This thesis is a message to oral expression teachers and researchers who are interested 

in the development of fluency and communication. The application of free discussion goes 

with the LMD system that aims at helping both teachers and learners develop proficiency in 

the foreign language.  

It gives a new definition to fluency that is different from simply speaking accurately. 

This research puts the language into context by adding communicative strategies that 

characterize native speakers’ speech yet disregarded by oral expression teachers since they are 

seen as non-fluency aspects. The main examples of these aspects are paralinguistic features 

(e.g. intonation) and body language (e.g. gestures and facial expressions) in addition to the 

temporal variables like speech rate, articulation length and pause length and hesitation 

phenomena such as filled pauses and repetition. 

Understanding learners’ personalities and searching for the appropriate way to help 

them participate in the classroom through using free discussion is another important 

recommendation. Generally speaking, foreign language learners do not accept free discussion 
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as a technique to develop their speaking skill since they consider it as an activity that triggers 

embarrassment. In order to solve this problem, the teacher should: 

- provide contexts that motivate students by acting as a co-communicator instead of 

being the guide.  

- not correct every mistake. 

- concentrate on the meaning more than the form without ignoring it. 

- choose interesting and known topics that can be discussed easily. 

- give learners handouts to provide them with some information about the topics to 

learn some expressions and structures  in order not to think about what to say. 

- make them feel more confident by providing a positive feedback. 

- not limit them by giving the chance to switch from one topic to another. 

Most of the speaking skills, especially fluency cannot be truly taught, learning how to 

speak a foreign language naturally is primarily related to practising the language. Oral fluency 

learning is mainly a matter of practice and not a matter of teaching. Free discussion is the 

activity which helps teachers encourage their learners to speak more often by communicating 

with them and discussing some known topics which include their problems. It is not 

characterized just as an active way of learning but it minimizes learners’ fears of speaking in 

front of the teacher who is always seen as a source of inhibition. Free discussion is one of the 

best activities in which cooperative learning takes place. In it, the teacher is not seen as the 

source of authority, the person who can oblige learners to speak about some specific topics by 

using some specific expressions without making mistakes.  
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Conclusion 

In the enhancement of speaking fluency in foreign languages, it is necessary to apply 

the most effective and appropriate classroom activity. The findings of this research show that 

it is fundamental to have second year oral expression teachers at Algerian universities using 

‘free discussion’ as the most successful classroom fluency activity. It is the activity that 

facilitates practice in the speaking classes, motivates students to participate and improves a 

more natural language in a limited period of time.    
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General Conclusion 

Teachers of second and foreign languages especially oral expression ones are always 

complaining about the level of learners. They notice that students do not use the language 

confidently and smoothly. Basically, this research intends to scrutinize the problem of 

achieving fluency in oral expression classes in order to find out the appropriate solution to 

enhance this convoluted aspect of speaking which is taught and guided by non-native 

teachers. This thesis is divided into two parts, the literature review that is divided into three 

main chapters presents a theoretical work related to speaking and fluency. The second part is 

split into two main practical chapters: a questionnaire and an experiment in addition to 

pedagogical implications and recommendations.    

 The first part, the theoretical one, displays different points about the speaking skill and 

fluency as an indispensible component of it. It includes three chapters; the first one introduces 

the speaking skill: its definition, its history, its acquisition as a first language and how to be 

taught and learned as a second or a foreign language. The second chapter discusses its 

assessment; it covers the main methods and techniques used to evaluate the speaking skill. 

The last chapter of this part introduces principle issues about fluency. What is fluency, the 

main reasons that make it difficult to be learned and taught and how to teach and learn it are 

the main concepts that are developed in this chapter.  

 The second part of this thesis is designed to outline the most influential problem and 

undersee the main solution to increase fluency in speaking. This practical part is divided into 

three principal chapters: the teachers’ questionnaire, the students’ test and pedagogical 

implications and recommendations. The first chapter investigates the points of view of second 

year oral expression teachers about fluency and the most helpful activities. The second 
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chapter, the students’ test, examines what of the speaking fluency activities is the most 

valuable one. The third chapter, pedagogical implications and recommendations, summarizes 

the main results of the study.   

 The outcome of the literature review maintains that intensive practice and self-

confidence are considered as the fundamental interrelated factors to enhance fluency in 

speaking. Researchers in the field argue that without thorough practice, learners’ chances of 

success in being fluent and natural in speaking are limited. However, learners without having 

enough confidence on themselves and their capacities cannot participate in the classroom 

which decreases their opportunities to practise the language and thereby being fluent.  

 The results that have been taken from the practical part authenticate the outcomes of the 

previous part by accommodating that in order to develop this recondite character, second and 

foreign language learners need to seize every opportunity that can be found for speaking. In 

order to attain this objective, learners especially introvert ones, as a first step, should develop 

a blind self-confidence that is always considered as the primordial obstacle that prevents 

students from participation. In order to improve these two elements, teachers should select the 

most appropriate and perfect activity. 

 The results of both parts of the research, literature and practice, consent that free 

discussion is the most effective speaking activity that can enhance fluency which includes 

many complicated features that are not based on pre-conventional guidelines. Free discussion 

is considered as the best classroom fluency activity because it gives learners the opportunity 

to practise the language intensively in a limited time without being controlled by opinions or 

by the language used. Accordingly, the outcomes of the study that have been achieved 
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provide support to the hypothesis that the identification of the most appropriate and effective 

activity is the best solution to enhance fluency easily.          

In conclusion, we can say that to improve foreign language proficiency, teachers should 

select and apply the most effective and appropriate fluency activity. The most effective 

activity, generally, is the activity which can be adapted to the nature and the conditions of the 

classrooms. Free discussion is found as the best task which can develop all aspects of the 

speaking skill especially fluency which seems the most challenging feature in the double 

processes; teaching and learning. Free discussion provides learners with practice which is 

considered as the main way to acquire all language elements.      
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 ملخص

اللغة اإلنجليزية ا البحث يتطرق إلى اإلشكالية المتعلقة بتدريس و تعلم التحكم في الكالم بطالقة بالنسبة للطلبة ذإن ه         

ا التحكم يعد المادة التعليمية األصعب للتدريس و التعلم ذها الميدان تدل على أن ذالسنة الثانية ليسانس  والوثائق الخاصة به

ه الحالة في أغلب األحيان عدة ذكلغة أجنبية أين يواجه الطلبة في هه اللغة تدرس ذعندما تكون ه اسواء خصوصعلى حد 

تهم في التعبير عن أفكارهم                                           رعوامل منها اللغوية والنفسية والمعرفية التي تحرف عادة قد  

كم في الكالم بطالقة ال يمتثل إلى قواعد محددة سلفا ورغم أن حفإن التللغة المكتوبة  على عكس ما هو بالنسبة          

ا الشأن ذصعوبات في هالطلبة يستفيدون من عدة نشاطات خاصة قصد تمكينهم من الكالم بسالسة إال أنهم يجدون عادة 

                                                                                     ا األخير من وقت وممارسة مكثفة .ذيتطلبه ه نظرا لما

 ،ا التحكمذمن ه ا البحث يهدف إلى إبراز التعريف و التطبيق للنشاط األنجع لتمكين طلبة اللغة اإلنجليزيةذإن ه          

اللغة اإلنجليزية لتحديد أحسن التمارين المقترحة  ألساتذةموجه  استبيانو المتمثلتين في وسيلتي بحث  استعمال ارتأيناا ذوله

                                    .أنجعهما  اختياربغية  االقتراحينأحسن  الختبارفحص موجه للطلبة وا الغرض ذمن طرفهم له

إلى حد كبير  يمكن الطلبة من تقليص خجلهم الذيإن النتائج المتحصل عليها تدل على أن التعبير الحر هو النشاط           

                                                                                             ورفع نسبة مشاركتهم في القسم إلى درجة عالية.

 

                                                                                                                              



Résumé  

La présente recherche intitulée ‘Improving Students’ Speaking Fluency through 

Communicative-based Activities: The Case Study of Second Year Students of English at 

Frères Mentouri University” traite du problème inhérent à l’enseignement et à l’apprentissage 

de la maitrise de la langue parlée aux étudiants de la langue Anglaise en 2ème année de 

licence. La littérature relative à ce domaine montre que cette maitrise est le savoir le plus 

difficile à enseigner et à apprendre, particulièrement quand l’Anglais est étudié en tant que 

langue étrangère où les étudiants font face, le plus souvent, à plusieurs facteurs d’ordre 

linguistique, psychologique et cognitif qui faussent généralement leur faculté d’exprimer leurs 

pensées.   

Contrairement à l’écrit, la maitrise de la langue parlée n’obéit pas à des règles 

préétablies bien que les apprenants bénéficient de nombreuses activités pour améliorer leur 

capacité de parler couramment. Les étudiants éprouvent, régulièrement, des difficultés en la 

matière puisque la maitrise en question exige du temps et une pratique intensive. 

La présente recherche a pour but de mettre en évidence l’indentification ainsi que la 

mise en pratique de l’activité la plus efficace pour amener les étudiants de la langue anglaise à 

s’exprimer couramment. 

 A cet effet, deux outils méthodologiques ont été utilisés : un questionnaire renseigné 

par les enseignants de la langue anglaise afin  d’identifier les meilleures activités proposées 

par eux pour permettre aux étudiants de parler l’Anglais avec fluidité, et un test destiné aux 

étudiants mettant en pratique les deux meilleures suggestions afin de choisir la plus efficace 

d’entre elles. 



Les résultats obtenus révèlent que ‘la discussion libre’ est l’activité la plus efficace qui 

aide les étudiants à minimiser la timidité et maximiser leur participation en classe.           
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Appendix1: Topics of Discussion 

Topic One: Superstition 

Group One: Role Play 

The play is a discussion between friends who meet each other at a fast food. These friends 

have different points of view about superstition, some of them do believe in it and others do 

not. 

Group Two: Free Discussion 

Superstition is one of the beliefs that are not based on reasons or scientific knowledge. What 

is it? Do you believe in it? And what are the common signs of it?  

                                                    

Topic Two: Witchcraft 

Group One: Role Play 

After discussing the topic together, the students prepare a TV interview. 

Step One: The students are divided into subgroups of three. One student represents the 

reporter, the second one characterizes the religious man (imam) who gives the point of view 

of religion and the other one prepares the role of a person who thinks that witchcraft is part 

of religion.  

Step Two: The final step can be a debate between the interviewees based on arguments 

under the direction of the interviewer. 

                                                    

Group Two: Free discussion 



After thinking about the topic, learners are asked to discuss the problem of witchcraft if it 

still considered as a part of religion and whether people nowadays still regard it as a kind of 

medicine and can replace it.   

 

Topic Three: Horoscope 

Group One: Role Play 

After reading a passage about horoscope and the main signs of it, the students present a 

talking show. The group is divided into subgroups of three or four; each student plays 

herself/himself by giving his/her points of view about the topic and discuss the debatable 

issues. 

Group Two: Free Discussion 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students are asked to discuss whether zodiac 

predicts our personalities and future or not.  

 

Topic Four: Generation Gap 

Group One: Role Play 

After discussing the topic together, the class is divided into subgroups. Each subgroup 

chooses a relation where they may find the problem of generation gap like in father son 

relationship or teacher student relationship and play it.  

 

Group Two: Free discussion 

After thinking of the topic and discussing it in small groups, the whole class discusses the 



problem of generation gap they face with their teachers, parents, grandparents, etc.  

 

Topic Five: Jealousy among siblings 

Group One: Role Play 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students prepare a conversation through phone. 

The students are divided into pairs. Each pair acts a telephone conversation in front of the 

group. Each student of the pairs is suffering from his or her sibling who is jealous. 

Group Two: Free Discussion 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students discuss the problem of jealousy among 

siblings and share each others’ experiences. 

                                                           

Topic Six: Homelessness 

Group One: Role Play 

After discussing the topic into subgroups, the learners decide on the roles that should be 

presented.    

Group Two: Free Discussion 

Homelessness is one of the problems that face societies. What are the main reasons that lead 

to it, its consequences? And how we can minimize it?   

 

 

 

 



Topic Seven: Woman Emancipation 

Group One: Role Play 

After discussing the topic, the students prepare a TV interview by going through the 

following steps: 

Step One: The students are divided into small groups of three. One learner prepares the role 

of the interviewer (reporter) and writes down the questions that will be asked. The other 

members of each subgroup represent the two different views to make a kind of agreement 

and disagreement. 

 Step Two: the final step can be a debate between the interviewees on the basis of the 

interviewer’s questions. 

Group Two: Free Discussion 

After thinking of the topic, the students discuss the problem of woman rights and the 

difference between her rights in the past and now. 

 

Topic Eight: Violence at Schools 

Group One: Role Play 

The class is divided into small groups. The students prepare the roles of teachers who arrange 

a meeting to discuss the problem of violence at schools. The teachers do not have the same 

points of view because some of them regard that not only the students who are violent.    

 

Group Two: Free Discussion 

After reading a passage about the topic, the learners are asked to discuss the problem from 

different directions. 



Topic Nine: Discrimination at schools 

Group One: Role Play 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students prepare a controversy in schools by 

going through the following steps: 

Step One: The group is divided into subgroups of five or six students to represent parents, 

teachers, headmaster and students.   

Step Two: One or two students of each subgroup prepare(s) arguments that parents might 

put forward, one or two other students represent(s) the teachers, one or two students think(s) 

of the point of view of the pupils concerned and the remain student represents the director of 

the school who guides the meeting. 

Step Three: The groups arrange a panel discussion.   

Group Two: Free Discussion 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students discuss the problem of unfairness at 

Algerian schools. 

 

Topic Ten: Gender Gaps on the Brain 

Group One: Role play 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students make a radio programme. The class is 

divided into small groups of four or five students. The end product should be a radio 

programme consisting interviews between a reporter, a psychologist and callers to discuss the 

differences exist between man and woman on the basis of the handouts given to them 

separated by music.  

                                                      



Group Two: Free discussion 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students discuss the differences of intelligence 

between man and woman to decide who is smarter.  

 

Topic Eleven: Big Questions Facing 

Modern Medical Science 

Group One: Role Play 

After reading a passage about the topic, the students prepare a doctor/patient conversation by 

going through the following steps: 

Step One: The group is divided into pairs or subgroups of three students, one student 

represents the role of the doctor who works on the questions that should be asked and the 

remaining participant(s) prepare(s) the character of the patient.  

Step Two: The final play is a conversation between a doctor and his/her patient. 

Group Two: Free Discussion 

After reading a passage that discusses modern medicine nowadays, the learners discuss the 

new problems that face this area and whether they achieve the main set goals.  

 

Topic Twelve: Job interview 

Group one: Role play 

After discussing the topic, the students go through the following steps: 

Step One: The class is divided into small groups of four or five students. Two students of 

each group stand for the interviewers who work out the questions that they would like to ask 



each applicant. The remaining students who represent the interviewees (applicants) prepare 

the answers.    

Step Two: Each group presents its work and after answering all the suggested questions, the 

interviewers come together to report on the interviews they have conducted. Then, they 

decide which applicant to accept.   

                                                  Group two: Free discussion  

After thinking about the topic, the students discuss the problem of job interviews in Algeria 

and try to get the difference between them and the standard. 

 

Topic Thirteen: Happiness 

Group One: Role Play 

After small discussion to find the main definitions of happiness and how to show it, learners 

are divided into subgroups. Each group is asked to think about a situation in which they 

present the topic without being obliged to play specific roles.  

Group Two: Free Discussion 

Being happy is one of the hardest feelings people can reach. What is it, is it money or love? 

And how we get to it? 

 

                                                        

 

 

 



Topic Fourteen: How to know that 

someone is telling a lie? 

Group One: Role Play 

After reading the passage and discussing the topic, in small groups, learners are asked to 

decide who lies the most and present the roles.  

Group Two: Free Discussion 

After reading the passage, the learners discuss the problem of leasing; whether it is forbidden 

or not, the reasons behind it, how to detect it and the most helpful solutions to minimize it.  
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Violence at Schools 

If you watch news channels quite often, then it is sure you must have heard a lot about school 

violence. There have been quite a lot relating to this problem in news. It is shocking to hear about 

incidents of cyberbullying, killing, injuring or rape attempts in schools. But what is the reason behind 

such incidences? Why they are increasing day by day? 

The answer to above question lies with the people who are living around the students. They include 

parents, school friends, teachers and society at large. Today the environment in which they are living 

is more or large such environment that is promoting violence. Either it is the case of violent movies 

where a hero is killing 10 bad people to save his friend or a video game where you get points for 

killing other people; all such things are making a student violent. Not just that, the culprits are even 

the parents who think their responsibility is just limited to sending kids to schools and not more.  

Actually today because of increased costs of living, it is to some extent necessary for both father and 

mother to do any sort of job to earn living. They both devote much of their time in their work and as a 

result the child is left alone to do what ever he wants to do. At times of need, he finds no one with 

him and as a result he tries to solve the problem by his own. As the small brain of children is not that 

much developed to take serious decision, in most of the cases the decision taken by them proves to be 

wrong.  

Other than parents, school teachers and other staff members are also closely related to the children. 

After parents they are the ones who are with children for a longer period of time. This increases their 

responsibility as well. But the problem is most of the school teachers and other staff members are just 

concerned with making money. For them students are just clients who are bringing money for them. 

With such approach they don’t care for them and that is the reason why unfortunately the incidents of 

school violence are on verge of hike. 

 If the incidents of school violence are stopped then it is very important to do all to support a child. It 

is so because the child resorts to violence only when he is unable to find support from anywhere. The 

parents are required to devote some time with their kids. They should listen to their problems and 

must offer the best solutions as well. They must give them the feeling that they are there to support 

them at times of need and so they are just required to study and nothing else. 

On the part of school teachers and administration it is important to treat students as students and not 

as clients. They should pay attention on individual students to the extent that is possible and must 

guide them at times of need. They should try to understand the psychology of students and must offer 

them the direct direction. By these ways this problem can be solved easily. 

Things You Can Do to Prevent Violence in Your School Community  

1. Talk to Your Children 

Keeping the lines of communication open with your children and teens is an important step to 

keeping involved in their schoolwork, friends, and activities. Ask open-ended questions and use 

phrases such as "tell me more" and "what do you think?" Phrases like these show your children that 

you are listening and that you want to hear more about their opinions, ideas, and how they view the 

world. Start important discussions with your children—about violence, smoking, drugs, sex, drinking, 

death—even if the topics are difficult or embarrassing. Don't wait for your children or teens to come 

to you. 

2. Set Clear Rules and Limits for Your Children 

Children need clearly defined rules and limits set for them so that they know what is expected of them 

and the consequences for not complying. When setting family rules and limits, be sure children 

understand the purpose behind the rules and be consistent in enforcing them. 

Discipline is more effective if children have been involved in establishing the rules and, oftentimes, 



in deciding the consequences. Remember to be fair and flexible—as your children grow older, they 

become ready for expanded rights and changes in rules and limits. Show your children through your 

actions how to adhere to rules and regulations, be responsible, have empathy toward others, control 

anger, and manage stress.  

3. Know the Warning Signs 

Knowing what's normal behavior for your son or daughter can help you recognize even small changes 

in behavior and give you an early warning that something is troubling your child. Sudden changes—

from subtle to dramatic—should alert parents to potential problems. These could include withdrawal 

from friends, decline in grades, abruptly quitting sports or clubs the child had previously enjoyed, 

sleep disruptions, eating problems, evasiveness, lying, and chronic physical complaints (stomachache 

or headaches). 

4. Don't Be Afraid to Parent; Know When to Intervene 

Parents need to step in and intervene when children exhibit behavior or attitudes that could potentially 

harm them or others. And you don't have to deal with problems alone—the most effective 

interventions have parent, school, and health professionals working together to provide on-going 

monitoring and support. 

5. Stay Involved in Your Child's School 

Show your children you believe education is important and that you want your children to do their 

best in school by being involved in their education. Get to know your child's teachers and help them 

get to know you and your child. Communicate with your child's teachers throughout the school year, 

not just when problems arise. Stay informed of school events, class projects, and homework 

assignments. Attend all parent orientation activities and parent-teacher conferences. Volunteer to 

assist with school functions and join your local PTA. Help your children seek a balance between 

schoolwork and outside activities. Parents also need to support school rules and goals. 

6. Know How to Deal With the Media in a Crisis 

Good public relations and media relations start with understanding how the media works and what 

they expect from organization's that issue press releases, hold press conferences, and distribute media 

kits. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Jealousy in Kids & Children 

 

 

Just like adults, children can experience and act out feelings of jealousy that can often be 

painful for them and other family members. Often parents' first reaction is to scold or shame 

the child, but this often makes the situation worse. Helping a child deal effectively with 

jealousy at a young age can help him deal with similar feelings he may experience in 

adulthood. 

Types 

Children experience jealousy for a number of reasons, involving everything from a new baby 

to their mother's new boyfriend to good old sibling rivalry. Some children have a more jealous 

nature than others and will be prone to comparing what she receives--material things, 

attention from parents, good grades--to what her sibling receives. In the case of a new baby, 

the child that was once the baby of the family now feels replaced, ignored or unloved, and 

feels jealous toward the new baby, who is receiving all the attention. Some children can 

become very attached to their parents and feel threatened when a new friend or romantic 

partner enters their mother's or father's life. 

Symptoms 

Jealousy in children manifests itself in a range of bad behaviors. According to Dr. Spock, 

some children may become aggressive, acting out violently against a new baby, for example. 

Other children may act "naughty," doing things they know will make you angry on purpose to 

get your attention. Some children may become overly affectionate toward the object of their 

jealousy, making everything about the new baby, for example. Overt affection such as this is 

just another coping mechanism for the emotions the child is feeling. Lastly, a child may turn 

inward to deal with his jealousy, becoming "mopey" and detached. 

Dealing With Jealousy 

. Here are five tips for managing jealousy and bringing harmony into home life. 

 

TIP ONE: Treat each child as a unique person instead of equals. Parents often think 

siblings need to be treated exactly the same. However, when parents try to give the exact 

same amount of love, time and attention, kids become suspicion instead of satisfied. A child 

may wonder, "Did I really get as good a present as my sister?" Or he may complain, "Mark 

always gets to sit on the big couch." It's better to think in terms of treating siblings as 

individuals rather than equals. 

 



Appendix 3: Teachers’ Questionnaire 

          This is a questionnaire for a doctorate research. We would be thankful if you could fill 

in the following questionnaire. It will certainly enlighten us knowing your attitudes towards 

the measurement of the speaking fluency and the activities that are likely to enhance it.    

        Please, tick the appropriate box or write a full statement when necessary, and accept my 

deepest gratitude for your contribution. 

Section One: Background Information  

1. What is your degree? 

Bachelor Degree……………………………………………  

                         

Master……………………………………………………..          

 Magister……………………………………………………..  

Doctorate……………………………………………………...                                  

 

2. How long have you been teaching oral expression to second year students?  

   ……………………………………………………………………………   

                        

Section Two: Teaching Speaking 

3. When teaching speaking, do you focus mostly on: 

Accuracy ……………………………………………..…  

Pronunciation…………………………………………...          

 Fluency ………………….…………………………… 

 

4. Which, in your stance, of the three aspects below, is the most difficult to teach: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fluency…………………………………………………  

 Pronunciation ………………………………………… 

 Accuracy……………………………………………….  

 

5. How would you justify your choice of the most difficult aspect?                                                                                                                                       

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………... 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……..………………………………… 

6. Do your students show difficulties in? 

Fluency…………………………………………………  

Grammar………………………………………………..  

Pronunciation………………………………………….  

                       

Section Three: Learning/Teaching and Assessing Speaking Fluency 

7.  Do you think that the main reason behind poor speaking fluency is that: 

 

Teachers do not use the most efficient fluency activities ………………. 

Teachers focus more on activities that improve accuracy ………………               

 

 

8. What are the activities you mostly use when teaching speaking? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Drills ……………………………………………………...... 

Oral report…………………………………………………… 

Information gap activities …………………………………… 

 Real play and simulations…………………………………… 

Free discussion ……………………………………………… 

9. Do you think that the speaking activities you are practising are sufficient to improve 

fluency? 

Yes …………………………………         

No …………………………………..  

 

  10. If no, please explain why? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………… 

11. How could you improve speaking fluency? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………….. 

12. What are some of the speaking fluency activities you know? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

13. What do you think are the most efficient ones to improve fluency in speaking? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

14. Why? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………….. 

15. Do you think that listening to native speakers may help enhance speaking fluency? 

            Yes ……………………………… 

            No ………………………………. 

16. Justify your answer please? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

 

 



…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………. 

17. Stress, intonation, gestures and facial expressions are strategies used to facilitate 

communication. Do you think that these strategies may help improve fluency in speaking? 

               Yes …………………………                 

               No ………………………… 

18. Do you think that speaking fluency activities may help in improving these strategies?  

            Yes.......................................... 

            No …………………..………  

 19. It is said that more self-confident learners speak fluently than those who are less 

confident. Do you 

                 Agree ………………………… 

                 Disagree ……………………. 

20. If you agree, do you think that speaking fluency activities help learners improve 

confidence in order to speak fluently? 

           Yes ………………………………… 

           No ………………………………… 

21. Would you say that those activities that you think are most efficient to improve fluency 

are the most efficient ones to improve confidence? 

         Yes 

……………………………………………. 

         No ……………………..…………. 

22. Fluency is the aspect of speaking that is free from any type of regulation. So, according to 

what criteria should teachers measure it? (You may tick more than one box) 

           Speech rate ……………………………………… 

            Number and length of pauses …………..……… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



            False starts and repetition …………………….. 

           The ability to speak coherently………………… 

 

 

Section Four: Teachers’ Suggestions 

23. Please, add any suggestions you see relevant to the aim of the questionnaire? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………  

 

 Thank you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 4: Marks of the Pre-test and Post-test (group 1) 
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     X 

           

    X 

   

 

 

 



Subject N°13 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

           

    X 

                  

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

             

    X 

            

    X 

       

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

               

    X 

            

    X 

      

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                   

    X 

             

    X 

   

 

Subject N°14 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

            

    X 

              

     X 

      

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

             

    X 

         

    X 

          

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

            

    X 

             

     X 

      

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                 

    X 

             

     X 

   

 

 

 



Subject N°15 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

            

    X 

               

    X 

      

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

            

    X 

               

    X 

       

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

            

    X 

            

    X 

         

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                     

    X 

       

    X 

      

 

Subject N°16 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

            

    X 

              

    X 

      

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

            

    X 

               

    X 

       

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

            

    X 

            

    X 

         

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                  

    X 

           

    X 

      

 

 

 



Subject N°17 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

         

    X 

               

    X 

         

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

            

    X 

               

    X 

          

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

         

    X 

               

    X 

         

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                 

     X 

          

     X 

      

 

Subject N°18 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

         

    X 

              

    X 

         

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

         

    X 

                

    X 

          

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

         

    X 

               

    X 

         

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                

    X 

             

    X 

      

 

 

 



Subject N°19 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

           

     X 

                  

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

              

    X 

            

    X 

       

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

               

    X 

             

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                   

    X 

               

    X 

   

 

Subject N° 20 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e(
1

) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3

) P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

              

    X 

           

    X 

      

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

              

    X 

              

    X 

     

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

               

    X 

               

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                   

    X 

               

    X 

   

 

 

 



Appendix 5: Marks of the Pre-test and Post-test (group 2) 

Subject N°1 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
) 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

           

    X                    

               

    X 

         

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

                     

     X   

            

    X 

          

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

         

    X 

               

    X 

         

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

              

     X   

             

     X   

      

Subject N°2 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
l

e1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

              

   X 

             

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

               

   X 

            

    X 

     

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

               

     X   

        

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

                     

     X 

           

    X 

  



Subject N°3 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 
(5

) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

     

    X 

     

    X 

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

     

    X 

    

    X 

 

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

     

    X 

     

    X 

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

     

    X 

     

    X 

Subject N°4 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(

1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

  

    X 

     

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

  

    X 

     

    X 

   

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

 

    X 

      

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

 



Subject N°5 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(

1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

     

    X 

   

    X 

  

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

     

    X 

  

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

     

    X 

    

    X 

 

Subject N°6 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

   

    X 

    

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

   

    X 

    

    X 

   

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

   

    X 

    

   X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

 



Subject N°7 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 
(5

) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

  

    X 

     

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

  

    X 

     

    X 

   

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

  

    X 

     

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

  

    X 

     

    X 

   

Subject N°8 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(

1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

     

    X 

   

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

     

    X 

   

    X 

  

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

     

    X 

   

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

    X 

     

    X 

 



Subject N°9 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 
(5

) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

   X 

     

    X 

 

Subject N°10 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

    

    X 

   

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

   

    X 

    

    X 

   

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

   

    X 

    

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

    X 

     

    X 

 



Subject N°11 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(

1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

   

    X 

    

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

   

   X 

   

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

   

    X 

     

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

   

    X 

     

    X 

  

Subject N°12 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

    

    X 

   

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

   

    X 

   

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

    

    X 

   

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

   

     X 

     

    X 

  

 



Subject N°13 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 
(5

) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

      

    X 

    

    X 

 

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

      

    X 

    

    X 

 

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

     

    X 

    

    X 

 

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

     

    X 

    

    X 

 

Subject N°14 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(

1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

     

    X 

   

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

     

    X 

    

    X 

 

 



Subject N°15 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
E

x
ce

ll
en

t 
(5

) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

     

    X 

   

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

     

    X 

 

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

    

    X 

    

     X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

     

    X 

    

    X 

 

Subject N°16 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t 

(5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 

a
cc

ep
ta

b
le

(

1
 

E
x

ce
ll

en
t(

5
) 

G
o

o
d

(4
) 

A
v

er
a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

    X 

     

    X 

 



Subject N°17 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
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) 
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3
) 

P
o
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2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
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b
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1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

    

    X 

     

    X 

 

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

    X 

     

    X 

 

Subject N°18 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
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a
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3
) 

P
o
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2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
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b
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1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

   

    X 

     

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

   

    X 

      

    X 

 

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

   

    X 

     

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

    

    X 

     

    X 
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         Criteria 
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x
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5
) 

G
o
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d
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) 

A
v
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a

g
e(

3
) 

P
o

o
r(

2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

     

    X 

   

    X 

  

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

    

    X 

   

    X 

   

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

    

    X 

    

    X 

  

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

     

    X 

    

    X 

 

Subject N°20 

                  The Pre-test                    The Post-test 

         

         Criteria 
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) 
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v
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a

g
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3
) 

P
o

o
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2
) 

N
o

t 
 

A
cc

ep
ta

b
le

1
 

                             

Speech Rate 

   

    X 

    

    X 

   

Number and 

Length of 

Pauses 

   

    X 

     

    X 

  

Ability to 

Speak 

coherently 

   

    X 

    

    X 

   

Movements, 

Gestures and 

Facial 

Expressions 

   

    X 

      

    X 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


